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In memory of my dad,
Jimmie Cain.
Self-named,
He later took on the name of Christ
and posed the hard questions from Scriptures.
He played catch, even with a bad shoulder.
He tried to cure me of my
idolatrous love of efficiency (laziness).
He was an amazing cook, especially of fried chicken.
He wanted me to be a doctor or lawyer,
but was OK when I made some C’s and begged out,
backing my venture to Covenant College.
He picked my wife for me
before I had really settled on her.
He delighted in his grandchildren.
He taught me the essentials of guitar
without even being a guitar player (“Plink-plunkplunk, Plink-plunk-plunk”).

The Words of Yahweh
are pure Words,
like silver refined
in an earthen furnace,
purified seven times.
Psalm 12:6

These Scripture Meditations were originally notes taken in
little, fat, spiral notebooks (starting in the early 1990’s), written
during private devotional times, mostly from meditating on
verses from Psalms I had memorized from putting them to music,* then sung them during family devotion time, had my students at Rocky Bayou Christian School memorize them for a
grade, and sung them at church as well. The little notebooks
eventually became weekly pamphlets for Sovereign Grace
Church of Valparaiso (Florida). Now they’ve become this book:
Volume 1 covers half a year, Volume 2 to cover the other half.
The Psalm meditations were an attempt to obey the four
commands in Ephesians 5:18-19. The first command is to be
filled in the Spirit. The other three commands are participles
attached to the first command, telling us, in essence, how to be
filled with the Spirit (with more attached participles in the succeeding verses).
The first of the attached commands indicates that to be filled
in the Spirit, we must SPEAK to one another in Psalms, hymns,
and spiritual songs. How can we do that without pulling out
our Bible or songbook to read them to one another? The next
two participles answer that: by SINGING and
‘PSALMING’ (literally) in our hearts to God. In other words, we
are to memorize the songs through having continuously sung
them in our hearts. The singing of Scriptures (Psalms) and
godly compositions (hymns and spiritual songs) internally is the
assumed seedbed in which meditation on the words will grow.
Voila! Now you can speak what you’ve learned with other
Christians, perhaps just telling them how you were convicted
and/or encouraged: they can pick up the ‘sympathetic vibration’
on their own. Or you can write your thoughts, as I did for several years.
Most of the non-Psalm meditations grew out of ramifications
of the Psalm meditations.
Bill Cain

July, 2016

* I made them literal translations of the Psalms SO THAT, having memorized
them, one will have memorized Scripture. Try them out at
SovGraceValp.com.
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Chapter One
Devotion

Scripture
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Ps 14:2-3

2
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Ps 14:4

4
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2 Cor 11:6
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Ps 20:1

7

Ps 30:3

Devotion 1

Psalm 14:2-3
Yahweh looked down from Heaven
on the sons of mankind,
to see if there were any discerning
and seeking God:
they have all turned aside;
together they have become filthy;
there is none doing good,
not even one!

Consider the word "together" in the passage
above.
There are no great individualists in the
area of morals.
Mankind has strayed as a whole. As a people
we have declined from God.
However much we like to think ourselves as
NOT a part of the crowd, it is necessary to align
our testimony with Scriptures to see that we are
simply one among the countless numbers of the
sons of men who have sinned, who have chosen
our own way rather than God's.
We become part of a new breed in Christ:
James 1:18 Of His own will He brought us forth

by the Word of Truth, that we should be a kind of
first fruits of his creatures.

Then we learn righteousness as individuals
AND part of the group of newborns.
But we all take the "old man" (Eph. 4:22,
Col. 3:9) with us to the grave. And he is always partial to the old dead crowd among
whom we worshiped self and things. Those old
hankerings will never depart from us until glorification.
So we will never have a reason to depart from
humility.

Devotion 2

Psalm 14:2
Yahweh looked down from heaven
on the children of men,
To see if there were any
who did understand,
who did seek after God.

When God looks down on mankind, he sees a
group which lacks understanding and which
does not seek Him.
If we understood our situation, we would

seek God.
It is because we do not understand our situation that do not seek God.
Man does not know his own sinfulness. We
do not know our own separation from God. On
both counts we vainly imagine that we are not
so bad and that God is not so far away.
God awakens us by the Gospel, which is the
"good news," with the BAD NEWS about ourselves. The Gospel, in fact, is not good news at
all to someone who has not learned the evil of
his own heart and the fact that his evil has
earned him eternity in the Lake of Fire.
There is a sense in which “seeking God” is
merely a restatement of “understanding.” We
can reverse our formula about understanding
and seeking and say: Because we do not seek
God- have no desire for Him- we will therefore
never gain understanding. It is our distaste for
God, His laws and His ways, that keeps us in an
ignorant state.
And, again, if we gain understanding, its first
application will need to be about ourselves. I
must ask, “Why do I naturally avoid the true
God?”

Devotion 3

Psalm 14:4
Have all doers of iniquity not known,
who eat My people as they eat bread?

The iniquitous chew up God's people.
This they do simply because of their spiritual
disposition.
They also do it largely ignorantly. Some societies, communities, and individuals throughout history have specifically targeted God's people by name in various ways, but most have not.
Most chew God's people up just as the natural
way they live, without any forethought.
The iniquitous chew each other up, too. But
as men like to have a rationale for their bad behavior, it is easier for them to have one for their
meanness against some other group than it is for
abusing their fellow iniquitors.
Iniquitors chew up God's people because they
sense that God's people are different than themselves. This becomes one of many forms of
man's prejudice.
Of course, the iniquitous calling themselves
God's people have perpetrated a great deal of

violence 'in God's name' as well (the Ku Klux
Klan recently, for instance). But these are not
God's true people. They do not obey him, neither generally nor in their specific calling to inflict harm on others.
The iniquitous eat God's people because they
sense that this is different about them: God's
people are righteous while they themselves are
wicked:
1 John 3:11, 12 For this is the message which you
heard from the beginning, that we should love one
another; unlike Cain, who was of the evil one, and
killed his brother. Why did he kill him? Because
his works were evil, and his brother's righteous.

Since all men believe themselves to be and
claim to be righteous, they will never recognize
this reason. They will always see it the other
way around. "That fellow is doing wrong by his
behavior/attitude. In justice, I'll set him
straight." The unrighteous set the tone for societies; the righteous make the tone sound discordant: the unrighteous are bothered; they respond.
So the iniquitous, the counterfeit righteous,
devour God's people ignorantly.
But God feeds His people to them on purpose:

1 Pet 2:20, 21 ... But if you suffer while doing
good, and patiently endure, this is a grace from
God. For were you not called to this? For Christ
also suffered on our behalf, leaving us an example,
that you should follow His steps

God calls us to our afflictions. They are what
make us ready and show us worthy of His kingdom:
Acts 14:22 confirming the souls of the disciples,
exhorting to continue in the faith, and that
through many afflictions we must enter into the
kingdom of God.

So as we get stuck between the teeth of
transgressors, we know that each bite they take
is meant to cut away some part of us that is not
worthy of God's kingdom. The wicked don't
know that they are doing us this favor, but they
are. We might wish that while we were in their
jaws that they had brushed more regularly, but
even the wretched aroma is necessary to really
reach our own deeply entrenched iniquities.

Devotion 4

Psalm 14:6
You have shamed the counsel of the afflicted,
for Yahweh is his refuge.

God's people are here called "the afflicted."
That is because unbelievers have a thousand
subtle ways (and many not so subtle) to ostracize them in every generation.
The "doers of iniquity" (v. 4) cast shame
upon the ideas, plans, and activities of God's
people in every generation. This is natural to
the iniquitous, those who are 'bent' in their spirits.
Since scorning the opinions of Christians
comes naturally to unbelievers, they do not see
anything 'bent' about their scorn. They definitely have reasons why Christians need to be
derided, reasons to justify their loathing. But
their reasons will never represent reality.
The Psalm says that they distort the views of
a believer BECAUSE the believer has put his
confidence in God. Nine times out of ten, the
unbeliever is confident that he is the one who
rightly represents God. So his offense at the believer is born from his own spiritual intuition,

from the very foundation of his being. The only
thing he won't think about his response is, "I oppose him because he trusts God." But that is
precisely why our Psalm says he is doing it!
Therefore, a believer must adjust his reactions to an unbelieving world, especially to individuals in it who don't like him (many of whom
will put up a friendly enough front). He must
realize that they are not aware of their own reasons for their disgust. In fact, they will charge
their antipathy to some other source, quite different than the real one, usually located in the
righteous man himself.
The believer can therefore also afford to be
generous in spirit and see the unbeliever's captivity to sin as the reason for his contradictory
thinking and behavior.

Devotion 5

2 Corinthians 11:6
But even if I am unskilled in speech,
yet not in knowledge;
but in every way I have been clearly revealed
to you in all things.

A sermon is to be a piece of art.
But the art is not to be measured in terms of
oratory skill.
Paul admitted that he was "uninformed" in
speaking style (the Greek meaning of
“unskilled” per its four other uses). This admission was part of his nearly book-long response
to the problems introduced into the Corinthian
church by the "false apostles" (11:13). These
false apostles claimed to be Christ's apostles and
claimed to be superior to Paul. One of their advantages was the 'degrees' they had earned, as
we would probably call them ("letters of commendation," 3:1). They were better schooled in
several areas, one of them apparently being public speech.
Paul was not even concerned to contest that
ground. He even allowed that he may have

been a novice in speaking skills, for this was not
even a matter of concern. What was a matter of
concern was his knowledge, he said. (How
many preachers would lean to the same side of
that comparison today?)
Certainly Paul was an artist in speaking. But
it was the heart of art he had, not the outward
package:
1 Cor 2:1 - 3 And I, brothers, when I came to you,
did not come with excellence of speech or of wisdom, declaring to you the testimony of God. For I
determined not to know anything among you except Jesus Christ and Him crucified. And I was
with you in weakness and in fear, and in much
trembling.

Not much to earn an "A" in speech class. But
very much to earn the respect of a Gospel listener.
Paul no doubt would have been passed over
in most of our bigger churches today:
2 Cor 10:10 ... his bodily presence is weak, and
his speech is contemptible.

So the false apostles characterized him, and,
again, he did not care to contest the accusation.
If he stammered and tripped over his own
words, it was because he was so full of feeling

over his topic. Paul carried an exceedingly
beautiful message, but the beauty was in the ear
of the beholder.
What if tears become part of a preacher’s affected art, as is often the case in false preaching? What if they move others to tears by their
art? Those who purposely affect their manner
are ineffective in the Gospel. That is, the Holy
Spirit has to override their hypocrisy to effect
any good.
Every sermon is going to be a good or bad
piece of art. It simply matters by what criteria
we judge it.

Devotion 6

Psalm 20:1
May Yahweh answer you in the day of trouble;
may the name of the God of Jacob
set you on high.

Psalm 20 is a Psalm of benediction. With it,
the psalmist blesses the community of believers.
In their singing or reciting of it, members of that
community bless one another.
The benedictions continue after verse one

above:
Psa 20:2 - 4 May He send you help from the
sanctuary, and strengthen you out of Zion, remember all your offerings, and accept your burnt
sacrifice. Selah. May He grant you according to
your heart, and fulfill all your plans.

Eight blessings within the first four verses!
Then what are the responses to God's blessings listed next in the Psalm?
Psa 20:5 We will rejoice in Your salvation, and in
the name of our God we will set up banners

God's blessings are received with appropriate
tokens, inward and outward.
Then the benedictions continue!
Psa 20:5 ... may Yahweh fulfill all your requests.

Then the psalmist shares a conclusion he has
come to in his mind:
Psa 20:6 Now I know that Yahweh saves His
anointed; He will answer him from His holy
Heaven with the saving strengths of His right
hand.

The psalmist perceives and proclaims that
GOD DOES HELP. He has seen it; therefore,

he has written this Psalm heaping more blessings on God's people, for He sees that God's
continual intention is to help His people.
God does help us. With this confidence we
may call His blessings down on ourselves and
one another.

Devotion 7

Psalm 30:3
O Yahweh, You have brought up my soul
from the grave;
You have kept me alive,
so that I should not go down to the Pit.

God had kept the psalmist alive when he was
very near death. The psalmist here counts his
soul as already having been in the grave, for that
is where God is said to have brought it up from.
He is either saying that he was as good as dead,
or he is saying that his soul had already experienced a sort of death. In fact, both things may
have been true. Having seen how near death he
was, the psalmist may have despaired of life and
fainted inwardly. He would then have experienced emotional death. His soul had 'died', or

been cut off from him. He was numb to it. It
was inactive.
We later learn that God had brought him to
this point because of his pride:
Psa 30:6, 7 And in my blessedness I said, I shall
never be moved. O Yahweh, by Your favor You
have made my mountain to stand strong ...

Even though he credited God in word, his
soul had still come to a place of self-sufficiency,
and that is pride. We know this was his state
because of God's consequent discipline, expressed in the very next line of the verse just
above:
Psa 30:7 ...You hid Your face, and I was troubled.

God hid his favorable countenance because
arrogance had subtly insinuated itself into the
psalmist's heart. This happens to us so easily.
And it happens as a result of God's blessings as
easily as for any other reason!
The hiding of God's face was a sure cause of
the psalmist's soul numbness. Additionally,
God apparently let his enemies have a pretty
good run at him, for the Psalm begins,
Psa 30:1 I will praise You, O Yahweh; for You

have lifted me up, and have not allowed my foes
to rejoice over me.

The psalmist no doubt sensed that God had
abandoned him as his enemies tightened the
noose around his neck. In his abandonment, his
soul was already in the grave. That's where
God brought him back from. Hence, we have
this Psalm of exuberant praise.
Is your soul deadened by certain circumstances?
Perhaps you needed the difficulty to separate
you from a subtle pride.
The psalmist's cure for his pride, even in the
midst of his catastrophe, was very simple:
Psa 30:2 O Yahweh my God, I cried to You, and
You have healed me.

A-1

Chapter Two
Devotion

Scripture

1

1 Cor 6:12-13

2

Col 3:3-4

3

Col 1:21

4

2 Cor 2:14-16

5

Rom 9:13

6

Eph 4:26

7

Eph 6:12

Devotion 1

1 Corinthians 6:12, 13

"Foods for the belly, and the belly for foods,"
but God will bring to nothing both it and them.
But the body is not for fornication,
but for the Lord; and the Lord for the body.

Fornication is sexual activity outside of marriage. (Adultery is a sin against the covenant of
marriage, even for those not yet married; therefore, any act of fornication is also an act of
adultery, depending on the reference point: marriage or sexuality)
Almost without exception, those who commit
fornication/adultery do not see great harm in it.
If they saw great enough harm in it, they would
avoid it.
There is real damage in fornication:
1 Cor 6:14 - 17 Now God raised up the Lord, and
will also raise us up by his power. Don't you know
that your bodies are members of Christ? Shall I
then take the members of Christ, and make them
members of a prostitute? May it never be! Or
don't you know that he who is joined to a prostitute is one body? For, "The two," says he, "will become one flesh." But he who is joined to the Lord
is one spirit.

People generally do not realize the commitment they are automatically making to a sexual
partner. They feel that if there is no serious
emotional involvement, there is no commitment. But God designed sex to be a cementing
of two individuals. This union cannot be
avoided by a casual attitude.
If people thought of a fornicating partner as a
lifelong attachment, that would help them avoid
the act. If they thought a little further about all
the disadvantages of a permanent link to someone not their marriage partner, they might actually have enough braking power to cool their
enflamed desires.
1 Cor 6:18 Flee sexual immorality! "Every sin that
a man does is outside the body," but he who commits fornication sins against his own body.

Fornication is a unique sin because of the
Lord's design of man and woman. Gluttony
makes the body the subject of its abuse, but fornication makes the body the very instrument of
abuse by turning its capacity to merge into a departure from its proper union with God:
1 Cor 6:19, 20 Or don't you know that your body
is a temple of the Holy Spirit which is in you,
which you have from God? You are not your own,

for you were bought with a price. Therefore glorify
God in your body and in your spirit, which are
God's.

Devotion 2

Colossians 3:3, 4
For you died, and your life has been hidden
with Christ in God.
When Christ our Life is revealed,
then you also will be revealed with Him
in glory.

Consider the phrase "Christ our life."
This phrase transcends mere experience.
There is much more to Christ being our life than
we could possibly take in with our senses and
our understanding.
Nevertheless, however much our understanding and senses can take in, they should take in
this truth.
Think of it this way:
 "Christ is part of my life."
Most professing Christians wouldn't say that,
because they know that Christ is owed more
than a portion of their lives. But that is the reality of many Christian lives, and at times, even

the best of them.
 "Christ is in my life."
Here is an ordinary Christian profession. Yet
it is still far from a confession of the reality of
our highlighted phrase from Colossians.
 "Christ is the most important part of my
life."
Hopefully, any Christian would be able to
freely confess this. Yet, again, comparing it to
our phrase, it could almost be viewed as an
'almost' Christian position.
So the Christian position is:
 "Christ is my life."
That would also mean my life is Christ.
Prayer, then, starts from this understanding,
confessing the reality of it beyond what I am
presently experiencing. Then prayer proceeds
to this understanding, seeking to deepen my
knowledge and experience of it, seeking to fill
my life with Christ, since whatever defines my
life apart from Him is not life. Whatever is not
life is death.

Devotion 3

Colossians 1:21
And you, who were once alienated
and enemies in your mind by wicked works,
yet now He has reconciled

THE COMPETITION
"Enemies" against God in our very minds!
Satan was against God before man was:
Isa 14:12, 13 How you are fallen from the heavens, O shining star, son of the morning! How you
are cut down to the ground, you who weakened
the nations! For you have said in your heart, I will
go up to the heavens, I will exalt my throne above
the stars of God; I will also sit on the mount of the
congregation, in the sides of the north.

Our basic spirit as man is one of competition
with God, trying to be what only God can be,
exactly as Lucifer declared above. The Serpent
assured us, "You will be like God." We accepted the challenge to put ourselves in a league
with God, contesting Him.
Now consider the term "lost" as opposed to
the term “competitor” in describing man relative
to God. Our lostness is only an expression of
our inadequacy for the competition we have en-

tered. If we once were lost but now are
“found,” we must be sure there are no ways we
are still competing with God. Now our lives
should be a happy expression of our inadequacy,
drawing on His strength, not in addition to our
own, but as a necessary replacement to our own.

Devotion 4

2 Corinthians 2:14 - 16
But thanks be to God,
the One always leading us in triumph in Christ,
and the One revealing through us
the odor of the knowledge of Him
in every place.
For we are a sweet smell to God
because of Christ
in those being saved, and in those being lost;
to the one, an odor of death unto death,
and to the other, an odor of life unto life.
And who is sufficient for these things?

The 'Hard-Hearted' Gospel
The above passage from Second Corinthians
deserves to be a 'locus classicus' (classic location) in the Church, a passage as popular as
John 3:16.

It contains the message of life, but it also contains the message of death. It gives the whole
picture.
It is a 'hard-hearted' passage in that it "shakes
the dust off its feet" concerning those who reject
the Gospel. That's what Jesus told His envoys
to do to cities unreceptive of the Gospel (Mk 6:11).
It is 'hard-hearted' in that it knows that the
Gospel is determined to be rejected by the natural man, since it is automatically offensive to
him.
So Paul had a 'hard heart' in that he rejoiced
and triumphed in this Gospel, a Gospel that
turned some men off. The rejecters of it were
not his responsibility. He could only tell them.
God would have to turn them. And turn them
He would, as many as were called.
The rest are still part of the triumph of the
Gospel, though, even in the hardening of
their hearts to it; that is, its becoming a fragrance of death to them.

Devotion 5

Romans 9:13
even as it has been written,
"I loved Jacob,
and I hated Esau."

Paul here quotes from the book of Malachi.
God loves some people and hates others.
Every man is naturally hateful to God. It is only
by God’s gracious choice that He changes any of
them into something loveable.
Why does He love whom He loves? Paul addresses that also:
Rom 9:18 So, then, to whom He desires, He
shows mercy. And whom He desires, He hardens.

In other words, concerning whom God loves,
there is no reason from a human standpoint. God
does not set his love on a man based on any factor
in the man himself. If God did that, salvation
would be based on works, for it would have its basis in man rather than apart from him. Concerning
whom God hardens, the only reason is the man’s
own sinfulness, but the man God loves is no less
sinful. The distinction God makes between the two
men is a choice in God Himself.*

Surely those who hate the fact that God hates
some people just as much hate the fact that He
loves others. Once God starts making distinctions,
that's when men don't like it. So God's love is as
repulsive to our natural thinking as His hatred is.
Man naturally hates God's sovereignty. We don't
like Him to have control. But His love is just one
of His sovereign choices.
Unsaved men don't have much direct interface
with God's sovereignty in their thoughts. Converts
are almost always working through these issues for
the first time. This makes it just about as difficult
an issue as it is for an unbeliever. It is simply one
of many areas in which we have to answer, "I will
believe whatever my Lord says." When it comes
down to it, just about everything our sin nature dislikes about God is bound up in His sovereignty.
Let us ask whether we have made peace with
God being sovereign over all aspects of all His
creation.

* There are predictable factors among whom God

chooses, such as the poor (Jms 2:5), the unwise (1 Cor
1:26), the lower classes (1 Cor 1:26), and the weaker (1
Cor 1:26). But even starting with these categories, we
cannot predict which poor, weak commoner God will
choose.

Devotion 6

Ephesians 4:26
"Be angry but do not sin;"
do not let the sun go down
on your wrath

There are occasions when anger is not only
justified, but necessary in order to pursue a
course of righteousness. This must be true, or
Jesus would have been unrighteous the times He
was angry (Mark 3:5 and John 2:15, for instance).
Paul commends righteous anger in the verse
in the box above.

But if I am angry at something God
does not call a sin, then I'm taking the
right to define sin out of His hands.
Perfectionists, beware (and that's everyone to
some extent)! The implications of anger are too
important and consequential for me to indulge
myself in the naming of right and wrong.

Devotion 7

Ephesians 6:12
For our wrestling is not against flesh and blood,
but against the principalities, against the powers,
against the world's rulers
of the darkness of this age,
and against the spiritual hosts of wickedness
in the heavenly places.

What is a demon's I.Q.?
Many claim that Satan and the demons are
dimwitted because they are fighting against
God. This however, implies nothing automatic
about their intelligence. We first have to consider what they were trying to achieve, and neither the destruction nor replacement of God
were their intents (Isa. 14:14*).
Rather, we could easily deduce that demons
would be off-the-scale geniuses compared to
humans. This is because they've been around at
least 6,000 years now. They've had access to all
the information we've had all that time.
This being the case, however, should we be
intimidated by their superior intelligence? No,
because we are not in an intellectual war with
them: that is, it is not a war in which the greatest
intellect has an ultimate advantage.

We are in a spiritual warfare, where, for us,
intellect plays the part of knowing God's Word
and acting on it. Our intellect filled with and
submitted to Scriptures is a match for any demon's intellect. No man can be merely ‘tricked’
out of his decision to obey God. The man must
be made to question and doubt that decision.
Hence, THEIR chief weapon is simply OUR
desire to sin, to disobey that Word which is otherwise our protection and advantage. So their
only advantage is one we give them. Of course,
the easiest advantage they can claim, and the
one in which they have gained steady ground
over the Church during the last century, is our
laziness to discover our Master's Word. How
can we do our Master's will when we don't
know it? And how can we know our Master’s
will if we don’t know the Bible?
So the question is: Are you filled with Scriptures, or are you at the devils' mercies today?

* Satan only said he wanted to be “like” God.
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Chapter Three
Devotion

Scripture

1

James 4:7

2

1 Cor 2:14

3

Ps 46:1

4

Ps 46:2-3

5

Ps 46:4

6

Ps 46:5

7

Ps 46:6

Devotion 1

James 4:7
Resist the Devil,
and he will flee from you.

As discussed in the previous meditation, the
demons' chief weapon against us is our own desire to sin.
This tells us something of the character both of
sin and of man.
Demons are not so much trying to dupe us.
They just keep giving us cups of poison that we
make reasons to drink. And they continue to
give us what we do drink.
Demons understand* sin as opposition to God's
will. It is that opposition they seek to uncover in
us. They have no need to create it; as a potential,
it already dwells in us.
So our job is to know our potential to sin ahead
of time, 'beating the demons to the punch'. That's
why we pray, "Do not lead me into temptation."
We are asking to know our weakness or outright
sinful desire before it can ensnare us again.

* They know sin very personally and intimately, per
the sin they committed before the very face of God
and which now characterizes them.

Devotion 2

1 Corinthians 2:14
But a natural man does not receive
the things of the Spirit of God,
for they are foolishness to him,
and he is not able to know them,
because they are spiritually discerned.

True knowledge is primarily spiritual.
It is therefore all the more important to be
crystal clear in presenting knowledge:
To say exactly what need be said;
only what need be said;
and to say it exactly how it need be said.
This is why Jesus seems rude in most of His
dialogues in John chapters 1 - 6. To us, He borders on tactlessness:
John 2:4 Jesus said to her, What is that to Me and to
you, woman? My hour has not yet come.
John 3:10 Jesus answered and said to him, You are
the teacher of Israel, and you do not know these
things?
John 4:22 You worship what you do not know; we
worship what we know, for salvation is of the Jews.

John 6:26 Jesus answered them and said, Truly,
truly, I say to you, You seek Me not because you
saw miraculous signs, but because you ate of the
loaves and were satisfied.

Jesus was a fully spiritual man, so He was communicating pure spiritual truth. His terseness and
seemingly indirect answers to some questions raise
concerns to our natural sensibilities. We must in
each case come to an understanding of His words,
so we will know that He always said what needed
to be said, only that, and in the appropriate manner.
We must also learn a basic lesson of communication for ourselves: that persuasiveness on our part
cannot include 'sugar-coating' the truth or softpeddling man's sinful condition.
We should, however, avoid enigmatic speech
from a misguided attempt to sound like Jesus. He
was not only the Messenger but the Message. Yet
He also knew when to speak more directly:
John 16:29 His disciples said to Him, Behold, now
You speak plainly and You say no allegory.

There were many things which were going to be
nearly impossible to understand until redemption
had been accomplished. Now that it has been accomplished, plainness is our main business. We
must therefore speak precisely, concisely, and judiciously.

Devotion 3

Psalm 46:1
God is our refuge and strength,
in distresses He is very much found to be a help.

God is our place of protection in "distresses,"
or, nearly literally, in "tight spots."
God is not a mascot. But to rise above our
treating Him as one, we must actually feel the
weight of troubles and flee away from the troubles and from our resulting fear or anger to Him.
God is not a 'charm' to dispel our adversaries
or adversities. But to rise above our treating
Him as one of those, we must not imagine that
His chief concern is to rid us of trouble. We
must realize that His chief concern is to mold us
during our distresses.
God is not a genie, be it the controllable or the
unpredictable type. But to rise above our treating Him as one, we must make our requests for
aid with the attitude of seeking His will, not
bending His powers to our service.

Devotion 4

Psalm 46:2, 3
On account of this we will not fear,
though the earth change and the mountains
slip into the heart of the seas.
Its waters rage and foam;
Its swelling shakes the mountains. Selah.

Notice the perspectives from which the Psalmist considers his safety in Yahweh (from verse 1).
The EARTH may shake; the MOUNTAINS
may be lost; the SEAS may roar.
The EARTH is a whole outer perspective.
Everywhere I look around me, I see the earth.
God's protection is yet wider.
MOUNTAINS are an upper realm. Though
their majesty be assaulted, yet I cannot be thrown
down if God upholds me.
SEAS are an 'under' realm. Yet their subversion cannot melt my secure footing from underneath me, for God is my hiding place and my
strength (46:1).

Devotion 5

Psalm 46:4
There is a river,
its channels gladden the city of God,
the holy tabernacles of the Most High.

The "city of God" mentioned here is equated
with the "holy tabernacles" of God. "Tabernacles"
are tents. THE Tabernacle was a tent, a moveable
dwelling of God.
This verse, then, is saying that God ‘pitches His
tent' here with us. He chooses to come among us
and dwell with us. We would probably only have
equated the City of God with Heaven, but He
equates it with a place on earth, a place with us.
He is the "Most High" in this verse, yet He
dwells in as lowly a place as He might- among
men.
Jesus is "Immanuel": "God with us". He came
among us but has departed from us. Yet Jesus says
that, until we come to Heaven, it is better for us to
have the Holy Spirit than it is for us to have Himself. The Holy Spirit, then, can be called 'God with
us' now. He makes us part of the City of God.
Any offense we give the Holy Spirit, then, is an
assault against our own dwelling with God.

Devotion 6

Psalm 46:5
God is in the midst of her;
she shall not be shaken;
God will help her
at the turning of the morning.*

God is in the very midst of His people, even
though she is not truly aware of it. She feels the
shaking of the ground beneath her as the enemy assaults her in great mass and fury. Yet God promises that she will only feel the shaking. She herself
will not be shaken. The mountains shake (v. 2), but
His people He holds firm.
But God does not help her by going "Boo!" and
chasing her enemies away before they reach her
gates. Rather, His people may feel that He has
clearly abandoned them, at least to some extent.
See the enemies mounting a successful siege!
God has a sense of drama, if you will. He has a
sense of timing, both for our despair at our supposed undoing and for the actual moment of our
undoing. When martyrdom is not His chosen
means for our glorifying Him, He doesn't allow our
actual undoing to occur. He effects our actual rescue *"just at the face of dawn" (Hebrew).
How much longer did Job have to wait after the
seven days before God would have removed his
loathsome boils? Job never found out. He de-

spaired of rescue some hours or moments before
'dawn'.
Perhaps that is the hardest area of self-trust to
abandon: the sense of our own demise, especially
the sensing of its impending time.

Devotion 7

Psalm 46:6

The nations raged, the kingdoms were moved;
He uttered His voice, the earth melted.

Nations and kingdoms may come against God's
people, but He will protect His own.
When He "gives" (the literal Hebrew) His voice,
it is not only the nations and the kingdoms that pull
back from their tumult; the land under them gives
way! God melts the very earth in avenging His
people!
The ground under us looks stable enough. The
earth seems a stable base of operations for the ungodly. But we must picture the scenes from this
Psalm when we are harried by the cruel of the
earth.
We must also pray according to this Psalm on
behalf of our persecuted brothers and sisters in
many parts of the world.
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Chapter Four
Devotion

Scripture

1

Ps 46:7

2

Ps 46:8-9

3

Ps 46:10

4

Matt 9:37-38

5

Ps 66:1-2

6

Ps 66:3

7

Ps 66:18

Devotion 1

Psalm 46:7
Yahweh of Hosts is with us;
the God of Jacob is a refuge for us.

In this Protection Psalm, God is identified as
the God of Jacob. Therefore, our specific
knowledge of Jacob and God’s protection of
him are helpful.
Jacob was a wily, self-serving fellow who
only came to know God little by little. His story
is very encouraging, then, in that he is so much
like us. And, as happens with all true Christians, God had set His love on Jacob and wouldn't let him go. Nor would He leave him in his
wiles or his selfishness.
So when God is identified as the refuge of
people like Jacob, we cannot help but be humbled. God opposes all the forces of nature and
man in Psalm 46 in order to protect His people;
but in that He is Jacob's God, He spends even
more time opposing us. He won't let the world
harm us, but He does a great job at deconstructing us Himself in order to reconstruct us better.
Of course, God can and does use the forces of
nature and man in His designs to purify us, but
we must remember that He does not simply give

us over into their hands. They can only do what
He wills.
The harder our road in life is, then, the more
miles we are able to backtrack out of our wilderness of wily self-service. Like poor, stormtossed Jacob.

Devotion 2

Psalm 46:8, 9
Come, behold the works of Yahweh,
who makes ruins on the earth;
who makes wars to cease
to the ends of the earth;
He breaks the bow,
and cuts the spear in two;
He burns the chariots in the fire.

"Come, behold!"
See for yourself!
What had you feared the most? Name it. It is
vanquished.
The greatest tumult man can produce, war, is
stamped out by God like a cigarette that has caught
a few dry leaves on fire.
God invites us to look on His works. Then He

shows us in particular His great destruction countering man’s great destruction. God does not
apologize for His violence. In His case, we must
define violence as righteous force.* His works are
broken weapons and burning war machines. He
simply will abide no destructive force that threatens us.
He could prevent weapons’ manufacture. He
could disband armies before they go on the march.
In the scenario of Psalm 46, God chooses to beset
them after they have threatened us. He purposely
allows us time to wonder if we have been abandoned.
If we haven't seen God's destructive works in our
day (or haven't recognized them as such), we must
look back in Biblical or extra-Biblical history to
see them (or look forward to final wars, e.g., Rev.
20:9). Having His destructive works before our
mind's eye is what bolsters our faith to know that
He does deal with His enemies and protect His
people. Setting God’s destructive works before us
obeys His command to "Come, behold!"**

* Violence would generally be defined as the unrighteous use of force.
** If we are not behaving as God’s people but are
sinning, then the armies dismantled will be our own.

Devotion 3

Psalm 46:10
Be still and know that I am God!
I will be exalted among the nations;
I will be exalted in the earth.

A prerequisite for Divinely imparted knowledge is inactivity. Until we become motionless,
information about God does not truly move into
our souls. Inactivity may be the wrong word,
for it is not a comatose state that is being commended, but rather the complete focus of our attention on one thing. Until every other activity
stops, our attention will never properly converge on just one thing. So God tells us to be
still. He tells us to desist. He tells us to do so
in order that we may know.
This gives us a very good reason to set apart a
time each day called 'quiet time'. A good argument can be made that more spiritual good is
accomplished by merely coming to a complete
standstill than by wedging in five hurried minutes of Bible reading with a quick prayer. Of
course, if we plan better and read and pray at
our leisure, our session will more closely resemble a real time of quietness. We must be careful
to avoid 'perpetual motion.' There is a fear na-

tive to the human soul which causes us to avoid
close contact with God:
Gen 3:8 ... And Man and his wife hid themselves
from the presence of Yahweh Elohim, in the midst
of the trees of the garden.

Man has been on the move ever since. Our
only stillness has been crouching in a hiding
place, hoping God won't notice us.
Look at God's Self-motivation. He requires
us to be still for what purpose? To know that
He is God. Specifically, He would have us
know that He is God among the nations, that He
is God in relation to the earth and all He has
made. Why does He press this particular
knowledge on us? Because this is the information we always forget. The world naturally
takes on a God-like quality to us. It is bigger
than us and seems to be running our lives.
Unless we actually focus our vision on God and
His control over the world, the world naturally
remains an idol to us.
God wants us to focus on Him. Let us be still
that we may do so.

Devotion 4

Matthew 9:37,38
Then He said to His disciples,
The harvest truly is plenteous,
but the laborers are few.
Therefore pray to the Lord of the harvest
that He will send out laborers
into His harvest.

In a previously evangelized nation, the harvest is complex. In the verse just preceding the
ones quoted above, Jesus had compassionate regard for a crowd that followed Him, for they
were as shepherdless sheep. This crowd was
certainly predominantly Jewish. They were instructed in the ways of God, already believed in
Scriptures, and in this case were listening attentively to the Messiah Himself ! Yet they evoked
a comment from our Lord about evangelism.
'Evangelism', then, in a properly broad sense,
includes:
1) Converting men to Christ;
2) Converting men to Christian thinking; and,
if you will,
3) Converting men to Christian living.
There is a sense in which all three parts
should be one and the same. In a previously

'Christianized' nation, then, we may be trying to
convert a professing Christian to consistent,
Biblical thinking or living, only to find that his
inconsistency was due to his lack of regeneration (he hadn't been born again).
Neither should Christian living properly be
separated from Christian thinking. Christian
thinking is really only Christian thinking when
it results in Christian living.
Nonetheless, as workers in Christ's harvest
fields, all types of shepherdlessness should be
approached with the same compassion He felt
and with this prayer (box opposite page) He
taught us to ask concerning it.
The ultimate answer to the prayer Jesus instructed is God “thrusting forth” (the literal
Greek for “send out”) knowledgeable, authoritative pastor-teachers, who will instruct the flock,
who will in turn take an intelligent, persuasive
Gospel into their circles.

Devotion 5

Psalm 66:1, 2
Make a joyful sound to God, all the earth;
Sing out the honor of His name;
make glorious His praise.

Psalm 66, as many of the Psalms, is very exuberant.
Christianity is exuberant.
Any mealy-mouthed brand of Christianity,
then, is not really Christianity.
We must not insist that someone else's style
or degree of exuberance match our own, nor
must we insist that Christian living or worship
be primarily evidenced by vitality (as opposed
to, say, seriousness), but we must insist that
Christianity cannot lack enthusiasm altogether.
There are those who are very staid of spirit
naturally. They may be expressing a relatively
great amount of joy without much recognizable
expression. But they would not oppose the fact
that a deliverance so great as that wrought by
Christ requires a full-hearted response from
those He has rescued.
Some people's rather quiet, mainly inner exuberance is more sincere and acceptable to God

than some people's loud clamor.
But let us be sure that Christianity does not
bottle us up and make us stoic, unfeeling, or unresponsive. Psalm 66 could not be obeyed or
rightly expressed to God that way.

Devotion 6

Psalm 66:3
Say to God,
"How awesome are Your works!
Through the greatness of Your power,
Your enemies submit to You."

Sin opposes God, but He has final sway over
all opposition.
Psalm 66:7 He rules by His power forever; His
eyes search out the nations; let not the rebellious
exalt themselves. Selah.

There is definite motivation here to separate
ourselves from opposition to God. But the
Psalm also points out how God does not leave
our separation from sin to chance:
Psalm 66:10 - 12 For You, O God, have proved
us; You've refined us, as silver is refined. You've

brought us into the net; You've laid affliction upon
our loins. You've caused men to ride at our head

God uses affliction to purify us. The fiery heat
of our difficulties is measured out to us for our ultimate good.
The psalmist recognizes, though, that sin is so
deeply and stubbornly engrained in him, that it
takes all the means at God's disposal to keep sin
from characterizing his life:
Psalm

66:18 If I gazed at iniquity in my heart,
then the Master would not have heard.

So all of the Psalm's worldwide scope of God
dealing with enemy nations returns to His dealing
with me. Sin opposes God, so if sin rules me, I am
rejected; I am not heard by God.
But by coming to God, I find that His power
over sinners AND SIN is available to me. I find
God Himself, I find deliverance from the troubles
surrounding me, and I find victory over prevailing
sin:*
Psalm 66:19 Surely, God has heard; He has attended to the voice of my prayer.
* Sin still claims its dominance, but I now have power to
reject that claim in lieu of the new dominance of righteousness through Christ.

Devotion 7

Psalm 66:18
If I gazed at iniquity in my heart,
the Master would not have heard.

Psalm 66 exemplifies the exuberance of
Christianity, as we said two meditations back.
Yet mortification (killing) of sin is part of this
overall exuberance:
Col 3:5 Therefore put to death your members
which are on the earth: fornication, uncleanness,
passion, evil desire, and covetousness (which is
idolatry)

The psalmist recognized that if he had his
gaze fixed on some forbidden thing, this would
effectively cut off God's ear from him. God
wants focused eyes, as it were, to insure a sincere mouth for praising Him. (Do you realize
how many Scriptures speak of rejected prayers?
James 4:3; 1 Pet. 3:7; Prov. 21:13; 28:9; James
1:6, 7; Ps. 18:41, Prov. 1:28; Isa. 1:15; Jer.
11:11; Micah 3:4; Zech. 7:13)
The psalmist implicitly confesses his natural
affection for idols. All men are natural idolaters
(with self-worship being the most prevalent
brand of idolatry). But God doesn't hear us

when we regard idols. Therefore, we know the
psalmist had dealt a blow of mortal force to his
idol or idols, for the moment at least, when he
says:
Psalm 66:19 Surely, God has heard; He has attended to the voice of my prayer.

Hence, again, this Psalm, while expressing
great show of emotion, does not shy away from
the more private and painful aspects of the
Christian life. In fact, the overall exuberance
seems to be an outgrowth of God's mercy guiding the psalmist out of his idolatry.
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Chapter Five
Devotion

Scripture

1

Ps 54:7

2

Eph 5:11

3

Ps 96:3

4

Ps 96:6

5

Ps 96:6

6

Ps 96:12-13

7

Ps 101:1

Devotion 1

Psalm 54:7
For He has delivered me out of all trouble;
and my eye has seen regarding my enemies.

"My eye has seen regarding my enemies" is
literally "my eye has seen in my enemies."
Most translations have "my eye has seen its desire upon my enemies", or "has looked with satisfaction ..." Certainly these translations take
the word "in" beyond its necessary meaning.
The psalmist is merely saying that he has
seen the outcome of his enemies' bad behavior.
He may mean that he had literally seen evil
come back upon the head of evil men who were
against him. Or he may mean that by faith he
had envisioned the latter end of those who were
boasting against him now. This would be like
Psalm 73. The psalmist spent the whole first
half of Psalm 73 bemoaning the happiness of
the wicked. Then the realization struck him:
Psalm 73:16, 17 And I thought to know this; it
was a travail in my eyes, until I went into the
sanctuary of God; now I understood their end.

But neither of these vantage points implies
that the psalmist is looking with glee upon his

enemy's downfall. In fact, there would even be
room for the psalmist envisioning some of his
enemies being cast down unto their salvation:
Psalm 83:16 Fill their faces with shame and they
will seek Your name, O Yahweh.

In any case, we know that our rejoicing or
satisfaction at our enemy's downfall is strictly
limited by Scriptures:
Prov 24:17, 18 Do not rejoice when your enemy
falls, and do not let your heart be glad when he
stumbles; lest Yahweh see, and it displease Him,
and He turn away His wrath from him.

Devotion 2

Ephesians 5:11
And have no fellowship
with the unfruitful works of darkness,
but rather even reprove them.

The word "confrontational" should describe a
Christian.
"Confront" is simply made of the prefix
"Con"- "with", and "front" ('frons' in Latin,

meaning forehead or face). So a confrontational
person relates to others 'with his front.' He does
not come at them sideways or backwards, if you
will. His dealings are straightforward rather
than indirect (not to say he cannot properly employ subtlety when appropriate). The verse
above equates indirect dealings with hatred. If
I'm unwilling to confront my neighbor's sin, I
hate him. I'm leaving him in his sin.
We tend to think of a confrontational person
as an unpleasant one. This is not the kind of
confrontation a Christian should generally display, though. While fitting the definition of being frontal, a Christian should nonetheless be
pleasant. There is no need to be 'in your face'
just because you are facing someone. A Christian should directly apply God's patience and
kindness with himself to his dealings with others. Though stern, God is not a Marine drill sergeant berating us over our sins, so neither
should we use harassment on others.
This does not mean we are unwilling to inflict pain. Reproving another, as God commands in the verse, is a necessarily painful act.
It is simply that we have experienced the shame
of the log in our own eye, so we will naturally
be tender when we reach to extract the splinter
from the eye of another. Any lack of tact, then,

reveals the presence of self-righteousness: that
we haven't dealt with sin in ourselves first.

Devotion 3

Psalm 96:3
Tell of His glory among the nations,
His wonders among all people.

God is to be spoken of admiringly by those
who know Him.
Psalm 96:4 For Yahweh is great and much to be
praised; He is to be feared above all gods.

In particular, God is to be admired more than
any other potential or actual object of admiration. The gods of the world are merely the invented deities, people, or things we sanctify by
our service to them or their control of us. God
is specifically to be accorded more honor than
they. He is "to be feared"; that is, He is to be
the actual controlling factor in our lives, the
One whose disapproval we actually avoid.
The only way we can accord God more honor
and reverence than anything else is to see Him
for who He is compared to the realization of all

other things for what they are. This comparison
happens quite naturally when we catch a fresh
glimpse of God and are 'revived' spiritually.
Most of the time, though, we must deliberately
bring the comparison to our minds (thus reviving ourselves by His Spirit). Fresh visions of
God wear off, and service to gods creeps in
quite naturally and unavoidably.
Most of us are aware of the idols that preoccupy us. We know the gods that steal honor
from God (although we are the real thieves.
The gods can only take what we give them).
"Tell of His glory" is an exclamation, but it is
also a command. When we obey the command
to communicate the true God's glories with others, the power of lesser gods over us diminishes.
W hen we communicate from true admiration of God, the dominion (though
not the presence and potential dominion) of
gods is broken.

Devotion 4

Psalm 96:6
Honor and majesty are before Him;
power and beauty are in His sanctuary.

Certain blessings are reserved for those who
enter into corporate worship.
God's sanctuary- the Temple in the Old Covenant- is the people of God in the New Covenant:
Eph 2:19 - 22 So, then, you are no longer strangers and tenants, but you are fellow citizens of the
saints and of the family of God, being built up on
the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus
Christ Himself being the cornerstone, in whom all
the building being fitted together grows into a
holy temple in the Lord, in whom you also are being built together into a dwelling place of God in
the Spirit.

Power and beauty are in God's sanctuary. On
earth, this sanctuary is among His people.
No Christian is called outside the body.
Christians are only called into the body of
Christ. Into the body is part of it.
Many believers depart the body because of its
defilements. It is not a place fit for God's dwelling. But in leaving they do not secure a dwell-

ing place for God outside the Church. There is
some group meeting somewhere where God is
present. He does not promise power and beauty
to quitters. We must assume that the honor and
majesty of God’s household does not belong to
them. Nor will He be manifested to flitters
(who flit from church to church, finding fault
wherever they go, or else hearing the siren call
of greater blessings down the street).

Devotion 5

Psalm 96:6
Say in the nations, Yahweh reigns!
Yes, the world is fixed, it shall not be moved;
He will judge the peoples with uprightness.

The world is fixed. It is established. God
made it, and He sticks by it.
This implies that God is going to work within
the existing spheres of creation.
By considering God transcendent, we must
not think of His creation as something arbitrary.
He has hung His glory, in one sense, on what He
made. It is not as though His handiwork is as
nothing just because God Himself is so much
greater. He speaks through what He has made.

His 'fingerprints' are all over everything.
Even miracles themselves are not so much
acts of defiance against the created order of
things. Miracles are more like exceptions that
prove the rule. Miracles do not say that creation
is inadequate as is. They simply say that the
creation depends on the God who designed it
and holds it together. The creation is so efficient as God put it together that it's easy to think
that it runs all by itself. Miracles help remind
us otherwise.
The world is established. This is a law. It
therefore serves as a comparison point for God's
moral law, as the verse further declares, "He
will judge the peoples with uprightness." God
is fixed. His standards are fixed. Judgment is,
therefore, already fixed. There will be no surprises on Judgment Day for those who know
God's law.*
After saying this, the psalmist breaks out into
waves of successive praise. The firmness of the
created order, physical and moral, is a great underpinning for our soul's security and therefore
its joy and thanks.
*

There will actually be no surprises for any man since
the “work of the Law” (though not the Law itself) is written into every man’s heart, Rom. 2:15.

Devotion 6

Psalm 96:12, 13
Let the field be joyful, and all that is in it;
then shall all the trees of the forest
rejoice before Yahweh; for He comes,
for He comes to judge the earth;
He shall judge the world with righteousness,
and the people with His truth.

God will judge the people with His truth.
The truth never sleeps.
Everything we do is always being evaluated
by truth. Final judgment waits, but each action
we take receives solid form, you might say, by
its relation to the truth. Our actions do not
await Judgment Day for the evaluation of their
correctness. By the standards of truth, our acts
are as correct or incorrect today as they will be
at judgment.
Nor do subtleties, varied degrees of issues, or
areas where one moral concern bleeds over into
a competing one put truth on hold until it can
resolve the complexities. God's infinity surrounds each situation completely, fully factoring
in each shade of motive, weighing every disparate aspect with its due influence. The truth has
us covered.

Why would God bother? Of course, it's 'no
sweat' for Him. But neither are these trivial
matters to Him. Righteousness requires not
only details, but all the details in all their proper
proportions. That's one thing the truth does:
supply all the details.
God has already told us the gist of His judgments. We can be sure that our unaided selfevaluation will fall short. We are not only limited; we are biased. His Word gives us unbiased
bad news about ourselves, but the bad news is
the truth.
Amazingly, God tells us the truth to warn us.
He is being patient and compassionate in telling
us these things about the truth. Our lazy selfflattery takes this as a sign that God means to
shade the truth in our favor.
Be assured: He will not.
Devotion 7

Psalm 101:1
I will sing of mercy and judgment;
to You, O Yahweh, I will sing praise.

With mercy and judgment as his subject, the
psalmist is on familiar Biblical ground. The Bi-

ble is a book about both mercy and judgment.
Furthermore, when you've covered both, you've
covered pretty much everything there is to cover
in the Bible!
(Many people say that the theme of the Bible
is redemption. That would be like saying the
theme of the Bible is only mercy. That cuts out
half the Bible's message!)
God's dealings with man are both in mercy
and in judgment. We should sing about both.
This is one area where hymns and spiritual
songs have lost pace with Psalms as Christian
musical expressions. Psalms are full of the doctrine of God's judgment. Hymns and spiritual
songs, including modern praise choruses, are
very lacking in the doctrine of judgment. The
saddest part of this commentary is that we therefore consider our newer songs superior. They
fit the modern gospel better because they are all
about the love of God- period.
We need a Gospel that is balanced. The good
news of God's mercy is not good news without
the backdrop of God's judgment- the bad news,
the warning about who we are and what we
therefore deserve.
We need such habit and practice of this balanced Gospel, the true one, that we can freely
sing of God's mercy and judgment together, un-
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Devotion 1

Psalm 101:2

I will behave myself wisely in a matured way.
O when will You come to me?
I will walk within my house with a heart complete.

"I will walk within my house."
This is a thought that gives us rest.
My house is a definite place. I am within
known boundaries. I am familiar with my territory.
My house has definite duties. There are no
"what ifs". My position demands certain activities and attitudes of me every day.
This makes my house a 'can-do' place.
When we think of our houses in relation to
morality, we usually think what a disadvantage
it is to have our weaknesses exposed to the monotony of the same people and same situations
day in and day out.
There is, of course, such a disadvantage; but
we can think just as easily about the advantage
which limitation and familiarity give us. I can
actually practice enough to get this right and
have a "complete heart" and walk in a "matured
way."

Obviously, I must center on my heart's progress rather than my house's progress in order to
gain this advantage.
Devotion 2

Psalm 101:4
A deceptive heart shall depart from me;
I shall not know evil [or "evil ones"].

For a deceptive heart to depart from me, I
have to know the evil that tends to slide 'under
the radar' for me. A deceptive heart within me
is one that finds ways to allow disobedience.
The verse right before this one said:
Psalm 101:3 I will not set a worthless thing before my eyes; I have hated the deeds of those who
turn aside; it shall not fasten upon me.

I must know what a worthless thing is in order to avoid it. The world packages many activities as good and wholesome, or at least as
lacking harm, which God says are deadly. My
own sense of things tells me that certain transgressions will be worth indulging in- that they
are not that harmful, or that any harm they incur
can be remedied.

"I will not set a worthless thing before my
eyes." I cannot help worthless things crossing
my path, but I have a choice as to what I will
bring into my life to own my attention, to fix
my gaze upon, so to speak.
Worthless things, literally, things or matters
or words "without profit," only lose their power
over us when we categorize them as harmful.
Our deceptive hearts tell us they are not harmful. And they may only be harmful to me; they
may not be harmful in themselves.
When something is in competition for the
worship I owe to God, it is almost always entirely the way I treat the idol that makes it one.
There are some idols that are borrowed straight
over from the world, but most are just created
things that I relate to improperly.
There are typical idols that endure from generation to generation because they relate to our
senses and our felt needs (the desires of the
flesh and of the eye, 1 John 2:16); others relate
to our sense of possession and connection to
earthly life (the pride of life, same verse).
When a deceptive heart departs from us, we
are no longer deluded about our natural love for
idols. We are also no longer deluded about the
idol's power to deliver on its promises of fulfillment and liberation.

Devotion 3

Psalm 101:5
Whoever secretly slanders his neighbor,
him I will remove;
he who has a high look and a proud heart
I will not endure.

We can easily see Jesus' special relation to
this Psalm. There are some things in the Psalm
that only He could fulfill in their ultimate sense.
Only the Christ, as Judge of mankind, can utterly remove a person or consign him to eternal
rejection.
But a Christian is also an anointed one in a
lesser sense (Christ = "Anointed One"). We fulfill this Psalm in a lesser way.
David fulfilled the Psalm as a king over his
realm, banishing evil-doers from his dominions
by various means.
We are called on to strike certain people from
our rolls too:
1 Cor 5:11 But now I have written to you not to
associate intimately, if any man called a brother
and is either a fornicator, or covetous, or an idolater, or a reviler, or a drunkard, or an extortioner;
with such a one not to eat.

It may not seem much of a banishment- to
banish someone from our dinner table or our
conversation; but there is great power in it. On
the one hand, such banishment tends to shame
the straying brother into repentance:
2 Thess 3:14 And if anyone does not obey our
word by this letter, mark that one and have no
company with him, that he may be ashamed.

On the other hand, an official church banishment can mean death. Of a brother continuing
in a grievous form of fornication, Paul commands the church:
1 Cor 5:4, 5 in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ,
when you are gathered together, with my spirit;
also, with the power of our Lord Jesus Christ; to
deliver such a one to Satan for the destruction of
the flesh, so that the spirit may be saved in the
day of the Lord Jesus.

So it is a serious consideration, those who
will be on our rolls, whether our church roll or
our individual one.
Can you say that you have the resolve to speak
as the psalmist? "He who has a high look and a
proud heart I will not endure." Are you willing
to shut out acquaintance or friend whose attitude mocks God most high?

Devotion 4

Psalm 101:6
My eyes shall be on the faithful of the land,
so that they may dwell with me [Me];
he who walks in a perfect way,
he shall serve Me.

Like the previous verse considered in the previous meditation, this one considers a 'list'. Last
time, we considered who should be off of our
list. This time we consider who should be on
our list.
Again, Jesus is obviously the primary reference point in this verse. He is the ultimate King
who decrees who shall serve Him.
Similarly David, the Psalm's original author,
had to decide who would be his trusted companions and servants.
You and I have a similar decision to make,
impacting us as Jesus’ and David’s choices impact the world or nation. We must decide whom
we will walk with as friends. After choice of
spouse, this is probably the most important kind
of choice we will ever make. (Choice of church
is not properly a choice; we are presumably
called into a body of saints in full commitment
from our conversion or through our parents. But
in a day in which the body of Christ is badly

fragmented, this has become such a choice as
well. Plus, our church may be tested by a split.)
Friends make the man. Whom we befriend,
we shall be in the end:
Prov 13:20 He who walks with the wise shall be
wise, but one associating with fools shall suffer
harm.

Devotion 5

Psalm 119:19
I am a stranger in the earth;
do not hide Your Commandments from me.

God's commandments are naturally hidden
from men.
God hides certain commandments from certain individuals.
We should not expect to perceive any commandments ever unless God opens our eyes.
We should not expect Him to open our eyes
unless we ask for it fervently: (the next verse)
Psalm 119:20 My soul breaks for the longing that
it has to Your judgments at all times.

Have you ever uttered a prayer in which your
soul was breaking with longing?

Was it ever so in asking for understanding of
Scriptures?

Devotion 6

Psalm 119:19
I am a stranger in the earth;
do not hide Your Commandments from me.

Christians are 'betwixt and between', as the
saying goes. We are unsatisfied by earth ("I am
a stranger in the earth"), yet we do not automatically enjoy heavenly things ("Do not hide your
Commandments from me").
Without understanding the tension between
these two extremes, we either become very frustrated individuals, or we become fakes.
When we feel that our distance from God's
commands is abnormal, we are tempted to become a fake and pretend that there is no distance, rather than confess our strangeness as the
psalmist did. We are encouraged in this pretense by large segments of Christendom fairly
standardizing various forms of this hypocrisy.
There are as many ways to fake holiness as
there are personality types. Hypocrites tend to
gather with those of like personality types or

conscience restrictions.
Some prefer their packaged righteousness in
solemn rituals. The symbolism of otherwise inoffensive rituals becomes a hiding place for
those who lack true meaning in their relationship with the Lord.
Others prefer highly personal and passionate
worship to displace the confession that God’s
commandments are hidden from them. They
would perceive themselves to be grubbing with
paupers to make the psalmist’s confession.
Man naturally puts a 'safe mode' of righteousness into gear when he feels spiritually insecure.
Most of us, on some level, live our whole Christian lives masking our insecurity and living on
automatic. It is simply too awkward, constantly
expressing our 'stranger to righteousness' side.
But it is our gain to comprehend the balance
the psalmist found. Memorize his words and
come to embrace them. See to it that his words
are the expressions of your own soul. “I am a
stranger in the earth; but the world locking me
out hasn't locked me into the storehouse of
Your truths, Lord. Show me the door of those
truths, Lord! Ever show me back to their door!"

Devotion 7

Psalm 119:22
Remove from me reproach and contempt;
for I have kept Your testimonies.

How many Christians today could or would
follow the psalmist in 'basing' prayer requests
on their obedience or faithfulness? Surely this
is virtually unknown in our day.
Of course, the psalmist is not basing the
whole acceptance of his prayer and himself before God on his own faithfulness. But he is
clearly making some kind of 'trade-off', if you
will. He is saying, "I have given You this, God.
Will You not now, therefore, give me that ?"
We live in such a justification-heavy age that
we cannot fathom basing any kind of prayer request on our sanctification. Yet does this not
clearly finger our Biblical ignorance?
1 John 3:22 And whatever we ask, we receive
from Him, because we keep His commandments
and do those things that are pleasing in His sight.

Amazing, eh? This is exactly the same basis
for prayer as in our Psalm, yet what Christian
knows it and prays accordingly?
Another reason we probably fail to comprehend or employ such praying is that we only

know how to ask for personal things in prayer.
"Give me ... Bless us with ... Heal so-and-so ...
Help so-and-so..." Whereas, God instructs us to
put His name, His kingdom, and His will first in
our requests.
The psalmist's request might seem personal
also, but it is actually part of His appeal for
God's name to be reverenced (the first request
Jesus teaches us to bring before God). The only
reason the psalmist was being shamed by men
was His allegiance to God. So he references
that adherence to God in his appeal for removal
of dishonor.
Let's try that the next time we pray. Find
some way to include our obedience as a reason
that God should grant us what we ask. It will
help if we are asking wisely in the first place;
and- oh, it might also help if we actually had a
consistent record of obedience to bring with us
in our suit!
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Devotion 1

Psalm 119:24
Your testimonies also
are my delight and my advisers.

In Psalm 119:19, the psalmist entreated that
God's commandments not be hidden from him.
Obviously, God had greatly favored the psalmist's
request (no doubt, his many and continued requests). Psalm 119 is a cache of amazing insights
on Scriptures and many other themes.
And whatever God had testified (Scriptures, in
short) had comforted the psalmist. Those matters
to which God had given witness were the "delight"
of the psalmist. They brought a smile to his face
and deep satisfaction to his heart.
Whatever was sworn out by affidavit from God
acted as "adviser" to the psalmist. He actually
heard direction for his life in what Scriptures
avowed. He no doubt followed Scriptures' direction to make friends of those with wise counsel, but
ultimately, his chief counselor was always Scripture itself.
What about us?
Are Scriptures deeply satisfying to you? When
is the last time you simply sat back with a warm
sigh and satisfied smile at what God had spoken?
Is the Bible your adviser? Or when you hear

what God says, do you go running from person to
person hoping to find that no one else is obeying
this undesirable counsel either?
The faithful man would try and find someone
who IS obeying it before having to decide to be the
only one he knows who goes out on that limb.

Devotion 2

2 Samuel 16:11
And David said to Abishai and to all his servants,
Behold, my son, who came forth from my bowels,
seeks my life; and surely now this Benjamite?
Let him alone and let him curse,
for Yahweh has spoken to him.

David said this in response to a man named
Shimei openly cursing him for the blood of Saul's
house. David knew that Shimei was worthy of
death, but he withheld the sentence in favor of receiving this chastening from Yahweh his God.
(Later, Shimei's cursing came back on his head in a
death sentence through Solomon)
Whenever men hate us and plot against us, their
pretexts can only be consistent with God's pruning.
We are the vines, God is the Vinedresser. He
prunes us by many means. Even when men's
words are utterly false, God works through them to

humble us and make us better.
(This is not to say we do not defend ourselves in
answer. There is a time and place for that, without
a spirit of malice, of course)
Where are we frustrated in our lives that we
should be recognizing God's pruning?

Devotion 3

Psalm 119:25
My soul clings to the dust;
give me life according to Your Word.

"If we say we have no sin ..." begins a line from
the first chapter of First John. John's statement
goes on to assert that we definitely HAVE sin.
"My soul clings to the dust" is a rough equivalent of that truth. That is why the psalmist goes on
to ask for life. We need continuous vivification because of the presence of indwelling sin. One 'shot'
of life does not give us all we need for our spiritual
journey.
"But you're either dead or alive, right? If the
psalmist asks for life, he must be dead. I'm not
dead. I'm a Christian!"
Let's answer that on two levels.
You can be a Christian and be spiritually deadnot dead as in "having no life at all," but dead in a

definite sense:
Revelation 3:1 And to the angel of the church in
Sardis write: ... I know your works, that you have
a name that you live, and are dead.

Jesus goes on to tell the church in Sardis:
Revelation 3:4 You have a few names even in
Sardis who have not defiled their garments.
So the general 'spiritual temperature' of the church
of Sardis was room temperature (a dead body is

room temperature); yet there was definitely spiritual life in the church. The death present in the
church was its prevailing description, even
though life existed.

So with a Christian. Life might be there; nevertheless, death can predominate.
Another church had no signs of life,
Revelation 3:17 Because you say, I am rich and
increased with goods and have need of nothing,
and do not know that you are wretched and miserable and poor and blind and naked

Jesus described nothing in the spiritual condition
of the Laodiceans to indicate that they had life; yet
He tells them to invite Him back into their church,
for He is outside knocking at the door! Furthermore, He said His rebuke was reserved for those
He loved. There apparently were true Christians in

Laodicea, too!
So do not fall for the false logic that a Christian,
having life, would be inconsistent to ask for life.
No, indeed- we need life daily! The wisest Christian begs for life as though he had none !

Devotion 4

Psalm 119:26
I have declared my ways,
and You answered me;
teach me Your Statutes.

"My ways" that the psalmist declares to God are
sinful ways. "My ways" of going about things are
radically different than God's ways, because mine
have been distorted by sin.
We are supposed to declare our ways to God.
Why? Well, how else will we become conscious in
His presence of motives and activities we are to
avoid? If we don't set them before ourselves and
God, we will continue to blunder into them, oblivious.
The contrast to our ways must then be part of our

prayer. After exposing our own ways, we are to
ask that God's ways be shown to us: "Teach me
Your Statutes."
God's Statutes, then, teach us reasons that sin is
destructive. When we see in the light of God's
Word how counterproductive sin is, we are much
more inclined to avoid it. When we realize the lie
that sin is constantly telling, we are actually
strengthened to hold to the truth.
Reason, then, is a great weapon in the war
against sin.
The Church in our day has acted as though reason is our enemy. We have somehow equated the
Faith with an irrational credo which must be embraced contrary to any attempted proofs. This is
certainly not true. Sin is the irrational. Therefore,
righteousness- and the Faith that maintains it- must
be ultimate rationality.
Perhaps we have failed to grasp righteousness
securely because we are not sure it can be firmly
grasped, mentally especially.
Would we call Jesus muddle-headed as a righteous one? Would we assert that He had a mystic's
cloudy mind that convinced Him that He was following some concrete way, when He really only
pursued a personal fancy?

Devotion 5

Psalm 119:29
Remove from me the way of lying;
and grant me Your Law graciously.

The Hebrew word for Law, "torah", comes from
a root word with the idea of direction, used of the
flowing of water, throwing, and pointing.
God's Law, then, is a direction, a pointing of the
way.
The way or path of lying is another direction.
The two directions are mutually exclusive. If
you are going one way, you cannot be going the
other.
This is why the Psalmist makes the request,
"remove." He wants the direction of lying not to be
taken.
This is also why the Psalmist requests, "grant ...
graciously." He wants instilled in him the sense of
God's finger pointing the way.
But he is not moaning and groaning, as though
he were merely a victim of higher forces with no
choice in the matter himself. In the next verse he
says:
Psalm 119:30 I have chosen the way of truth; I
have laid Your judgments before me.

"I have chosen." He asked for God's help, but he
also moved in that direction himself.
"I have laid ... before me." He didn't expect the
principles replacing lying to magically blossom in
his soul. He put them before his thoughts.
(Notice that we will only know the way of truth
if we are well familiar with God's judgments: His
whole system of right and wrong, including its penalties and rewards.)
Only someone who really knows himself will
ask for his natural path of lying to be extricated.*
Only someone who knows the beauty of God's
direction will ask for its gracious implanting.

* Concerning the way or workings of lying: it is much easier to know the working of lying in general than it is to
know my workings of lying in particular. We must move
from the general to the particular.

Devotion 6

Psalm 119:31
I have stuck to Your testimonies;
O Yahweh, do not put me to shame.

The psalmist had made a firm choice: "I have
stuck to Your testimonies."
Nevertheless, he did not feel that this entitled
him to a skid-free road. He asks not to be put to
shame, acknowledging that God's providences
could lead him into a shameful situation.
The psalmist was not asking to be kept from
testing. Nor was he asking to be kept from encountering mean men who might seek to shame
him. He was asking God to uncover any possible
area in his life where he did not have as firm a grip
on God's testimonies as he thought. He was saying, "I can say with a good conscience that I've set
myself diligently to the task of applying all Your
testimonies to all areas of my life. No matter what
kind of testing comes my way, I know I would only
be ashamed if I lost this clasp onto Your words or
had left something out. Help me to hold Your
words thoroughly, Lord!"
One observation: We have no right to make the
request the psalmist makes without first being as
studious and conscientious as he was. We must

first have a handle on God's testimonies and have
them as the true rule for our lives before we can
properly ask to be kept from the shame of fumbling
those testimonies. We are shamed in the first place
if we haven't sought and applied God's words to
our lives.
We should always ask for God's merciful protection over our ever-limited knowledge and sanctification, though.
Devotion 7

Psalm 119:32
I will run the way of Your Commandments,
when You shall enlarge my heart.

Why do we experience poor advancement in our
obedience to God? Why do we lack energy in our
'pilgrim's progress'? Why do our feet drag in our
sanctification?
The Psalmist indicates that it is because we have
small hearts. He says that he will begin to make
good movement in his spiritual life when God
enlarges his heart.
This is a very important concept. We know that
we have hearts of stone before we come to God
(Ezek. 36:26) and that He replaces those with
"hearts of flesh" (Ezek. 36:26): that is, real human

hearts. A heart of stone is merely a product of
earth (like the soul that "clings to the dust," Ps.
119:25, the first verse of this section). You might
say that we are not even properly human until we
become a Christian.
But a Christian is born into the spiritual world
with a baby spiritual heart. Unfortunately, many
Christians' hearts do not grow beyond that stage:
Cor 3:1, 2 And I, brothers, could not speak to
you as to spiritual ones, but as to fleshly, as to
babes in Christ. I have fed you with milk and not
with solid food, for you were not yet able to bear
it; nor are you able even now.
1

Ironically, it is the Christians of stunted spiritual
growth who think they are the giants in the spiritual
realm. Note how Paul chides these same Corinthians later in the book:
1 Cor 14:36 Or did the Word of God go out from
you? Or did it reach only to you?

What Paul meant by this question was that the
baby Corinthians were behaving as though the
Gospel message had originated with them, or that
they were the only place the Gospel had come.
They acted as though they were the standard for the
whole Christian world, when, in reality, they were
frightfully sub standard. They had baby hearts;
they had small hearts. They needed the same reali-

zation the Psalmist had so they could make the
same request.
Therefore, again ironically, spiritual progress begins with a knowledge of my backwardness. I see
my teeny heart; then I cry out for its growth.
There are a thousand factors that lull us into confidence that our hearts are healthy, large, and pleasing to God. One sure sign that they are not is if we
insist they are:
Rev 3:17 Because you say, I am rich and increased with goods and have need of nothing, and
do not know that you are wretched and miserable
and poor and blind and naked

Of course, the Laodiceans did not brag on themselves out loud. Jesus was reading the thought of
their hearts: their exceedingly small hearts.
When will the Church come back to a time when
she sees the health in admission of sickness?
When she sees the progress in confession of lameness? We have been hoodwinked in our day to put
our best foot forward before God and to admire the
gaudy thing ourselves. Such narrowness of vision
comes from confinement of the heart. O Lord,
enlarge our hearts! Enlarge my heart!
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Devotion 1

Psalm 119:73
Your hands have made me and fashioned me;
give me understanding so that I may learn
Your Commandments.

God's personal creation of a human individual is not
restricted to His hands-on 'building' of Adam and Eve.
He builds each one of us. He no longer goes straight
from the dust of the ground as His building materials,
but He does still use the building blocks of dirt (that is
what we will turn back into). The chemical compounds of soil He used to form me were those available in my mother's womb.
The Psalmist uses God's creation of him as the basis
for a request. He asks that God give him understanding. "Make me discern."
How is God's creation of me tied to a request for discernment?
Simple. The same God who built my mind and designed my thinking capacity is also the one who can
make them both work right:
Luke 24:45 Then He opened up their mind to understand the Scriptures

When we approach a difficult passage of Scriptures,
we should not be discouraged and assume that it is incomprehensible to us. We must ask God to help us understand, and we must ask with complete confidence

that the maker of minds can unlock those minds.
We of course cannot dispense with study if we expect God to enlighten us. He only promises to help the
studious:
2 Tim 2:15 Give diligence to present yourself approved to God, a laborer unashamed, rightly dividing
the Word of Truth.

After all, what good would it be for me to gain understanding of one passage if I had no grasp on the
whole of God's truth, especially related passages? I
would have no context in which to explain my new understanding.
It is an urgent need to ask for God's help in understanding difficult passages, but it is perhaps more urgent to ask for help in understanding seemingly easy
passages. How quickly we assume we understand a
passage on first sight! How easily our mind flows in
the direction of our preconceptions! How readily our
comprehension conforms to the mold of our grammatical and syntactical limitations! Yes, perhaps we need
most help with passages we feel we immediately understand!
But finally, look at what the Psalmist asks for help to
understand. He wants to learn God's commandments! Certainly when God says "Do" or "Don't,”
these instructions need little explanation? But no.
And here is our greatest insight. To truly crack the
mold of my disobedient mind and become conformed
to God's direction- this is the largest learning. Only

when our being flows in the direction of God's willHis commands- can we say we have "learned" His
commandments. So the Psalmist is asking for comprehension unto conformity. This alone is true learning.

Devotion 2

Psalm 119:75
I know, O Yahweh,
that Your judgments are right, and
that You have afflicted me in faithfulness.

If I have been afflicted, it is God who has afflicted
me. Furthermore, He only afflicts me in His faithfulness.
The time in the Bible when we are most aware of
Satan being at the bottom of a man's trials, we are also
made aware that he could only approach that man with
God's permission. Chapter one of Job 'pulls back the
curtain' of Heaven twice and lets us hear the arrangements between God and Satan which lead to Job's loss
and harm. We are assured that there was no defect in
Job's life for which he was being punished.
The Psalmist had learned from Job. He knew that
there was no case in which God would abandon faithfulness in His dealings with His people. Even if He
was bringing affliction into their lives because of their
sins, He was still being faithful. He was seeking to
bring about the termination of their offensive behavior.

"I know, O Yahweh, that Your judgments are right."
Whether You are merely testing me, as You were Job,
or whether You are responding to sin in my life by this
affliction, You still measured both me and the situation
in Your scales of justice, and You have poured this difficulty into my cup quite precisely.
"Judgments" is from a Hebrew word meaning a verdict. God's verdict on Job's character, when He described Job for Satan, was that he was "blameless" (Job
1:8). So God's further verdict to allow tragedy into
Job's life was only to perfect him further. And this end
was, in fact, accomplished. Job said he went from a
relatively second-hand knowledge of God before his
trials to a more first-hand kind of knowledge afterwards (Job 42:5). Was this end worth the difficulty? If
you want to know God better it is.
Couldn't God just wave His 'sanctification wand' and
make us know Him better? Certainly He could in
terms of His power, but it would be contrary to His
wise and just workings. It would also be contrary to
what we really need: a deep comprehension of our own
sinfulness. God wants our knowledge of Him to be a
part of the real us. Our sin and ignorance cloud all our
knowledge so badly that only the blows of affliction
can dislodge them sufficiently to allow true understanding to take up residence within us.
Is this how we look at trials? If it is, then we can
have a real measure of joy in even the worst of them.

Devotion 3

Psalm 119:78
Let the proud be ashamed;
for they dealt perversely with me
without a cause:
but I will meditate in Your precepts.

"Let the proud be ashamed," the psalmist prays. It is
their due to be shamed.
He is not praying from a feeling of hatred or a desire
for personal vengeance. The only reference point for
defining the proud's shameful behavior is God. God is
therefore also the only one who should be putting them
to shame in a retributive sense. We are to be God's
messengers who, "with meekness and fear," (1 Pet.
3:15) warn the proud of their coming doom, but we are
not implementers of His wrath against the unrepentant,
at least not in this day.
So this is a Christian prayer.
Have you ever prayed it?
It will cause you to rethink your relation and attitude
towards unbelievers. It should by no means cause unkind thoughts or acts towards them. Again, when we
share with the unrepentant God's command to repent,
we do so "with meekness and fear."
In fact, mentioning the proud's shame in our prayer
should be accompanied by the mention of our own
shame. Two verses later we read:

Psalm 119:80 Let my heart be sound in Your Precepts, so that I may not be ashamed.

It is no over-and-done conclusion that my heart is
sound in God's Precepts. In fact, I am to assume that
my advancement is incomplete enough that I will
shame myself without real, further progress.
This attitude will go miles towards helping me pray
properly that the proud be ashamed. Their false dealings with me are only a manifestation of their hatred
for God. I am praying as an offended party, but I am
not trying to make God into my 'big brother' who will
go and beat up the bullies. I already know He will beat
them up if they remain proud. My prayer, therefore, is
more a committing of this, His work of vengeance, into
His hands, OUT of my hands.

Devotion 4

Psalm 119:79
Let those who fear You turn to me,
and those who have known Your testimonies.

The psalmist asks God for good companionship. He
is asking for God to turn the hearts of good people favorably towards him. We should do the same. There
is no substitute for faithful companionship on the road
to Zion.
The psalmist asks for good companions in two

groupings: those who fear God and those who know
His testimonies.
Now is he asking for one group of friends that fit
one description and then another group that fits the
other? No, certainly he is asking for only one group of
friends who fit both descriptions. This is a common
Biblical use of the word "and" as a connector.
Therefore, those who fear God are those who know
His testimonies.
Who is it that fears God? Those who know and
avoid what Yahweh hates.
How do they know what Yahweh hates? By knowing what He testifies about it: by knowing Scriptures.
So we see that the two groups of friends the psalmist
wants really are just one, for those who fear God do so
by means of knowing His testimonies.
Now we can also ask this about ourselves: would we
be worthy companions for the psalmist?
Do we fear God? What opportunity to sin was specifically presented to me yesterday that I avoided?
Do we know His testimonies? Have we studied
Scriptures until they make good sense to us- where we
can see God's line of reasoning in what He testifies?
AND do we automatically turn Scriptural learning
INTO the fear of God, knowing that He is pointing out
specific roads to take and specific ones to shun?

Devotion 5

Luke 10:2
Therefore He said to them,
Indeed, the harvest is much,
but the laborers are few.
Therefore, pray to the Lord of the harvest,
that He send out workers into His harvest.

God is the "Lord of the harvest." The harvested
'crop' is men's souls.
The activity of harvesting suggests that we are to
perform two functions for men's souls:
1) Bring them in; and
2) Store them.
These are the two activities performed upon crops in
harvesting, and it is a harvest analogy Jesus is using
here.
How do we bring men's souls in? By the Gospel,
the Word of truth, converting men to God OR instructing them in the way of salvation, the way a Christian is
to think and behave.
How do we then store men's souls? By keeping
them in the confines into which they have been
brought.
God is the Lord of the harvest because He is the
Lord of the CROP.

Ours is to plant the Gospel seed and water it. God
gives the increase (1 Cor. 3:6-7). Then it is ours again
to reap.

Harvesting is seasonal. Each harvest matures at its
own rate, whether of a regional revival or of one man's
soul. Though harvesting is seasonal, planting and watering are for ANY time.
Jesus gives a prayer command. When we pray it, we
also have the command laid upon us to proclaim the
Gospel to every creature. We pray for harvesters as
God sends us out among them.
God sends us, but do we go? "The toilers are few."

Devotion 6

Psalm 130:1
Out of the depths I have called You,
O Yahweh.

Psalm 130 is one grand anticipation. It begins in the
mournful depths of the knowledge of sin. It proceeds
to a yearning for God:
Psa 130:6 My soul waits for the Lord more than
those watching for the morning.

A sort of 'question' is posed, a problem that needs
resolving. I'm waiting, but I don't possess.

But the Psalm only ends in the HOPE of resolution
of the problem, only with an assurance that the question shall be answered:
Psa 130:7, 8 Let Israel hope in Yahweh, for with Yahweh is mercy, and with Him is abundant redemption;
and He shall redeem Israel from all his iniquities.

The problem of my need for God, in some definitive
way and to a significant degree, remains unresolved in
the here and now.
Therefore, much depends on whether HOPE is based
on REALITY. Consider:
Heb 11:1 Now faith is the confidence of things being
hoped, the conviction of things not having been seen.

"Confidence" in this verse is from a compound
Greek word meaning "set under." Faith 'sets' a foundation 'under' our hope. It provides stability and reality.
So does faith spin its own little universe? Is that
what hope does- provide us with a grand illusion to
hearten us in our unpleasant surroundings? If so, it is
not the Biblical kind of faith. Biblical faith proceeds
on the assumption that the future described is in the
power of the One who made all things and is therefore
within His power to bring about.
Most Christians betray their weak faith by lowering
their expectations. They do this on a leveling scale.
That is, rather than lowering their actual expectation of

Heaven, they lower their sense of any sin which might
diminish their hope of Heaven.
The psalmist didn't do this. His sense of sin was
deep and grievous. His hope of God seemed all the
further off thereby.
But a hope of redemption really only gains its reality
in contrast to the depths of sin. On the one hand, there
is the dizzying distance between the two, but on the
other, there is an intensity of yearning which exists
when the far side of the canyon is only there for us because we have been told that it is there by the One who
showed us our sin in order to bridge the gap that sin
made.
Devotion 7

Psalm 131:3
Let Israel hope in Yahweh
from this moment and forever.

"Let Israel HOPE." This concerns Israel's FUTURE. This is the last verse of the Psalm.
The beginning of the Psalm also had a future reference:
Psalm 131:1 O Yahweh, my heart is not haughty, nor
have my eyes been lofty; nor have I walked in great
things, nor in things too wondrous for me.

"Haughty," "lofty," "great," and "wondrous" all bespeak an attitude towards the future also. They all say,
"This is what I SHOULD have if justice be served.

This is what I deserve. This is what I will do if I have
my way."
So the psalmist, by disclaiming haughtiness, loftiness, greatness, and wonders, puts himself back in the
present for a moment, regaining his sanity. There he
can be given a NEW future, a future with God at its
center rather than himself as center.
We must do this as well: pull ourselves back from all
our "I deserves" and all the expectations they generate.
The psalmist, in the remaining verse of the Psalm,
tells us how he did this:
Psalm 131:2 Surely I have behaved and have quieted
my soul, as one weaned by its mother; my soul in me
is like a weaned child.
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Chapter Nine
Devotion

Scripture

1

Ps 85:8

2

Hab 2:1

3

James 1:8

4

2 Chron 2:6

5

Ps119:104

6

Ps 58:11

7

Eph 4:4

Devotion 1

Psalm 85:8
I will hear
what God Yahweh will speak ...

PRAYER is a conversation. It is not quite so alternating a dialogue as regular conversation is. That is, in
a good prayer, God has liberty to speak- to interrupt, if
you will- whenever He will. In fact, the whole point is
to hear from Him.
God's actual part in the conversation is Scripture.
That is Him speaking. And that's one reason, perhaps
the main one, why it is so critical that we be conversant
in Scriptures.
When we are first learning to pray, our voice is
louder than God's.
The awkwardness of this inequity and impropriety is
daunting. Hence, so few people who make it out of
prayer kindergarten.
The only solution is to speak on AND listen. His
voice, or the assurance of His thoughts/feelings, is conveyed by the Holy Spirit through the words and concepts of Scriptures. We must learn to give priority to
that part of the dialogue.

Devotion 2

Habakkuk 2:1
I will stand on my watch
and set myself on the tower,
and will watch to see what He will say to me,
and what I shall answer when I am reproved.

A practical definition of prayer, drawn from the
actual way we pray, is this: a barrage of words aimed
in God's direction to keep me from listening to Him.
Prayer school is a climbing out of this morass.
Prayer is sweet incense to God IF:
1) it is from the Word; and
2) from the heart.
Both of these must be BY the Holy Spirit. That is,
the Holy Spirit must minister the Word to us, and the
Holy Spirit must be working in our hearts a compliant
reception of the Word.
God cares whether we are listening to Him or not.
He is delighted when we listen, as evidenced by our
"God, You said ..." in prayer.
The best prayer is more about what He said than
what I am saying. What I am saying must be about
what He said.

Devotion 3

James 1:8
a two-souled man
is unstable in all his ways.

This verse may sound more familiar with the
"double-minded" man. But he is, indeed, literally
"double-souled."
This is the man who is told not to expect anything when he makes request of God. With two
souls, he cannot ask in faith, as is required.
So what are his two souls?
When he is with God, he is able to give his
whole soul to God.
But then when he departs God's presence, he is
unable to maintain an awareness of what he had
pledged to God.
He is able to give his whole mind and/or emotions to the pursuit of heavenly knowledge or
praise.
But then he is unable to keep his mind and emotions from worldly wisdom or delights.
How many souls do you have?
This is why Jesus said:
Luke 11:34 The light of the body is the eye.
Therefore when your eye is single, your whole

body also is full of light. But when your eye is evil,
your body also is full of darkness.

You can judge a soul by what it looks at.
Surprisingly, the Bible doesn't give much credit
for looking to God. He is, after all, a very worthy
sight.
What the Bible gives credit for is looking at God
without distraction or interruption. That is when
we are worthy.
Occasional or even frequent but distracted views
of God only qualify us as what James calls
"unstable."
Most church people are sincere about their worship and get something significant out of their time
with God. But most of them are also very sincere
about what they give their soul to much of the remainder of their time.
Everyone has urges contrary to God, but when
we have a whole, well-developed soul for our
worldly engagements, we have two souls.
Two souls = one damned soul.

Devotion 4

2 Chronicles 2:6

But who is able to build Him a house,
since the heavens and heaven of the heavens cannot
contain Him?
Who am I then,
that I should build Him a house,
except only to burn sacrifice before Him?

Solomon speaks this with reference to his building of the Temple, the first permanent structure for
God's dwelling among His people. Obviously,
Solomon feels his deficiency for the task at hand.
He in no way doubts that the assignment is his,
nor that he will do his very best in it, nor that God
will be delighted with the results. He merely realizes that in himself, he is not worthy of so noble a
task (self-esteem proponents, take note).
This is Solomon's version of something John the
baptizer said (taken slightly out of context):
John 3:30 He must increase, but I must decrease.

In context, John was comparing his ministry as
forerunner to the expanding ministry of the One he
came to announce. His job was coming to a close
because the One he had been introducing all this
time was now becoming well established in His
work.

It is very difficult, however, not to glean from
John's statement a real, permanent evaluation of
any Christian's relationship to Christ. Since
Christ's ministry was established and has succeeded, every Christian since that day can continue
to pray, "Lord, You have increased; help me to decrease." That is, for the Lord to take His proper
place of exaltation, I must not preempt Him there.
Anyone who is magnified is in competition with
the One who alone is worthy to be magnified.
On the practical side, when we are exalting
Christ and putting ourselves low, it's easier to feel
only the lowering. Our natural 'non-humility' is
pinched at being removed from the spotlight.
We must remind ourselves of His consequent
raising to take the sting from our lowering, but
more importantly, to put our lowering in its proper
light.

Devotion 5

Psalm 119:104
Through your precepts, I get understanding;
Therefore I hate every false way.

What is our actual power against sinning?
That question can be answered from many angles,

but one that we should not miss is our hatred of sin and
sinning.
Why does the Psalmist hate sin in the above verse?
Because he understands God's precepts. (Gaining understanding “through” the precepts means the psalmist’s understanding is generally broadened through
God's precepts, but also that he has increased insight
through those precepts themselves).
How are God's precepts an enlarger of our mental
capacity and a 'gossip' against sin, if you will, causing
us to hate it?
Every command and precept of God is counteractive
to some specific sin or sins. When we sin, it is a sin
exactly because it is the breaking of a command or
statute of God. Therefore, we might say that either
God's laws will have predominance in our lives or sin
will. Either this command of God will have its place
in my life, or its corresponding sin (not that there is
necessarily only a single one) will abide.
May God grant us discernment to identify our sin by
the commandment we are breaking. This realization
itself will most likely result in the breaking of sin's
yoke* in that area; that is, assuming that the understanding is accurate and is accompanied by sufficient
love of the command..

* Animal collar to accommodate their pulling of loads,
likened to servitude.

Devotion 6

Psalm 58:11

So that men shall say,
"Most assuredly there is a reward for the righteous.
Most assuredly there is a God
who judges the earth."

God's judgment is a foundation for our theology.
This is opposed to the contrasting notion that
God's judgment is an add-on to our theology.
In our day, of course, God's judgment is nothing
more than an add-on in most people's theology.
But let us be quite direct. If God's judgment is
foundational, then theology cannot be understood
without it.
But is that a true statement? God cannot be understood without understanding His judgment?
On a practical level, most Christians would not
agree with that. They would say that if you understand His mercy, You understand enough about
Him; you understand the main thing about Him.
His judgment is not on a level with His mercy in
importance.
Biblically, however, it is indefensible to say that
God's mercy takes precedence over His judgment.
He feels differently about the two of them, but He
does not downgrade His judgment as compared to

His mercy.
History ends with two eternal works of God:
mercy and judgment. God is not ashamed of either
of them, now or ever. Both of them are consistent
with His glorious character. Both of them glorify
Him. All men will be recipients of one work or the
other. Forever God's judgment will declare Him to
be a good God who hates sin.
The Psalm quoted above equates the reward of
the righteous with the judgment of the wicked. A
day is coming when the righteous will no longer be
hindered from pursuing truth in the earth. All deceitful workers will at last be vanquished.
For various reasons, we don't see the world and
its future this way. We pretty much accept things
the way they are as normal. The wicked aren't
really that bad. Deceit as a common way of business is just everybody taking his cut the best way
he can. Hell isn't really a place for the deceitful or
the selfish or the arrogant. They only have to go
there because they failed to make the right choice
in the religion area.
We don't really make a connect in our thinking
and teaching between men's sin and the punishment
God threatens. We make Hell a punishment for not
accepting Christ. We simply do not understand
judgment.
Therefore, we do not really understand God.

Devotion 7

Ephesians 4:4
There is one body and one Spirit,
even as you also were called
in one hope of your calling

There is only one body of Christ.
What then of all the denominational groupings
by which Christian bodies identify themselves as
separate and distinct from one another?
No denomination is guaranteed connection to
Christ because of a Christian name. In fact, we
would expect that denominations which have had
doctrinal or moral crisis points may have come out
the other side of them 'lampstand-less'. Christ
threatens the Ephesian church in Revelation 2 with
removal of her lampstand over what sounds like a
small deviation. He warns that she would not be
one of His churches any longer, and Christ does not
idly threaten.
We would like to think that every church snaps
to attention when her Commander critiques her, but
we know it is not so. Apostates took over churches
in the apostles’ days, as we see, for instance, from
the little book of 3 John.
If you study recent church history, you see that
all of the major denominations in America took a

decisive move away from Christ in the early nineteen hundreds. The product is a Christendom in
which vital doctrines like the virgin birth, the bodily resurrection of Christ, the reality of Hell and the
inspiration of Scriptures are largely disbelieved or
viewed as optional beliefs.
So there is ONE body of Christ. Not all who
name His Name are part of it:
2 Tim 2:19 However God's firm foundation
stands, having this seal, "The Lord knows those
who are His," and, "Let every one who names the
name of the Lord depart from unrighteousness."

Unbelief in what the Lord testifies is, without
doubt, unrighteousness. Those who have tolerated
doctrinal unrighteousness (to say nothing of the
moral unrighteousness rampant in churches) have
certainly departed from the Lord. “The Lord
knows those who are His.” The rest are not His.
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Chapter Ten
Devotion

Scripture

1

Eph 4:4

2

1 Chron 13:9

3

Ps 9:16

4

Ps 4:6

5

Prov 30:6

6

Ps 115:4, 8

7

Ps 115:14-15

Devotion 1

Ephesians 4:4
There is one body and one Spirit,
even as you also were called
in one hope of your calling

Even amongst true children of God there can be divisions:
1 Cor 1:12, 13 But I say this, that every one of you
says, I am of Paul, and I of Apollos, and I of
Cephas, and I of Christ. Is Christ divided? Was
Paul crucified for you, or were you baptized in the
name of Paul?
The further these divisions are followed, though, the
less like the body of Christ the Church becomes. One
church becomes the Paulites. Another becomes the
Systemizers (following Apollos' systematic teaching).
Another becomes the Universalans (claiming Peter as
the head of the one true church). The end result can be
(and has been) apostate churches.
Where there is a true manifestation of the body of
Christ, how does that assembly deal with the fact of the
larger body’s splintering from unity?
The question is not whether she thinks optimistically, looking past fracture towards renewed unitywhether she speaks inclusively, for instance, of the far
flung body of Christ.
The question is: how does she respond to the actual
rupture from which she is suffering?

Each separated church or denomination is like a Siamese twin that was separated at a vital organ. The only
difference is, churches just keep cloning themselves
like tumors on a body: tumors which then tear themselves off and begin stalking about. They've acquired
new organs from somewhere, or else they're just pretending to be fine, but in reality they are strange halfpersons, unable to lead a normal existence.
How does an assembly aware of it respond to that?
That is the question.
In terms of her mentality, perhaps the Church is like
one suffering from multiple personality disorder:
someone whose mind instinctively invents separate
personalities to cope with some shattering trauma.*
Each denomination** carries some aspect of the true
Church with her until she can be healed by unity.
This would tend to give us a more sympathetic view
of denominations.*** Denominations were generally
spawned foolishly, but now they struggle to find their
way back to the family from which they were separated, without which they cannot truly survive.

* However real the syndrome might actually be.
** We should say, each denomination that hasn't wandered far
enough away to have become apostate.
*** Which is not to say that God necessarily takes a sympathetic view,
either in the main or at all.

Devotion 2

1 Chronicles 13:9
And when they came
to the threshing-floor of Chidon,
Uzza put out his hand to hold the ark,
for the oxen stumbled.

There are some matters which no amount of
Christian experience, closeness to God, or apparent
"leading from the Lord" can provide for. Only a
verse from the Bible can provide for them.
In the above verse, the Ark of the Covenant is
being brought to Jerusalem from Abinidab's house
in Gibeah where it had wound up after the Philistines returned the troublesome item they had won
in battle. David and all Israel had settled on the return of the Ark as the prudent thing to do:
1 Chron, 13:3, 4 And let us bring again the ark of
our God to us. For we did not inquire at it in the
days of Saul. And all the congregation said to do
so, for the thing was right in the eyes of all the
people.

The return of the Ark became a very important
and joyous occasion:
1 Chron. 13:8 And David and all Israel played before God with all their might, and with singing,
and with lyres, and with harps, and with timbrels,

and with cymbals, and with trumpets.
But after Uzza touched the ark, God interrupted
the festivities with the man’s death.
Now, of course, David was 'in the Spirit' when
this happened. He sensed that something had gone
awry, probably from his end, but he questioned
God in his heart:
1 Chron. 13:11 And David was displeased because
Yahweh had made a break on Uzza. And he called
that place The Breach of Uzza to this day.

Ah, when we feel the 'leading of the Lord', who
can tell us otherwise? Not even God Himself!
Eventually David came to his senses, and he
made the great discovery that God had a certain
procedure for the Levites carrying the ark. A couple of chapters after the incident, we find this:
1 Chron. 15:13 For because you did not do it at
the first, Yahweh our God made a break on us,
since we did not seek Him in due order.

So now the Ark was transported correctly:
1 Chron 15:15 And the sons of the Levites carried
the ark of God on their shoulders, with the staves
on it, as Moses commanded according to the
Word of Yahweh.

So why wouldn't God give some leeway, especially since the people's intentions were so honorable?
This question is begged at countless worship services in our day where rules for worship are blatantly despised.
Rather, the question is: Why would someone
with honorable intentions go beyond or
without the instructions of God? Why
would we forget His holiness and assume that our
good intentions were enough to purify all our deeds
before Him?
We began by saying there are some things which
require a verse of Scripture. Actually, for the instructed, everything requires a verse from Scripture. Those whose mantra is, "Oh, the Bible doesn't specifically cover that situation" show that they
wish to be left to their own devices.
Those who count God holy will find as specific a
Biblical principle as they can to guide their every
decision. They believe the whole reason God gave
Scriptures is that we aren't wise enough to lead ourselves and that we are very prone to mistake our
impulses for God's leading.

Devotion 3

Psalm 9:16
Yahweh is known.
He has executed judgment;
the wicked is snared
in the work of his own hands.
A meditation.
Selah.

God is known by His judgments.
This does not mean that He is known by His
judgments alone; but it does mean that if you don't
know God's judgments, you do not really know
Him yet.
The Lake of Fire is God's ultimate judgment. It
is final, it is comprehensive, and it is everlasting.
God is known by the Lake of Fire.
Therefore, we can begin at the Lake of Fire and
look back from it to answer certain questions.
Did God want to save that man in the Lake of
Fire? If He did, then will He go on wishing He had
saved him throughout eternity?
Did He savingly love that man in the Lake of
Fire? If He did, then will He always love him as
He punishes him there?
The answer to all four of these questions is No.
The answers can be understood otherwise through
other Scriptures, but the perspective of Hell greatly

clarifies the issues.
So the Lake of Fire can help us discern God's
saving intentions. God is known by His judgment.
Furthermore, the Lake of Fire can teach us about
sin. How heinous is sin? How heinous is that man
in his sin as he suffers in the Lake of Fire? Was his
sin merely that he failed to exercise the faith to be
saved? This is the impression that is often given in
our day. Such a perspective actually makes Hell a
fairly cynical doctrine.
None of this, of course, makes Hell a pleasant
subject, but it is a subject that must be dealt with
just as sin itself must. The Lake of Fire is a work
of God, and it clearly makes Him known. If we
know God only by His mercy, we know Him only
partially.

Devotion 4

Psalm 4:6
There are many who say,
Who will show us any good?
Yahweh, lift up the light
of Your face on us.

Our relationship with men does affect our relationship with God.
Our relationship with men is to be brought into
our relationship with God.
Psalm 4 is a good example of this.
Verse one addresses God:
Psalm 4:1 Hear me when I call, O God of my
righteousness ...

Then verse two shifts perspective and addresses
men:
Psalm 4:2 O sons of men, how long will you turn
My glory into shame? ...

Verse three has God as reference point again:
Psalm 4:3 ... Yahweh hears when I call to Him.

Then verse four addresses men again:

Psalm 4:4 Tremble, and sin not; speak within
your own heart on your bed and be still. Selah.

The next two verses exhort men, then comment
on man's skepticism:
Psalm 4:5 Offer the sacrifices of righteousness
and trust in Yahweh.
Psalm 4:6 Many are saying, Who will make us
see any good?

Then verse six ends with a call to God:
Psalm 4:6 ... O Yahweh, lift up the light of Your
face on us.

Verse seven is a direct comparison between what
God has given me and what the world has:
Psalm 4:7 You have put gladness in my heart,
more than when their grain and their new wine
are increased.

The Psalm ends in repose in God:
Psalm 4:8 I will both lie down in peace and sleep;
for You alone, O Yahweh, make me dwell in
safety.

Psalm four shifts back and forth in its focus and
address. The whole Psalm has reference to God, of
course, but it teaches us that a God-centered reference point does not exclude deliberations upon

men. Indeed, confrontational considerations of
men seem to heighten the psalmist's awareness of
God.
If our prayers exclude bad men, as though they
were intruding upon our 'holy sanctum' in prayer,
then our prayers have become irrelevant. Such
prayers are religious exercises outside the realm of
reality.
Other Psalms show us that God's enemies need
not be specifically included in our every prayer, but
if they are never included, our religion is a madeup world without real reference to our lives.

Devotion 5

Proverbs 30:6
Do not add to His Words,
that He not reprove you,
and you be found a liar.

This verse identifies one source of our spiritual
deficiencies.
When Agur (the author of this verse) exhorts us
not to augment God's testimony, he is telling us to
let God's word be final. That is only possible on
two conditions:
1) That we are fully aware of all God has testified,

and
2) That we believe all His testimony unto obedience.
Most Christians do not have sufficient hunger for
Scriptures to fulfill the first requirement; therefore,
it is impossible for them to fulfill the second.
Some Christians do actually seek a mastery of
Scriptural knowledge, but then precious few among
them perceive their learning as a call to conviction
and action. The learning is perceived as basically
an end in itself: believed right is done right.
What is the purpose of Scriptures for us? To address a need in our lives. There is a spiritual deficiency in all of us. Scriptures come to identify,
convict, and correct that deficiency in general (sin)
and all its attendant deficiencies in specific (sins).
Anything short of seeking this goal in our approach
to Scriptures is to augment Scriptures with our own
regimen- probably a less demanding regimen; or
bloated on minors so we can avoid the more convicting majors.
Anyone who tries to simplify things with, "Well,
it's all about just following Jesus in the end," has
pasted an amendment to Scriptures. It is an amendment which practically subtracts from Scriptures.
Any matter which complicates simple devotion to
Christ is extraneous to these folk. The extraneous
Scriptures are relegated to secondary status (how
can any Scripture be less God's word than the oth-

ers?) Voila! A new canon (body of Divinely inspired writings) and a new canonizing authority!
This brand of pietists, who deem themselves the
humblest servants of Christ, are therefore guilty of
the grossest deceit and spiritual pride.

Devotion 6

Psalm 115:4
Their idols are silver and gold,
the work of men's hands...
Psalm 115:8
The ones who make them
are like them,
and everyone who trusts in them.

Those who make idols and those who trust in
them are, like the idols themselves, senseless:
Psalm 115:5 - 7 They have mouths, but they do
not speak; they have eyes, but they do not see;
they have ears, but they do not hear; they have
noses, but they do not smell; they have hands, but
they do not handle; they have feet, but they do not
walk; they do not mutter through their throat.

Idols are mute and inactive. Those who make
them are likewise dead. The living world of the

living God they ignore.
Yahweh, on the other hand, actually does something:
Psalm 115:3 But our God is in Heaven; He has
done whatever He has pleased.

This is why the Psalmist exhorts us to trust in
Him:
Psalm 115:9 O Israel, trust in Yahweh; He is their
help and their shield.

Imagine! Pagans serve their gods wholeheartedly, while Christians pursue the true God
with a relatively mild interest. So it should not be!
Pagans have something they can relate to in an
idol.
Christians err greatly who fall into the trap of
trying to make their God 'relevant'. How can omniscience and a compassion that fills the earth be
more relevant? Yet we want more. We want
'handles' by which we can lay hold of God. We figure He is pleased when we make him more relevant
for the masses. We are not content to leave Him in
the Heavens from where He does all He pleases.
We need Him accessible, here on earth, to do a few
things we please.
God's people have always had the problem of adjusting our God per the tastes of the surrounding

peoples. The Ammonites' worship is so sincere
and sensible. It does them such good. Surely we
assume rightly that Yahweh would want the same
for us.
Psychology and psychiatry are sincere and sensible. Surely their conclusions are really what God
meant all along. Look! Here are even some Bible
texts to prove it!
And so we become cauterized to truth like the
world, like their idols.
How can we see idolatry for what it is now- now
that we have 'baptized' it in the name of our God?

Devotion 7

Psalm 115:14, 15
May Yahweh increase you more and more,
you and your children.
You are blessed to Yahweh,
who made heaven and earth.

God is able to increase us. He is able to do so
just as He made the heavens and the earth.
He has a motive to increase us. He is our God
and has committed Himself to be our supply.
God taught us to ask for our daily necessities. A
large part of our supply is from the earth. This

Psalm mirrors that reality.
Psalm 115:16 The heavens, even the heavens, are
Yahweh's; but the earth He has given to the sons
of men.

This realm of earth is suited to us. The increase
we ask for here is fitting.
Even the spiritual increase we ask for is limited
by the bounds of the earth, for
Psalm 115:17 The dead do not praise Yahweh, nor
do any who go down into silence.

The earth is our realm of service. If we are waiting for something else, we are wasting our opportunity, an opportunity that will not be repeated.
Psalm 115:18 But we will bless Yahweh from this
time forth and forevermore. Praise Yahweh!

Service is an opportunity that will be extended if
we use it here. But if we cannot see how this earth
is a place to serve Yahweh, we will not be among
those who serve Him in the "forevermore."
The temptation we have to avoid is viewing the
earth as so suitable a habitat for us that we actually
derive our principles of worship from the earth
rather than from the words God gives:
Col 2:20 If, then, you died with Christ from the
elements of the world, why are you under its de-

crees, as living in the world?

This is what the first half of Psalm 115 addressed
(see previous devotion).
The Christian lays claim to the world as the creation of God. It is the place we prosper, the place
we blossom. But we make earth like Heaven by
doing here as the angels do there, attending constantly to the voice of our Master.
Feet treading earth, ears tuned above.
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Chapter Eleven
Devotion

Scripture

1

Gal 3:11

2

Ps 80:1

3

Ps 80:3

4

Ps 80:6

5

Ps 80:8-11

6

Ps 80:8

7

Ps 80:17-18

Devotion 1

Galatians 3:11
But that no one is justified by the Law
in the sight of God is clear, for,
"The just shall live by faith."

Paul is quoting from Habakkuk (2:4). He quotes the
same verse in Romans 1 as part of his theme statement
for that book. Justification by faith is clearly a key
concept for Paul.
"The just shall live by faith" means that the just are
made just in the first place by believing in the Gospel
message. Their spiritual life is transferred to them by
means of their faith. So the just lives- receives spiritual life- through the medium of faith. (We learn elsewhere that that faith is a gift of God)
Paul is heavy on justification by faith. A large segment of anti-Christian and counterfeit Christian error
can be identified and uprooted with a strong, Biblical
position on justification by faith.
But Paul never left the doctrine of justification by
faith on its own. He always used justification by faith
as the foundation and starting point, but then he always
built on that foundation the doctrine of sanctification:
Col 2:6 Therefore as you have received Christ Jesus
the Lord, so walk in Him

"Receiving Christ Jesus" happens at our justifica-

tion. "Walking in Him" is sanctification. The one
naturally leads to the other. The foundation is laid so
as to build on it.
Our daily life is just as much "by faith" as our conversion was:
Gal 2:20 I have been crucified with Christ; it is no
longer I who live, but Christ lives in me; and the life
which I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son
of God, who loved me, and gave Himself for me.

The better we understand the distinctions between
justification and sanctification, the better we can weld
them together, as they should be.
Devotion 2

Psalm 80:1
Shepherd of Israel, give ear!
You who lead Joseph like a flock,
You who inhabit the cherubim,
shine forth.

God is the one who inhabits the cherubim.
He rides upon this class of angels, the cherubs, or
cherubim, Ps. 18:10.
But our verse uses an expression found seven times,
“You who inhabit the cherubim,” most of them obviously referring to God's presence in the Tabernacle or
Temple between the golden cherubim on the ark of the
covenant.

God's dwelling between the cherubim is a place He
does inhabit. The psalmist calls out to Him in a place
he can count on finding Him.
This is in contrast to the psalmist asking God to
"shine forth." He does not always shine forth.
Psalm 80:2 Before Ephraim and Benjamin and Manasseh, stir up your might! And come to save us!

God's people always need saving. We are never 'in
the clear' in this life.
We chiefly need constant saving from ourselves,
from the trap of doing things our own way.
God's people are always in need of reviving:
Psalm 80:3 Turn us again, O God, and cause Your
face to shine, and we shall be saved!

Revival happens when God's people realize their
need for God's salvation. They stop focusing on the
fact that they have been saved and start focusing on
the fact that they need to be saved today! When we
pray "deliver us from evil," that should be exactly what
we mean: Save us today.
God's people are usually satisfied with the degree of
God's brightness presently shining on them. They do
not particularly want Him to shine forth any brighter.
This would imply that He hadn't been shining very
brightly in their lives.
When we lose our high regard for our present level
of holiness- our present proximity to God- a hunger
may have begun for a greater level of nearness to God.
This is where revival always starts.

Devotion 3

Psalm 80:3
Turn us again, O God,
and cause Your face to shine,
and we shall be saved!

Revival, our being saved in the present hour, is the
coinciding of us turning to God (a work He performs, as the psalmist sees it) and His face shining
on us.
The psalmist addresses this need in the midst of
'anti-revival' in his day:
Psalm 80:4 O Yahweh, the God of Hosts, how long
will You be angry against the prayer of Your people?

Scary stuff, eh? If God is angry at His people's
prayer, they must have done something- or many
things- very wrong.
(Just in case you're wondering, God still cuts off
communication with His people for disobedience in
our day, Rev. 2:5, 1 Pet. 3:7.)
God must turn us to Himself again. We are to cry
out to Him to do so.
God's face must shine. He is turned away from the
psalmist presently. When He turns us toward Himself,
then He also will be facing us. That is when we will
see His face shine again.
There are two conditions which will especially prevent revival from occurring.

One is when we feel things are alright between us
and God. Why would we seek revival if things are already fine?
The other, the opposite, is when we feel too discouraged to cry out to Him. We know we have offended
Him and deliberately ignored Him, and now we feel
there is no just way back to Him.*
Of the two obstacles, the latter is much less prohibitive than the first. The first is outright presumption.
The second is merely contrition without repentance.
Repentance can much more easily be added to contrition than pride can be removed from presumption.**
Are we ready to cry out to God for revival in our
day?
Are we to a sufficient degree accustomed to His
voice in the Word?
Do we even know where we have offended Him?
Can we even see where the world has invaded
through our unwatched and unprotected walls?
Psalm 80:12, 13 Why have You broken down its
hedges, so that all those who pass by the way pluck it?
The boar out of the wood wastes it, and the wild beast
of the field eats it.

*

Then there’s the fake, ‘show time’ version of this discouragement,
which doesn’t really want God or change, yet uses the pretense of
discouragement as an excuse to avoid both.

**

In our day, the common wisdom is that discouragement is a more
serious problem. This is doubtless because presumption, the prevailing evil, goes unrecognized.

Devotion 4

Psalm 80:6
You make us a strife to our neighbors,
and our enemies laugh to themselves.

God makes us an object of contention among the
surrounding unbelievers. They are ever taking up
plans of war against us. They laugh to themselves,
noting what easy prey we are. And we are easy prey.
In a day of spiritual decline, God has, in His anger, exposed us:
Psalm 80:4 O Yahweh, the God of Hosts, how long
will You be angry against the prayer of Your people?

Therefore, we must thoughtfully bear the shame God
puts upon us.
Our attention must not be stolen by malevolent
thoughts about our enemies. They are only doing what
comes naturally. We must be thinking about God,
about how we have offended Him, about how we need
His help to come through our difficulty.
One thing God is doing to help us, contrary to appearances, is allowing the prolonged disdain of the
heathen to antagonize us. This is the best preventive
medicine. If we are rescued immediately from nets we
voluntarily jump into, we learn no lessons, we fear no
repeat mistake. The longer we stay under the cruel
thumb of the godless, the better etched in our memory
is the folly of the path that got us there.

Our own godless behavior becomes like the informant who put us in prison. We spend much of our
time behind bars plotting his downfall: that is, plotting
how we will avoid godlessness from now on. Our persecutors' own godlessness, then, becomes one of our
chief incentives.
This perspective- that I am under God's discipline
because I reverted to godless behavior- is also a dandy
way to keep bitterness toward my persecutor out of my
heart.

Devotion 5
Psalm 80:8 - 11
You have brought a vine out of Egypt;
You have cast out the nations and planted it.
You cleared before it,
and caused it to take deep root;
and it filled the land.
The hills were covered with its shadow,
and its boughs were as the great cedars.
It sent out its boughs to the sea,
and its branches to the River.

In the days of our prosperity, when God was establishing us, when we were in full agreement with His
ways, the land was filled with us. We were not the
greatest in number, but our influence was felt as
though we were numerous.
But what was filled with us? "The land." Not the
whole earth yet.
Interestingly, the Hebrew word for "land" can also
be translated "earth," but it is manifest that the psalmist
meant the promised land, for that is all Israel took possession of, not the whole earth. They were a sizeable
kingdom at their broadest, but not nearly as large as the
territory outside Israel.
It is an important and practical theological matter to
decide whether true Christians are supposed to be in
the minority or the majority. Or do Scriptures even indicate which?
If we are expecting a Christian majority in earth, or
a movement towards one, we will tend to be overall

optimists, put the best face on situations, and give people the benefit of the doubt when their regeneration is
in question.
If we are expecting a Christian minority in the earth,
we will tend to be cautious- sheep on the lookout
amidst surrounding wolves, expecting most professions of faith in Christ to be false ones (when we include in the list everyone worldwide who is named
“Christian” in any way).
As you can see, these two outlooks are extremely
different, and if Scriptures have anything to say about
what our expectations should be, it becomes critical for
us to discover it.
It is here suggested that the first and last word on the
issue is Matthew 7:14. There is no other Scripture that
addresses the issue so directly and none that contradicts its easily drawn conclusion:
Matt 7:14 Because narrow is the gate and constricted
is the way which leads to life, and there are few who
find it.

So any verse that talks about our wide influence, like
the verses in our Psalm above, are talking about just
that: influence, not actual numbers.
We are the leaven in the parable of the leaven. Our
influence is felt throughout the loaf of bread, but how
much actual leaven is in the bread (Luke 13:21)? We
are the mustard tree in the parable of the mustard seed.
We are the largest plant among a greater number of
other plants (Matt. 13:32, Luke 13:19), not the only
tree, nor a big tree among smaller bushes.
Christianity is the most influential force on the face

of the earth. It has been since soon after its inception.
But its adherents remain a minority, as in old Israel's
day and as Jesus indicated would always be the case.
We are to be optimistic because God is working out
His plan: rescuing His people and hardening His enemies at one and the same time: both by His evervictorious Gospel (2 Cor. 2:14-16).

Devotion 6

Psalm 80:8
You have brought a vine out of Egypt;
You have cast out the nations and planted it.

We are to remind God of His past work in light of
His present anger. That is what the psalmist is doing
here. The previous section of the Psalm reveals God's
displeasure with His people.
It is apropos to remind God of His former merciful
dealings even when He has subjected us to complete
humiliation:
Psalm 80:12 Why have You broken down its hedges,
so that all those who pass by the way pluck it?

It is even appropriate to ask for God's face to shine
(verses 3, 7, and 19) when His face is presently only
one of rebuke:
Psalm 80:16 It is burned with fire, and cut down;

they perish at the rebuke of Your face.

It is a great grace bestowed on us to recognize our
distance from God, His anger with us when it is present. It is as great a grace to have boldness during our
discipline to seek God's mercy confidently, sure that
He will be glorifying His name to save us.
Isa 62:6, 7 I have set watchmen on your walls, Jerusalem; they shall never hold their peace day nor night.
You who call on Yahweh, do not be silent, and give
Him no silence, until He establish, and until He make
Jerusalem a praise in the earth.

Are you such a watchman?

Devotion 7
Psalm 80:17, 18

Let Your hand be on
the Man of Your right hand,
on the Son of man
whom You have made strong for Yourself.
So we will not go back from You;
make us live,
and we will call on Your name.

Psalm 80 is an unusual Old Testament passage. It
is one in which we can clearly see a reference to Christ
in the light of one name He called Himself in the gos-

pel accounts: "Son of man." Besides all the times Ezekiel is called "son of man," Daniel 7:13 is the only
other passage where the phrase is a clear reference to
Christ; yet Christ made it His key self-designation.
Our Psalm would seem to be another possible such reference.
Notice the cause and effect in the prayer the psalmist
prays. When God works mightily through Christ, then
God's people will not commit apostasy. When Christ
acts powerfully, then His people will not be victims of
their own weakness.
When we pray seeking revival, we are telling God
that, as WE turn to Him, only HE can keep us from
turning away from Him. Indeed, any turning towards
God we do is also made dependent on His power ("O
God, turn us again," v. 3, 7, 19).
Let us ask, then: do we feel that degree of dependence on God in prayer, that we are totally cast upon
His aid and are otherwise helpless?
Secondly, let us ask: do we feel that our situation is
that desperate, that we are dangerously adrift from God
and subjected to all kinds of peril until He returns us
safely to the sheepfold from which we have wandered?
It's hard to pray that way. It's an admission that things
aren't hunky-dory in Church-land, that all is not well
with me personally. No one wants to be the first to
pray that way and stay that way until the Shepherd
comes to rescue us again.
C-1

Chapter Twelve
Devotion

Scripture

1

Ps 130:1

2

Ps 130:4

3

Ps 130:5

4

Prov 3:5

5

James1:14

6

Ps 128:1

7

Ps 128:2

Devotion 1

Psalm 130:1
Out of the depths
I have cried to You,
O Yahweh.

"Depths" is man's natural condition. Man has 'dug
himself a hole' by sinning; it is from the depths of this
hole that those blessed with understanding cry upwards. Those who perceive no depths do not know
who they are. They ignore/reject God's testimony concerning themselves.
Psalm 130:2 O Master, hear my voice; O let Your ears
attend to the voice of My pleadings.

"Pleadings" come from someone in need.
And why would someone expect to be heard in
prayer if he did not come with pleadings? The common "Give us a nice day" prayers are certainly suspect.
God doesn't even have to acknowledge that kind of
prayer. He is already sending rain and sunshine in His
goodness. Whichever one the presumptuous petitioner
might consider “nice” is being sent anyway. The supplicant seems to come short of even that basic knowledge. He certainly reflects no alarm at the depths sin
has dug for him. No, the true pray-er does not come
with a supposition that things are alright:
Psalm 130:3 If You should mark iniquities- O Yah,
who should stand, Master?

This would be an implicit cardinal sin in most Christian prayers. We're not supposed to actually talk about
our sins! Jesus already took care of that problem! I'm
certainly not supposed to mention any possible separation between me and God. Why, that's tantamount to
doubting my salvation!
Yet the Psalms are given specifically as patterns for
our Christian prayers. And how is it unChristian to acknowledge my hopelessness outside of Christ? I was
utterly dependent on Him for life the day of my conversion ... Nothing has changed today.
In fact, the thought of forgiveness is supposed to invoke fear!
Psalm 130:4 But there is forgiveness with You, that
You may be feared.

Again, banish the thought (says the modern Christian) that we should actually fear God because He extends forgiveness! No! He's making Himself more accessible by forgiveness, not driving us away with some
primitive fear of the Almighty!
Ah, how little we understand forgiveness! One of
the great benefits of the book of Revelation is its view
of the Temple in Heaven, particularly the place where
atonement was made: the Ark of the Covenant, within
the Holy of Holies:
Rev 11:19 And the temple of God was opened in
Heaven, and there was seen in His temple the ark of
His covenant, and there occurred lightnings and

voices, and thunders and an earthquake, and a great
hail.

By common Christian consensus, you would think
that the sight of the Ark of the Covenant would be accompanied by a smiling face of God, not thunder and
lightning!
Where did we get our soteriology (doctrine of salvation) anyway? Same place we got our anthropology
(doctrine of man). We never learned how deep our sin
problem was, our depths, so we never figured the cross
was all that weighty a bridge. Oh sure, we couldn't
have gotten across on our own, but, after all, the finish
line was always in view. God never meant to keep us
in any suspense.
So the Psalms are relegated to the realm of antiquity:
nice expressions of holy men before God made everything so accessible and comforting. We only read them
now to see how much better a deal we have!

Devotion 2

Psalm 130:4
But there is forgiveness with You,
that You may be feared.

We are to fear God based on His forgiveness?
Strange concept to our ears.

We bow in the presence of one who is so great that
He takes complete mastery over what had completely mastered us.
We bow- in our fear and honor of God: our knowl-

edge that there is none like Him; our knowledge that
there is none His equal; our knowledge that there is
none, not even His enemies, but such as He holds together.
He takes complete mastery- Jesus declares,

"Your sins are forgiven," and it is done. He was the
offended party, the giver of the Law we had broken.
He alone had the prerogative to forgive. Furthermore,
His forgiveness is not merely a merciful decision to
forego our rightful prosecution, but a ridding of the sin
that clung to us like our natural skin, that flowed from
us like our exhaling.
He masters what had completely mastered us

- sin. We were thoroughly in the grip of sin. Not our
least action or tiniest motive was free of sin's infection.
Even the good we did was entirely tainted with ignorance of the true God; we therefore acted apart from
His glory. And it seems we only begin to see how utterly selfish our every nuance of thought and feeling
are.
But that which held us like the night holds darkness
does not hold Him or stand against Him. He assaulted
sin as a man, one of us. He assailed sin as a man under
the Law. He overcame sin by His obedience as a man.
As a sacrifice, He overpowered sin's grip on us. He
overwhelmed sin as the risen Lamb of God.
A true Christian who does not fear God for His for-

giveness?
Who has heard of such a thing?
Devotion 3

Psalm 130:5
I wait for Yahweh.
My soul waits,
and in His Word I hope.

I wait for Yahweh.
I am looking forward to God's dealings.
That means that I am not necessarily expecting
something right now. Right this minute, I am content
to wait. I know He is coming, that His intervention is
inevitable, so I can wait.
However, I do not wait lazily. I do not wait complacently. I understand what He is bringing and what I am
missing until He comes:
Psalm 130:6 My soul waits for Yahweh more than
the watchers for morning.

More than those who have passed the hours of darkness waiting for their shift to end at dawn, I have
waited for Yahweh and His help. I wait with longing.
But though the psalmist longingly waits, He is not
doubting. Though he has in his possession no evidence of Yahweh's answer to his present need, He still
calls confidently upon all Israel to join him in the

praises of the God whom he knows is his aid:
Psalm 130:7 O let Israel hope in Yahweh! For with
Yahweh there is mercy, and with Him is plentiful redemption.

What is the need in your life at the moment?
If you realize that your perceived need is secondary
to your need for God, that an answer otherwise would
be meaningless- blessed are you! For those who yearn
for God Himself in their need are hoping on the very
one whose character promises assistance to the humble, needy one.

Devotion 4

Proverbs 3:5
Trust in Yahweh with all your heart,
and do not lean upon your own intelligence.

How can we learn to trust God, if we do not learn to
dis trust ourselves?
That is what "do not lean on your own insight"
means: to distrust yourself.
But how can we learn to distrust ourselves if we
don't find out how untrustworthy we are?
There are two basic ways to find out how untrustworthy we are:
1) Come to full conviction of God's testimony about

us;
2) See in our own actions and motives our truly deceitful and lawless ways.
The second testimony depends on the first, of
course. A natural man's self-doubt without God's testimony will be partial, inconsistent, and ultimately much
too lenient.
As to the first testimony:
Jer 17:9 The heart is deceitful above all things, and it
is incurable ...

If we do not know this about ourselves yet- if we
have not found out and agreed in our hearts with this
testimony about us- then we are trusting ourselves
still.
This remains a matter of degrees our whole lives.
To the degree we fall back into self-trust, we are not
trusting God.
Trust in Jesus involves a conscious, deliberate placing of His ways before us. Trust in ourselves is what
takes place 'accidentally', when we are simply failing
to remember Yahweh and His testimonies.
Our lives are usually punctuated by several bitter instances in which our self-trust bears a harvest of thorns
which cuts and tears us deeply. These injections of reality into our brains seem to be sad necessity for most
of us who do not have faith to fully receive the raw testimony of Scriptures about who we are.

Devotion 5

James 1:14
But each one is tempted by his desires,
being drawn away and seduced by them.
The Law of Temptation
What I am desiring to do amiss will harm me, even
if I cannot or do not carry it out.
James 1:15 Then when desire has conceived, it brings
forth sin. And sin, when it is fully formed, brings forth
death.

Wrong desires / attitudes which I do not deal with
will lead me into wrong words / acts / states of mind /
emotions.
Desires causing destruction are the ones which are
actually followed, not those which are resisted.
The converse of this is that the good I desire to do
can only be carried out through Christ. He, of course,
is more than willing to help those to do good who have
confided in Him in resisting evil.
Still, we will follow Christ “in the presence of our
enemy,” sin. Sin will continue to plead for terms of
compromise: “OK, follow Christ; but He won’t mind if
you just…” We have to set our desire, adjust its
gauge, rather constantly against sin’s ongoing offers.

Devotion 6

Psalm 128:1
Glad are all who fear Yahweh,
who walk in His ways.

The fear of God.
Fear is negative motivation. It is a necessary and
helpful force in every area of life. If something needs
avoiding, 'fear' is the broad term covering our proper
regard for it. A plant that stings if we touch it? Our
fear keeps us from its potential harm.
But the fear of God is more than merely negative
motivation. Notice that "glad" are those who fear Yahweh. Their attitude is positive; they are uplifted by
their fear.
This is because they know that all God denies us, He
denies us in wisdom and love. I'm not really missing
anything by avoiding the things He forbids. At least
I'm missing nothing I truly want or need (I'm missing
heartache, bitterness, regret, and a lot of other 'exciting'
consequences).
Furthermore, the fear of God transcends mere negativity in that those who possess it do not merely avoid
things. They "walk in His ways." They do not simply
walk away from other ways; they walk in His ways.
The fear of God has taught them, again, that God is
only wise and loving in His commands. I pursue His
commands, then, with gusto. Those commands are going to lead to fulfillment. They are going to lead to

love of man and love of God. They are going to lead
to self-respect and a good conscience.
Yes, glad indeed are those who walk within these
guidelines! If we were selling such an instruction
manual in the self-help section under a different title, it
might be a best seller! Only men do not want it once
they hear it's from God. He's a killjoy and a glory hog,
you know.
But for you who know God better (He is selfcentered, but the universe is centered around Him; any
other stance would be pretentious of Him), be glad to
fear Him and walk in His ways today!

Devotion 7

Psalm 128:2
For you will eat the labor of your hands.
You will be happy,
and it will be well with you.

The book of Ecclesiastes is divided into two major
thematic sections. The second section is only two
verses long- the last two verses of the book. These
contain the Final Conclusion of Ecclesiastes. The first
section of the book- 1:1—12:8- contain the Intermediate Conclusions. These are Solomon's exploration of
every possible answer to life's riddle besides fearing
and obeying God. Fearing and obeying God are the
Final Conclusion of the book. Solomon's 'modus operandi' is to take us through seven provisional answers so

he can leave us with one permanent answer.
Solomon's seven Intermediate Conclusions are all
variations of one theme: there's nothing better in life
than to eat, drink, and enjoy the labor you find. The
first of the seven Intermediate Conclusions goes like
this:
Eccl 2:24 Is it not good that he should eat and drink
and make his soul see good in his labor? This I also
saw, that it was from the hand of God.

And thus Solomon proceeds. He examines various
aspects of life, concludes that they are vanity
(meaningless, useless, temporary), and so commends
simple ingestion and labor as the best life has to offer.
He goes on to new possibilities and arrives at the same
kind of provisional conclusion seven times (albeit with
increasing sarcasm).
So apart from the real answer to life- fearing and
obeying God- the next best justification for life on
earth is simply eating and working. And these are the
very things the psalmist promises to those who fear
Yahweh! So God promises us the best that is available
in the spiritual realm and in the earthly one.
1 Tim 4:8 For bodily exercise profits a little, but godliness is profitable to all things, having promise of the
present life, and of that which is to come.

We must remember that we are not being promised
an easy life, nor one in which the cupboard is never
bare. God is only promising to provide for us, some-

times, it seems, after the eleventh hour. Our ability to
partake gladly of the good things of life depends completely on our ability to consider necessities as enough
(1 Tim 6:8). If we have larger expectations, we will
surely be disappointed.
But the psalmist is describing one who fears Yahweh
(128:1). This assumes a certain perspective on life:
one which is dependent, not demanding; one which
knows God is good, not one which requires comforts
as proof of His goodness.
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Devotion
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Devotion 1

Psalm 128:3

Your wife shall be like a fruitful vine
in the sides of your house;
your children shall be like olive plants
around your table.

Does God promise earthly benefits to those who honor Him
here? He certainly does.
In our day there is unfortunately a whole counterfeit gospel
that judges blessing from God by earthly benefits. This is surely
not a valid test. Paul was at his spiritual peak when he had the
earthly benefit of health withdrawn, 2 Cor. 12:7, 10.
Furthermore, earthly benefits, such as those named in the
Psalm, are specific and not unlimited. The main limiting factor
on our earthly benefits in the Psalm would seem to be our fear
of God:
Psalm 128:1, 2 Glad are all who fear Yahweh, who walk in
His ways. For you shall surely eat the labor of your hands;
you shall be happy, and good shall be yours.
If we do not fear God, we should not necessarily expect happiness (“Glad”), the ability to work ("the labor of your hands"),
nor the ability to profit from it ("eat the labor...").
Neither should we expect the family benefits mentioned: a
wife who is a fruitful vine and children around the table.
The wife of the God-fearing man is said to be a fruitful vine
"in the sides" of his house. Many ancient eastern houses had an
inner court where the sun could come in on homegrown plants.
This may be very specifically the analogy our Psalm is making
to a good wife. A fruit-bearing vine might easily have been cultivated in a house's inner court. A good wife is like that vine in

several ways:
1) She is domesticated. Her place is in the house;
2) She is faithful. She grows in her place, prospers, and intends to stay there. No pinings for 'more than this provincial
life' for this gal;
3) She is fruitful. God grants her to bear children.
We said that the earthly benefits promised the God-fearer
were qualified. Nevertheless, this is a pretty nice package! Any
sensible man should be delighted at the prospect of receiving
such a wife as a boon! Unfortunately, most men’s ideal wife
package insists on items which, in the end, are mere window
dressing, and, well- you get what you pay for, so to speak. Happiness is certainly not a long-term part of the selfish wifeshopper’s bargain.
The children of the God-fearing man are said to be like olive
plants around his table. Olives appear to be a symbol in the Bible for Israel. This would seem to be an indication that the children would inherit Covenant blessings. The New Testament
promises no less when it says:
1 Cor 7:14 For the unbelieving husband is sanctified by
the wife, and the unbelieving wife is sanctified by the husband; else your children would be unclean, but now they
are holy.
Children are counted holy, or set apart, by just one believing
parent out of the two. This does not mean a child will definitely
be a Christian, but he will be set apart from any other upbringing. The godly man can expect that children moving from
Covenant environs (having a Christian parent) into the Covenant
itself (the child himself becoming a Christian) will be the norm.
But at least while they are growing up, the parent’s consistent
and loving 'indoctrination' (= doctrine going in) in the ways of
the Lord will extend to the children the blessings of the Covenant under the parent’s auspices.

Earthly benefits promised to us? Oh, yes! But all on a spiritual basis. John repeats the principle like this:
3 John 1:2 Beloved, in regard to all things I pray that you
prosper and be in health, even as your soul prospers.
Only as our soul prospers (by fearing the Lord) should our
earthly circumstances prosper. But remember again what
earthly prosperity is:
1 Tim 6:8 But having food and clothing, we will be content.
And if it is for our betterment to remove health (Paul's thorn
in the flesh), then it IS our earthly advantage God considers
when He takes it away. It just won't feel like it. God always
gives spiritual benefit precedence.

Devotion 2

Psalm 128:5

… You shall see the good of Jerusalem
all the days of your life.

This does not promise that Jerusalem will see no evil, but
that all the good she enjoys, we, as her inhabitants, will experience.
This may not seem to be promising much, but it is; only we
must go back to the real reference point. It is repeated for us in
the prior verse:
Psalm 128:4 Behold! So shall the man be blessed who

fears Yahweh.
The promise that we will see Jerusalem's good for a long time
to come is conditioned upon our fear of God again, just as the
benefits in the first part of the Psalm are based on our fear of
God mentioned in verse one.
As long as we are fearing God, we will be part of a community thriving with God's blessings. Those blessings will be selfrenewing, or so it will seem. They will never be exhausted as
long as we are fearing God.
When our fear of God drops off to a certain point- well, God's
people have spent significant stretches of time in the Babylonian
and Assyrian captivities. They have also been stationed at home
base but under enemy tribute. The latter did not see the good of
Jerusalem even though they were there. Fear of God is the key.
One benefit flowing from a long stay in a blessed Jerusalem is
cited in the last verse of the Psalm:
Psalm 128:6 Yes, you shall see your children's children...
Ah, the blessing of seeing one's grandchildren! Just ask any
grandparent. But is that 'earthly' benefit still promised in the
New Covenant, in our 'spiritual' covenant?
Eph 6:2, 3 Honor your father and mother (which is the
first commandment with a promise), so that it may be
well with you, and that you may live long on the earth.
Not only is longevity promised in the New Covenant, but it is
freely tied to the same type of blessing in the Old Covenant (a
'spiritual' covenant also, then, we might assume), quoted here
right from the Ten Words!
Honoring one's parents, by the way, is the very first form of
God-fearing we are to master in life: the youngest version, assuring we'll be around for the eldest version (grandchildren
sightings).

Devotion 3

Psalm 128:5
...You shall see the good of Jerusalem
all the days of your life.

How can a man see the good of Jerusalem all the days of his
life?
What is Jerusalem?
For the psalmist, Jerusalem was the place of God's choosing,
His people's residence.
So for us, Jerusalem is the Church, Christ's body, those who
believe in Him (Galatians 4:26).
Will the Church have only good all the days any man's life?
No.
In fact, sometimes it seems she sees predominantly evil: spiritual decline.
But the promise is that those who fear Yahweh will always be
directed by God's grace to see (= experience) the good in the
Church wherever it may be.
One particular good we shall see is mentioned:
Psalm 128:6 Yes, you shall see your children's children...
"Children's children": a gift bringing us close to the Father's
image: seeing those begotten by those whom we begot. Because we feared God and therefore sanctified those born to us,
we will see the blessings that consequently flowed to them and
to their children.
A great key to truly experiencing the good of Jerusalem in
days of decline, days such as we are in today (judging by Biblical ignorance and moral impurity in the Church), is

contentedness.
Do you want to see the most good you can see, even when
there may seem to be nearly none? Do you want to be used in
the most good you can be? Then serve whole-heartedly where
God put you. That is contentedness. If you only see the taint on
the situation everywhere you look, you will discourage yourself
from any good for which God might use you. You will cut off
certain avenues for good.
The discouragement includes the taint you may see on your
own family. If you have an inner scowl because of failures in
your family, failures for which you might justly blame yourself,
you will be unable to see the good.
If you are a child of God, He certainly produced good through
you. It cannot be otherwise. But some of the most important
good He works is through your steadfast, believing attitude: the
fact that you almost refuse to accept a negative outcome, it being contrary to the blessing of God. That kind of spiritual tenacity He loves. It shows how highly you think of Him.
We're not talking about calling one thing another. We're only
talking about 'seeing' the good seeds lying beneath the surface of
the ground and knowing they must come forth, rising above the
thorns, eventually overcoming them.
Nor are we discounting the possibility of a Judas being born
to us. But let not that Judas say that we did not extend every
faith in him while he was within our power to bless, even as Jesus did for His Judas.

Devotion 4

Psalm 119:96

I have seen an end to all perfection;
Your Commandment is exceedingly broad.

We must not impose artificial limitations on the interpretation of Scriptures.
This is commonly done today by maxims such as:
"Every time you read the Bible, you must learn something
new about the Lord Jesus Christ, since it is a book meant to reveal Him."
This sounds like very holy advice.
However, think of the poor young saint who takes it at face
value. He reads a passage about honoring his parents, and he is
initially blessed by beginning to consider the ways in which he
will accord his parents honor. Suddenly, he remembers the
prime rule of Scripture interpretation and realizes to his horror
that he has been forgetting to find the Lord Jesus in the passage.
He backtracks and begins to piece together in his mind how the
passage reveals something about Christ. He has soon lost sight
of the blessing of his originally intended obedience, and he furthermore comes away rather frustrated and discouraged, because
he apparently lacks the spirituality to see the Lord Jesus standing plainly in front of him in the text.
He can make matters even worse by taking the problem back
to one of the spiritually exalted brothers who taught him the
prime principle. How does the principle work in this passage,
he asks? The brother then proceeds to explain how Jesus honored His Father by laying down His life as a sacrifice in the
atonement, and that is what we are to primarily perceive in the
passage. The young neophyte comes away rather impressed,
and somewhat encouraged that there does indeed seem to be a
way to see the Lord Jesus in every passage, and he will probably
get the hang of it sooner or later.
Now thoroughly lost to him is the simple obedience required

of him in the passage.
What did Jesus say to some other folks whose hermeneutic
(principle for interpreting Scripture) nullified "Honor your father and mother"?
Mark 7:9 - 13 And He said to them, Do you do well to set
aside the commandment of God, so that you may keep
your own tradition? For Moses said, "Honor your father
and your mother." And, "Whoever curses father or mother,
let him die the death." But you say, If a man shall say to
his father or mother, Corban! (that is, A gift to God, whatever you may profit by me) and you no longer allow him to
do anything toward his father or mother, making the
Word of God of no effect through your tradition which you
have delivered. And you do many such things.
But wait! Certainly this rebuke would not apply to someone
who put Jesus first in Bible study! How could that be wrong?
Well, what was so wrong about making a contribution towards God's work (Corban) in the above passage?
The fact still remains in both cases that we are left comfortable in our neglect of a plain commandment of God. And neither case is actually a greater snub of Scriptures than the other.
The 'must-see-Jesus' principle is actually the more dangerous of
the two, because one would seem to be a blasphemer to contradict it.
"You do many such things," Jesus said. People who make
mumbo jumbo of Scripture tend to do it with regularity. There
are many tell-tale signs of it. The most obvious is probably
when a passage saying "Do this" ends up saying, "Never mind,
don't do this." We have somehow become too spiritual and
dedicated to God to just do what He says. We have to first find
the deeper meaning, or avoid legalism, or something of the like.

Beware!
Prov 30:5, 6 Every word of God is pure; He is a shield to

those who put their trust in Him. Do not add to His
Words, lest He reprove you and you be found a liar.
'Finding Jesus' in a passage, however legitimate that is, need
be no further away than seeking to do what we are told, for He
is the one commanding us.

Devotion 5

Psalm 5:3
My voice You shall hear in the morning, O Yahweh;
in the morning I will direct my prayer to You,
and I will look up.

The Scriptures are fairly explicit on many aspects of prayer.
There are do's and don'ts we must follow. The wise Christian
will rejoice at these instructions, acknowledging his natural ignorance on any spiritual subject or pursuit.
One specific direction Scriptures give on prayer is that we are
to pray in the morning. Witness the above verse. Other times of
day are specifically mentioned elsewhere, but morning is definitely given as a pattern for our prayer time.
For any who feel that a specific direction to pray in the morning is overly exacting (after all, they can barely get themselves
ready for the day, much less have a meaningful prayer time),
consider the following:
1 Thessalonians 5:17 Pray without ceasing.
Hmm. Praying "without omission" (Greek) would include
praying in the morning, wouldn't it? Yet the command to pray
all the time doesn't seem as offensive because we can automatically diffuse it in our minds to mean "Get down to praying seri-

ously sometime." I can always make sometime later. The
morning is not so easy to defer, being too specific.
Putting our two prayer directions together, we see that we are
to have a 'launch pad' of morning prayer in order to put our constant prayer throughout the day 'into orbit'. This makes perfect
sense when we think about it.
Inertia is a scientific term telling us that "matter ... remains at
rest [inert] ... unless acted upon by some external force." The
spacecraft needs a significant boost and expenditure of fuel to
rise above the ground. Likewise, a human soul needs a major
infusion of spiritual activity to move itself towards Heaven.
Psalm 119:25 "My soul clings to the dust" says the
psalmist. A great shift of soul, moving from inactivity to heavenward activity, is required for us to be other than dust-dwellers.
Anyone who seeks to pray throughout the day without having
made a substantial connection with God first thing will probably
be unsuccessful, or will manage only "give us a nice day" type
prayers.
There is a definite sacrifice required to engage in morning
prayers. They will not happen by accident. If we decide that
morning prayer is just too much drudgery to be a direction that's
really from God, we will only have confirmed that our souls do
indeed cling to the dust. We're only adding that we're satisfied
for them to stay there.

Devotion 6

Psalm 101:8

I will early destroy all the wicked of the land,
so that I may cut off all wicked doers
from the city of Yahweh.

David was a king who sought to purge all evil from his kingdom (the best a mere man can do).

Jesus is a king who will succeed in the same pursuit.
I am merely a prince in Jesus' kingdom, but I must purge evil
wherever it dwells under my Christ-designated authority.
Psalm 101 is a psalm of:


Personal responsibility: Psa 101:2 I'll act ...



Waiting on God: Psa 101:2 ... O when will You come to
me?



Recognizing God-given boundaries: Psa 101:2 ... I will
walk within my house ...



Purification: Psa 101:3 I will set no worthless thing
before my eyes ...



Honest rejection of contagion: Psa 101:3 ... I have hated
the work of those who turn aside; it shall not fasten
upon me.
Specific acts deplored: Psa 101:5 Whoever secretly
slanders his neighbor ...




Personal influence maximally utilized for justice: Psa 101:8
I will remove in the morning all the wicked of the
land



...Even concerning the attitudes of the wicked: Psa
101:5 ... him who has a high look and a proud heart,
I will not allow.
No isolationism: Psa 101:6 My eyes shall be on the
faithful of the land, so that they may dwell with me



Entry rules: Psa 101:6 … he who walks in a perfect way,
he shall serve Me.
Are you, as royalty in Jesus' house, exercising the responsibility of your authority? There's no real authority where these responsibilities are not carried out.

Devotion 7

Psalm 5:8

Lead me, Yahweh, in Your righteousness,
because of my enemies;
make Your way straight before my face.

An enemy is a special category of human relationship for me.
It carries special responsibilities on my part.
I cannot afford to avoid thinking about my personal enemies.
They are part of my motivation and prayer to God for following
His path.
The worst an enemy can do to me is upset me sufficiently that
I am no longer trusting God. An enemy, from one perspective,
is simply a test of that very capacity: will I trust God under duress?
There is a sense in which an enemy merely becomes an 'item'
in my prayers. I do not focus on him so directly that he is distracting my focus from God. Therefore, the aspects of my enemy that cause me to either fear him or hate him are only gauges
by which I can reach a greater concentration of my soul's energies towards God.
I am not allowed to hate my enemies. The only enemies the
psalmist ever hates are God's enemies (Ps. 139:21, 22). Concerning his own enemies, he observes the precept mistakenly
thought to have been invented in the Sermon on the Mount: he
loves his enemies. Jesus merely taught what He had already
learned from Scriptures:
Psa 109:3 - 5 And they surrounded me with words of hatred; and fought against me without a cause. For my love
they are my enemies; but I am in prayer. And they have
rewarded me evil for good, and hatred for my love.
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Devotion 1

Proverbs 29:25
The fear of man brings a snare,
but whoever puts his trust in Yahweh
shall be set safely on high.

If my fear of God does not dominate my other fears, I am
thinking as an unbeliever:
Heb 2:14, 15 Since then the children have partaken of
flesh and blood, He also Himself likewise partook of the
same; that through death He might destroy him who had
the power of death (that is, the Devil), and deliver those
who through fear of death were all their lifetime subject to
bondage.
All of our earthly concerns become part of our fear of
death. Everything in my life, material or immaterial, becomes a
possession I fear losing, one I instinctively grasp to keep.
By the same token, Proverbs 29:25 above tells us that when
our regard for human opinion rather than our regard for God's
direction guides us, we are in the same trap that holds unbelievers. The fear of man defines an unbeliever just as does the fear
of death.
All the human relationships of an unbeliever are part of his
fear of man. He grades men based on the kind and degree of
impression he needs to make on them. He does this mostly instinctively. Guiding our activities by human approval or
disapproval, our basic mode of existence, is the fear of man.
Surprising to many, no doubt, is the discovery that fear completely guides every man one way or another. How exactly I am negatively motivated (a definition of fear) says ex-

actly who I am.
The fear of God is the only fear powerful enough to release us
from the two otherwise insuperable fears: the fear of death and
the fear of man.

Devotion 2

Psalm 1:3
And he shall be like a tree
planted by the rivulets of water
that brings forth its fruit in its seasons,
and its leaf shall not wither,
and all which he does shall prosper.

Positioning and Pruning
A blessed Christian is compared to a tree ("blessed" is what
he's called in the first verse of the Psalm, Ps. 1:1).
A tree, for one thing, connotes stability. A blessed Christian,
then, is planted, firm.
In fact, the blessed Christian is literally "planted." That is, he
did not arise by accident. He was given life and rose from the
dust at the time and place of God's choosing. A blessed Christian is a result of God's gardening decision, so to speak.
The blessed Christian is always planted next to a small
stream. God brings his nourishment to him. His roots are watered, his soul nourished, by the Word of God. That is why the
psalmist had described our continual exposure to God's
"instruction" (root meaning of "Law") in the previous verse:

Psalm 1:2 But his delight is in the Law of Yahweh; and in
His Law he meditates day and night.
The blessed Christian thus situated is the one who has stayed
where God put him. The first verse of the Psalm speaks of three
other places where we might have 'transplanted' our tree to our
harm:
Psalm 1:1 Blessed is the man who has not walked in the
counsel of the ungodly, and has not stood in the way of
sinners, and has not sat in the seat of the scornful.
In these three cases, the nourishment of God's instructive waters would not be reaching our roots. We would not be blessed.
When we do manage to stay near the rivulets of water by
meditating in Scriptures, we find that we are fruit-bearing trees.
A fruit-bearing tree bears its fruit "in its season," as the verse in
the box above states. Therefore, we are not bearing fruit all the
time. We know that if we are in someone's garden ("planted"),
the gardener must be watching our progress and pruning us to be
the most fruit-bearing we can be:
John 15:1, 2 I am the True Vine, and My Father is the
Vinedresser. Every branch in Me that does not bear fruit,
He takes away. And every one that bears fruit, He prunes
it so that it may bring forth more fruit.
So there is fruit-bearing, then there is fruit-preparing. Fruitpreparing (pruning) is painful. Not only that, it is 'anti-fruitful'.
Fruit = abundance; pruning = scarcity, cutting back. So the only
way, apparently, to abundance is through scarcity. That's alright. We were generally familiar with that principle from the
beginning. We 'made ourselves scarce' when ungodly advice
was given, when a sinners' road was opened to us, and when a
mocker's seat was offered us.

But the pain of pruning can seem personal. It's hard not to
imagine that God is out to get us rather than that He is preparing
us for great things.
Our leaf "does not wither," though, as we abide where we
were planted. Even in pruning times and winters, in preparation
for fruit-bearing, we still manage to angle our 'solar panels' (leaves) to the sun. Even the sun itself may be scarcer in
winter, but we still get enough to live, while many other plants
are dying.
Notice that God sees the overall life of such a tree as prosperous:
Psalm 1:3 ... and all which he does shall prosper.
Even our pruned times, then, are apparently part of our overall prosperity. That's why James can tell us:
James 1:2 My brothers, count it all joy when you fall into
different kinds of temptations
It's all part of our cycle of spiritual prosperity. Remember, a
tree's stability is defined by its stillness. It is when we become
impatient and uproot ourselves for supposed greener pastures
that we deprive ourselves of life and its necessary, though painful, preparations.
It is helpful to picture ourselves, in all our coming and going,
as basically still in a most important respect. In that case, life is
more or less 'coming to me'. I'm waiting for it. Of course I'm
also going out to it by meditating on the Word; but in my spirit,
I am dead still (actually, 'live' still). The only movement I experience is that of God's healing stream of words washing over
my eager and waiting roots.

Devotion 3

Psalm 1:4
The wicked are not so,
but are like chaff
which the wind drives away.

‘Boring’ stability
In Psalm One, the Christian is a tree. He is firm and fixed.
His blessedness is in being still and soaking in the benefits God
is continuously providing via the Christian's meditation on
Scriptures (Ps. 1:2).
Now we learn that the non-Christian is like chaff. Chaff is
the outer hull of wheat or other grain. The chaff must be broken
to get to the wheat, but afterwards, the chaff is quite useless.
Chaff is the direct opposite of a tree in two ways:
1) It is lifeless; and
2) It moves.
The chaff moves wherever the wind blows it. It cannot be
assured of finding good ground. If it does, it cannot stay there.
Water never benefits chaff. Water is only another agent to carry
chaff away. If water did soak the chaff, the chaff would still not
be helped, being lifeless. The soaking would only hasten its decay.
The 'chaff road' is cursed from the outset:
Psalm 1:5, 6 Therefore the ungodly shall not stand in the
judgment, nor sinners in the congregation of the righteous. For Yahweh knows the path of the righteous; but the
path of the ungodly shall perish.

Everything to do with the ungodly's path is cursed. That's
why it is laid out at the very beginning of the Psalm: to warn us
against it:
Psalm 1:1 Blessed is the man who has not walked in the
counsel of the ungodly, and has not stood in the way of
sinners, and has not sat in the seat of the scornful.
The path of the just, however, is only blessed; that is, as long
as we keep to that path. Any straying onto the ungodly's path is
a request for its cursings: a request which will be obliged.
It seems exciting to the ungodly to be blown from one adventure to the next in life. The path of the stable and staid Christian
looks boring by comparison. That is why the Christian must
look to his inner life, to the rivers that are entering the interiors
of his soul. There is where his movement and excitement are
taking place: the influx of the healing streams of Scriptures.
There is a fundamental difference between the rambling and
the stability which, if we fail to appreciate it, will leave us discontent, yearning. The unbeliever seems happy to fit the description of chaff. It is imperative that we see him for what he
is. This is both the only way to keep us from desiring his path
and the only way to cultivate a burden for him which will lead
to persuasive warnings.

Devotion 4

Galatians 6:4
But let each one prove his own work,
and then he alone will have a boast in himself,
and not in another.

The True Individualist in Consensus
OTHERS help to shape me.
I live as a man among other men. What they do influences
me. Many of my actions are produced by replication of other
men's actions.
We know that it is not mere copy-catting to do as the 'crowd'
does. We follow the crowd because we fear its disapproval.
We also lack the wisdom or confidence to figure things out for
ourselves, so we just do as we see, or as we sense will be accepted.
'Other-pleasing' is not necessarily wrong. A child should
want to please his parents. We should want to emulate those
who are following God. But if I am following out of insecuritythe fear of man- then I will follow the ungodly act as easily as I
will follow the godly.
Most people never develop a very strong sense of individuality. Once they are laughed at for straying outside the expected,
they give up on exploring uncharted behaviors.
Interestingly, almost anyone will argue for the correctness of
his practice, even if he is only following it rather mindlessly.
We assume that if we fail to affirm the norm, we are denying it:
a path most will not consider. Therefore we affirm the norm.
Some people who are very strong-minded are nevertheless only
vigorously defending some norm, not asserting their individuality.

The nations of the earth proceed to Hell in packs (Ps. 9:17).
God calls us to be individualists outside those packs.
We must learn to deny the norm without thinking we are denying/negating those who follow it. The fear of negating othersothers as a group or just one particular 'other'- is a very potent
inhibitor which we must learn to overcome.
I must be able to perceive others in their realms and me in
mine. As I interact with them, influence will be mutual. I will
influence them, and they will influence me.
But I have a responsibility to God for the standards that are
from His Word. Those are the standards I
must affirm. They are what make me an individual outside the worldly norm. I must not be distracted by a fear of denying other peoples' standards, even if they also claim the standard of the Word of God.
From the standpoint of 'bearing my own burden' (verse in the
box), I will soon learn where I have consensus with others.
Where I do not, I must nevertheless affirm them as a creatures
of God worthy of my love as my neighbor.
I will not always perceive whether another’s consensus with
me is due to fear of denying their crowd (of which I am a part
socially) rather than fear of denying God. Any true individualist, though, should be able to come to full concurrence with everyone else who truly holds to God as the standard. His individuality is really an invitation for joining all other individualists.
He is an individualist in proper consensus.
Lastly, there does seem to be room in Scriptures for those
who merely follow a Biblical consensus. They honestly do not
have the capacity for fully figuring things out on their own.
They are the 'Simple'. Proverbs encourages the simple to follow
the wise. If they do so unflinchingly, they earn the reward of
the wise. Their recognition of wisdom (which can be largely
intuitive but is still measurable by Scriptural standards) is indeed a real sort of wisdom and a real sort of individuality.

Devotion 5

Psalm 119:73
Your hands have made me and formed me;
give me understanding
so that I may learn Your Commandments.

The psalmist acknowledges that the God who made all the
complex workings of his mind is the only one who can make
that mind comprehend God's teachings.
Here we may consider: All the mechanisms of the human
soul work just as surely as a Swiss watch (or whatever the
new standard of mechanical precision is), though more complexly.
The Bible is our Operations Manual. God, as manufacturer,
gives diagnosis and prognosis for His product, man. Laws are
laws because they work, because they are predictable. That’s
how we should understand and approach everything in Scriptures. We simply must take care not to assume prematurely that
we understand.
A good test for understanding is obedience. Obedience to one
principle understood is a gateway to understanding another perhaps more complex principle.
Let us press on with confidence, seeking wisdom for our
souls from God through His Word.

Devotion 6

Matthew 7:6
Do not give that which is holy to the dogs;
nor cast your pearls before swine,
lest they trample them under their feet
and turn again and tear you.

The "dogs" and "swine" spoken of are the implacably unclean
spiritually. It is obvious that to obey Christ's command in the
verse, we must determine who are the spiritually unclean.
Because some find it virtually impossible to keep their own
attitudes from conceit when evaluating the spiritual condition of
another, they infer a rule that it is wrong to make such evaluations. Interestingly, they usually point to a portion of Christ's
statement five verses before the one quoted above. There Christ
said, "Do not judge" (the only part quoted) "that you may not be
judged." Christ's meaning? His next words make it clear:
Matthew 7:2 for with whatever judgment you judge, you
will be judged; and with whatever measure you measure, it
will be measured again to you.
We are to take care that we have already judged ourselves by
the standard with which we would judge another.
Are we allowed to simply forego judging altogether? By no
means! Jesus continues:
Matthew 7:5 Hypocrite, first cast the log out of your eye,
and then you will see clearly to cast the twig out of the eye
of your brother.
How can we cast out an imperfection from our brother without acknowledging that he has it? The only prerequisite is that

we deal with the same type of sin in our own lives first.
Whereas, it may be exceedingly difficult to keep pride at bay
when evaluating the spiritual condition of another, this only underscores the need to:
1) Confess our own sin;
2) See our need for God’s forgiveness; and
3) Realize our subsequent obligation to render forgiveness to
others.
Unfortunately, many who are seemingly pure of character by
staying miles away from judging anyone about anything are in
actuality only cowards who refuse to take responsibility for their
brothers as Christ tells them to. They fail to minister to the
twig in their brother’s eye because of the unpleasant preliminaries (that log jam at their own tear duct which needs rolling down
to the saw mill).

Devotion 7

Romans 1:31
without discernment, covenant breakers,
without natural affection,
unforgiving, unmerciful

This is part of Paul's description of the unrighteousness that is
native to mankind.
Notice that man is naturally unforgiving and unmerciful.
One form man's unforgiveness takes is a superior attitude.
A superior attitude says, in effect, "I do not allow you to be

who you are. You are unacceptable as you are." This is a very
serious kind of unforgiveness, for it allows for no remedy. The
offensive person himself is judged to be the problem, not just
what he said or did. Yet this is a very common form of unforgiveness. As Paul listed us in the previous verse:
Rom 1:30 slanderers, God-haters, insolent, proud, braggarts, devisers of evil things, disobedient to parents
We are incurable JUDGES (at least, none will be completely
cured until glorification). All men, though, including Christians, usually don't recognize when they treat other people with
contempt.
It is all too easy to minimize others in many ways.
Really, the only way to overcome our contemptuous attitude
is to make ourselves constantly aware of how other people perceive us as we have dealings with them. Can they tell that we
take them seriously and uphold their God-given personhood?
Are we seeking to make it plain that we do not consider ourselves better than they?
Are there avenues of service we may pursue which will demonstrate this, or does our selfishness say all that needs to be said
about us?
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Chapter Fifteen
Devotion

Scripture

1

Ps 58:3

2

James 5:17

3

Heb 12:1

4

1 Peter 3:7

5

Ps 70:2

6

Gen 3:12

7

Matt 5:4

Devotion 1

Psalm 58:3
The wicked are estranged from the womb;
they go astray from the womb, speaking lies.

Man is definitely an untrustworthy being. Even at
his best, as redeemed man, he slides back into deceitfulness ever so easily.
Let us consider for a moment how men view mankind . There are those who do SEE man's untrustworthiness and those who DON'T SEE it.
SEE

DON'T SEE
(Majority view)

Realist

Naive

follows leaders or the crowd
even though it doesn't make
sense; OR else becomes a
stodgy hermit

following makes
sense

cynic

gullible

crotchety

optimist

mitigating factor- seeing self
as untrustworthy too
The problem is that neither view is correct. Of the
two, the Realist is at an advantage, because he is closer
to the Biblical view. However, the Optimist will

probably have a better life, even if he is taken in by
men's deceits more.
The solution to the problem is to take God into the
picture.
The two views above represent certain views of man
without assuming God in control. Once God becomes
integral to our view of man, we are not doomed to be
cattle who must either give curdled milk knowingly or
else contented milk blindly. We will distrust man, including ourselves, along with the realist, but we will
not let that cause us to be cynical and crotchety, because we have seen both the grace of God in men's
souls and the kindness of God in His providences. So
we will have an optimism about life in general that
does not have to paint a false face on men.
On the other hand, we will also have learned that our
fair dealings with others tend to cause fair dealings to
return to us a good portion of the time. We will not
discount the law of returns just because it works
among men on an average rather than absolutely.
So the categories of seeing or not seeing men for
who they are must actually be placed as sub-categories
under those who SEE or DON'T SEE God.

Devotion 2

James 5:17
Elijah was a man
of like feeling to us

Most of us, in picturing the duties and standards to
be upheld by a mature Christian, conclude that we are
not made of the stuff that can attain that goal.
We must remember that God does not expect us to
be something we cannot be. In large measure, He
doesn't expect us to be something we are not.
Consider:
1) We are human;
2) We are His creature.
It is therefore in His power to make of us what He
has made of mature saints in the past. The real responsibilities we must master to raise our human nature to
the expected level are:
1) To hear from God, and
2) To speak to Him.
When we are husbands and/or fathers, we must also
disciple our families in these arts. We will therefore
have a good measuring stick as to how well we have
attained them.

Hearing from God involves submissive attention to
His Word, when it is preached or privately read and
pondered. Speaking to God is prayer, especially our

communications patterned after and responding to
what He has said in His Word.
These disciplines raised the men who served God
before us. We are men; the same disciplines can raise
us.

Devotion 3

Hebrews 12:1
... let us lay aside every weight
and the sin which so easily entangles us ...

This is either a word of laziness
OR
a word of vigilance.
It is a word of laziness to one who takes it wrongly.
The lazy man will read the Word as a cage- an excuse.
He will say, "Ah, sin so easily entangles me! So I cannot be expected to fully free myself of it." And so his
efforts at holiness are half-hearted at best.
It is a word of vigilance to the one who takes it
rightly. The vigilant man will take the Word as a liberating corrective. He will say, "Ah, sin begins as a mere
weight, and I am so easily slowed and stumbled by it!
I must give greater diligence to recognize sin's burdens
so I can cast them upon the Lord! I must give my full
effort to stay clear of sin's entanglements. I must cry to

the Lord and struggle to be free whenever sin does
dupe me."
The whole spirit of the Church in our day, with an
inbuilt supporting theology, follows the first example,
that of laziness and excuse-making. It is nothing new,
of course.
Have you gotten clear of the lazy approach to Scripture?
Could you even tell that you had one?

Devotion 4

1 Peter 3:7
You husbands, in like manner,
live with your wives according to knowledge,
giving honor to the woman,
as to the weaker vessel ...

How is the woman a "weaker" vessel than man?
First of all, note that we are not being told that man
is a strong vessel. We already know that he is not:
Psalm 103:14 For He knows how we are made. He
remembers that we are dust.

Man, woman- it doesn't matter: we are both just
creatures of dust, very fragile actually.
On the other hand, in saying that the women is the

weaker of the two vessels, neither is he saying that all
she is weak:
Prov 31:17 She has girded her loins with strength,
and has made her arms strong.

We tend to read our 'battle-of-the-genders' mentality
into any comparative male-female statements, so we
must first seek to erase any overstatements or understatements we might read into this verse.
Now what is a vessel?
A vessel is an outer holder, implying there is something inner.
The inner substance of the woman is not weaker
than the inner substance of man. BOTH are equally
weakened, actually incapacitated, by sin. Both can be
renewed and strengthened by the Lord.
Some take one of Paul's statements as a measure of
woman's comparative inner weakness:
1 Tim 2:14 Adam wasn't deceived, but the woman,
being deceived, has fallen into disobedience

But this is not to be taken of man generally and
woman generally. Men can be deceived; women can
be savvy to the nature of their decisions, as Adam was
in the Garden. That is Paul's point: Adam was aware
of the choice he was making in eating the fruit. Eve
was actually taken in by the serpent's deception.
We can say this: Whenever a woman steps out from
under man, her designated authority, she does become
weaker than him inwardly and more greatly subject to

temptations. But woman is not more gullible than man
generally, nor is she gullible altogether.
Paul's point is that she was not meant to LEAD in
the relationship, but rather to SUBMIT. Therefore,
when she leads/ doesn't submit, she sets herself up as
easy bait for Satan's deceptions. That is why she may
not lead in church (the point being reinforced in the
verse from 1 Timothy above).
There is a sense in which a weaker 'outer holder' is
an advantage (to women in general, or, say, to infirmed
men). When we have an obvious disadvantage, we are
much less likely to trust in our own strength. Paul
found it an advantage when his bodily armor was
pierced:
2 Cor 12:7 - 9 and by the surpassing revelations, lest
I be made haughty, a thorn in the flesh was given to
me, a messenger of Satan to buffet me, lest I be made
haughty. For this thing I besought the Lord three
times, that it might depart from me. And He said to
me, My grace is sufficient for you, for My power is
made perfect in weakness. Most gladly therefore I will
rather glory in my weaknesses, that the power of
Christ may overshadow me.

If you are a woman, do you enjoy the advantage of
your relative weakness (bodily) and your limitation
(submission to man)?
Our age of independent spirits has robbed women of
the glory they should express in an earthly
‘disadvantage’, which is no spiritual disadvantage at
all: rather the opposite.

Devotion 5

Psalm 70:2
Let them be ashamed and turned pale,
those who seek after my soul ...

Those who "seek after my soul" are to be prayed
against.
But most of us don't know who is seeking after our
souls.
Ezek 13:18 ... Will you hunt the souls of My people,
and will you save alive the souls for yourselves?

Those who seek to "save us alive" for themselves
are more dangerous than those who simply seek our
outright destruction. Those who would keep us alive
in their cages come to us as Christians.
Col 2:8 Beware lest any man make a prey of you
through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world, and not
after Christ.

Once we have identified someone as a false teacher,
we should be on high alert. It is by their IDEAS, their
notions of truth, that they would take US captive.
They are certainly seeking our souls. All who follow
these teachers validate them and empower them:
Gal 2:4 But it was because of those false brothers

stealing in, who stole in to spy on our freedom which
we have in Christ Jesus, they desiring to enslave us

If we fail to identify these hunters by their false doctrine, we probably will not identify them at all. There
is nothing in their personal demeanor to give them
away. They are either convinced of their beliefs or
they simply have a mastery of interpersonal relations.
They capture us by first reading our souls: whatever
works, sweetness or bullying.*
We live in a day wholly taken in by various false
doctrines.
A day of liberation must be coming. Those who are
saddened by the falsehoods will cry to the Lord, and
He will hear and deliver:
Ezek 13:20 ... And I will tear them from your
arms, and will send out the souls, souls which you
are hunting, to make them fly.

* Most false teachers instinctively major on one or the
other, sweetness or bullying, capturing whichever souls
respond to their natural approach.

Devotion 6

Genesis 3:12
And the man said,
The woman whom You gave to be with me,
she has given to me of the tree, and I ate.

How far would we have to go back to attain the righteous spirit man had in Eden?
To answer that question, we must ask how far away
we have come from that Edenic spirit.
We can answer this partially by determining how
much Adam himself changed. Look at his 'before-andafter photo'.
Afterwards, it came perfectly naturally to him to reason from a position of blame: blame of both God and
Eve ("the woman whom You gave").*
Psychologically, this inner spirit shift still works in
mankind, me in particular, through my soul's normal
operations. It has become part of us, part of me.
When I lose this blaming predisposition, I will have
arrived, in that area, back at an Edenic spirit.
Part of our Christian hope is the complete riddance
of our censuring spirit.
The question we'd like to ask today, though, is how
much of this unblaming spirit is available to me now?
In answer, we can say: Enough that I may be called
"blameless" (not a pun contrasted specifically to
'blameful').

On the other hand, we must also answer: Little
enough, for I will still be seeking full deliverance from
my accusing spirit through the healing Tree of Life in
the new 'Eden' (Revelation 22).
* Notice how similar a sin nature and a righteous nature seem.
Adam had no awareness of having become a completely different
person. His outlook had rather subtly shifted its focal point.

Devotion 7

Matthew 5:4
Blessed are they that mourn!
For they shall be comforted.

This is the second of the 'beatitudes'.
Jesus can only be talking about a particular type of
mourning here, one connected with the "poor in spirit"
people He had described in the first beatitude. If He
were talking about general mourning, 'any old' mourning, then He would be promising everyone comfort;
and there are many- most- who will be bereft of comfort for all of eternity.
So what kind of mourning do the "poor in spirit" do?
They mourn over their spiritual poverty! And what is
it that has bankrupted them? Sin! To a Christian, then,
the only real sorrows are caused by sin.

Let us draw a deduction then. If sin is our only real
sorrow, then righteousness should our only real joy:
that is, anything connected with righteousness.
Let’s obtain a lesson, then.
Sin has its pleasures.
As sin tempts us to follow it (being drawn by our
own desires, sin originating in the heart), God is always asking us- and we should be asking ourselves:
Are the pleasures of righteousness greater and truer for
us than the pleasures of sin?
Sin's pleasures, of course, are ultimately a lie. They
end up hurting where they said they'd heal.
We can know the answer to which pleasure is greater
for us by finding our joy. We take joy in what is pleasurable to us.
That may still leave us a bit hazy, so we may further
reason: if our joy is NOT in righteousness, then what
must it be in?
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Chapter Sixteen
Devotion

Scripture

1

2 Thess 2:1-2

2

Ps 30:4-5

3

Gen 2:9

4

Isa 40:4

5

2 Tim 4:2

6

Ps 29:3

7

1 Cor 2:13

Devotion 1

2 Thessalonians 2:1, 2
And, brothers, we entreat you,
by the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ,
and of our gathering together to Him,
for you not to be quickly shaken in the mind,
nor to be disturbed, neither through a spirit,
nor through speech, nor through letter,
as through us,
as if the Day of Christ has come.

The Church was put on alert early that she was not
to give in to certain suggestions concerning eschatology (the doctrine of last things). We are not to think
that the Day of Christ has come, the day identified here
as the day of both His coming and of His gathering
us to Himself. With those two events, Paul joins a
third later in the passage:
2 Thess 2:8 And then the Lawless One will be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the breath
of His mouth and shall destroy with the brightness of
His coming

So at the time when Jesus comes, the time at which
He will gather us to Himself, He will also destroy Antichrist (if we may so identify the "Lawless One"
here).
This is the only passage in the New Testament that
includes all three eschatological ingredients: Christ's
coming, our gathering to Him, and Antichrist's destruc-

tion. It is also the only passage that sequences all
three events. It ought, therefore, to be the GUIDING
PASSAGE for any of those events when we need to fit
them together Biblically.
The other indicator Paul gives in this passage as to
whether Christ has come is simply whether or not the
Antichrist has come:
2 Thess 2:3 Let not anyone deceive you by any
means. For that Day shall not come unless there first
comes a falling away, and the Man of Sin shall be revealed, the Son of Perdition

Here the Antichrist is called the Man of Sin and the
Son of Perdition. Paul's starkly simple reasoning is
that Christ cannot come until Antichrist comes. The
language is so straightforward and Paul's point is so
clearly made, it is a wonder there is so much division
over the subject.
The reason for the division, of course, is that no one
is paying attention to this passage, especially not as the
guiding passage on the subject.
Unfortunately, this is not a simple oversight. Our
passage cannot guide Christians’ minds who have
come to prefer teachings in which we will avoid encountering Antichrist. They also reason that we cannot
be here when God’s wrath is on the earth; but God’s
people have been here during God’s wrath before, Ps
76:6-8; 90:11; Nah 1:6; Deut 32:21-22; Lam 2:4; 4:11; Ezra
10:14; Jer 33:5; 1 Thess 2:16 (this verse mainly shows

that God’s wrath is not in itself particularly singular).

Devotion 2

Psalm 30:4, 5
Sing praises to Yahweh,
O you saints of His,
and give thanks at the memory of His holiness.
For His anger is only a moment;
in His favor is life.
Weeping may endure for a night,
but joy comes in the morning.

We are told to give thanks at the remembrance of
God's holiness; then we are given a reason to do so:
Psalm 30:5 For His anger is only a moment
The relative shortness of God's anger with His people is given as an evidence of His holiness.
How does God's relatively short anger with His children display His holiness? In that it is a unique part of
His character. God's 'holiness' is His 'set-apart-ness'.
The fact that His mercy tempers His justice towards us
is part of Him that we could only have known by revelation. On our own, we could only have anticipated a
God who either couldn't have been angry with His children because of His mercy or who couldn't have gotten
over His anger once His children abused His mercy.
The exhortation is to sing and give thanks when we
remember this aspect of His holiness: the shortness of
His anger. Most Christians in our day merely presume
that God is supposed to manifest unceasing mercy

upon mercy toward us. This actually blunts their
praise of Him.
The Christian with the greatest praise for God is the
one who realizes that God first does have real anger
when we stray, but then that He chooses to shorten the
length of His anger because of His love.
Devotion 3

Genesis 2:9
And out of the ground Yahweh God
made to spring up every tree
that is pleasant to the sight,
and good for food.
The Tree of Life
was also in the middle of the garden;
also the Tree of the Knowledge
of Good and Evil.

The fruit from the tree of the knowledge of Good
and Evil had the capacity to be eaten. Therefore, man
was created with the capacity to gain the knowledge
(that is, the 'self-determination') of good and evilright and wrong. To gain this self-determination was
to cast off God's determination of what was good and
what was evil; therefore, it was rebellion. Man was
made without rebellion against God, but with the capacity for it.
Rebellion 'suited' man's spirit just as food suits the
body; only we might say it suits us spiritually like poi-

soned food suits us physically. It can be ingested, but
it kills.
However, when Adam died from eating the forbidden fruit, he was still walking around. He still had a
self-aware and God-aware spirit.
Man is now in the opposite condition as in the Garden. We had the capacity for self-determination (we
chose it); now we have the capacity for Truth (will you
gain it?). That is, the Truth is an item that is consumable by man. However, man's rebellious spirit rejects
that 'fruit'. He may taste, but he won't swallow- swallow, but he can't hold it down. We did not simply enter
a two-way swinging door when we rebelled. Once we
got in, we could not simply get back out the same way.
Death was a permanent consequence of our decision.
So man has a capacity for Truth (understanding it,
agreeing with it), but an incapacity for receiving it.
Thus the path to the Tree of Life is now guarded.
Man chose Death, so Life is not an option. It is both
man's spirit and God's honor that withhold the Tree of
Life from dead Man. God says, "You are certainly
dead, as I pronounced you would be upon your rebellion."
The Tree of Life is the only antidote to the Tree of
the Knowledge of Good and Evil. Only the fruit of the
Tree of Life must be brought to us by a man with the
right to it.

Jesus is the only man to regain the right to the Tree
of Life. He was without our original dead spirit, so He
could pursue what we had lost. Having pursued and
gained it, He became a second Adam who could then

transfer His acquisition to His seed, as Adam did to his
seed.*
Jesus comes and plants His seed in us individually:
James 1:18 Having purposed, He brought us
forth by the Word of truth, for us to be a certain
firstfruit of His creatures.
It was God's Word we originally rejected. It is that
life-giving Word that graciously returns to rescue us.
The pronouncement is NOT: "I void My former word
to overcome your death." It is: "I renew the lifegiving aspect of My Word despite your original rejection of it and your choice of death." It is: "I void your
death."
Hence, when we talk to unbelieving men, we are
talking to those with a capacity for truth. They can understand it. They can understand that it is right. But
they reject it at a spiritual level. They hate its defiance
of their defiance. We need only do little to press the
Truth's claims. As long as we are assured and kindly
insistent,** the Word is loudly announcing the unsuitable nature of the Death residing in the unbelievers'
souls.***

* Christ is only the 'second' Adam as 'another' Adam; not
implying a third, fourth, etc.
** And even if we are not. The Word is its own power
source, independent of its bearer or his attitude, Philip.
1:18.
*** Provoking rage or laughter, whatever defense suits
him, Prov. 29:9.

Devotion 4

Isaiah 40:4
Every valley shall be exalted,
and every mountain and hill
shall be made low;
and the knoll shall be a level place,
and the rough places a plain.

Isaiah prophesied this as part of John the baptizer's
message. Christ was coming, and everything out of
place was bound to be put right.
Earth is used as a picture of what is wrong in this
prophecy. Usually, the creation is not used as a
metaphor for evil. The creation itself is not evil.
Here, it is used as a symbol for the imbalances within
and among men. Mountains and knolls, high places,
are used to picture man's self-lifting pride. Valleys,
low spots, become pictures of those oppressed by the
proud. The proud and the oppressed will be moving
in opposite directions. The proud will be reduced,
and the oppressed will be lifted up.
Rough, uneven ground pictures the jags man has
gouged all across the domain of justice. Jesus will
be an earth-mover and steam roller, knocking down
all inequities and bringing the 'landscape' of men's
souls back to evenness.
One immediate question we naturally ask is: What
is the timetable for all this rectifying work? Well, we
know that it was not to be completed on His first

visitation. He specifically passed up opportunities to
remedy certain injustices:
Luke 12:13, 14 And one from the crowd said to
Him, Teacher, tell my brother to divide the inheritance with me. But He said to him, Man, who appointed Me a judge or a divider over you?*

We might say that Jesus gained the right to the
earth-moving equipment during His first visitation,
but that He has only cranked the equipment up and
has it ready to roll for His second visitation, His second coming:
John 3:17 For God did not send His Son into the
world that He might judge the world, but that the
world might be saved through Him.

That is, Jesus did not come to judge the first time
around, but He came to earn the right to be absolute
judge the second time around:
John 5:22 For the Father judges no one, but has
given all judgment to the Son

So until He comes, His social rectification is limited. Man's pride is still given wide latitude. The
wicked can still oppress the poor and will apparently
have this freedom until Christ comes again as the
judge of the one and deliverer of the other.
But for those whom Christ saves, rectification of
all human inequities goes into effect immediately.

We are immediately forbidden to oppress in any of
the many and sometimes subtle ways men do this.
We are immediately called on to denounce oppression. Our own pride comes under Christ's wrecking
ball at once (sadly, it takes our whole lives to reduce
the building a few paltry stories. Or we could take
the 'half-full' approach and look at all the debris of
our former pride sprawled out across the landscape
below, evened out at last).
Are you a recipient of Christ's work? He did not
come merely to promise a rectifying work, but to
perform it. He judges the Church that the Church not
be judged along with the world. He comes to even
the landscape in Christian souls.
Is this work running apace in your soul?
1 Cor 11:31, 32 For if we discerned ourselves, we
would not be judged. But being judged, we are
corrected by the Lord, that we not be condemned
with the world.
Jesus was not denying that He was to be mankind’s universal
judge, only that He was not seated in that capacity yet, nor in
that particular situation.
*

Devotion 5

2 Timothy 4:2
Preach the Word!

The correct content of all sermons is here given.
Preachers are not to proclaim anything besides the
Word.
Preachers who simply make moral points, for instance, may not have substantially different content
in their messages than a Buddhist, Hindu, Muslim, or
Atheist speaker. The burden on the Christian
preacher is always to demonstrate from Scriptures
that he is giving God's message. There is no other
way to "preach the Word." The Scriptures must be
the focus of every sermon. All information included
in a sermon must be for the purpose of elucidating
some Bible text(s). The audience must have a clear
sense of this, or else that church has lost its way:
2 Tim 4:3 For a time will be when they [preacher
and audience] will not endure sound doctrine, but
according to their own desires, they will heap up
to themselves teachers tickling the ear

Telling the people what they want or expect to
hear becomes the order of the day, NOT telling them
their sins. Look at the rest of the above quotation:

2 Tim 4:2 Preach the Word! Be urgent in season, out of season, convict, warn, exhort with all
long-suffering and teaching.
Look at the three underlines commands. Preaching
is to have a primarily NEGATIVE edge. God is speaking
to His people through the preacher, and His first word
is always, "You have sinned." This is why the Church
(and Israel before her) has always wandered from the
Truth. She doesn't want this message. Neither does
the preacher want to preach it. So both preacher and
church cooperatively abandon the message and find
look-alike but more agreeable material.
Even preachers who focus on a text of Scripture are
always in danger of departing from the Word. As they
outline the text, they are tempted to make the headings
of their outline parallel first, representative of the text
second. Once the headings of the outline are merely
'truths' rather than explanations of the text at hand, we
are very quickly heading into the territory of "Who
even needs a text?" The text actually being used becomes the human heart, spoken in the sphere of what
sounds right at the time, in the given situation (just the
opposite of sticking to the Word "in season, out of season").
Many great 'sermonizers' of the past and present
have left themselves open to the charge of subjectivism. They were very good at making and delivering
sermons because they were heavy on the 'art', light on
the 'science'. From Paul's exhortations to Timothy
above, preaching is always a science first and foremost.

It is all about CONTENT. “Preach the WORD.” If the
preacher's art conforms to accurate content, well and
good: sermonize away.

None of us, preacher or 'preachee' , are above the
temptation to move from the text. There are many
tell-tale signs when we have done so: Bible passages
are not the prevalent content; preaching occupies a
relatively small portion of the service; entertainment
or inspiration value has become the premium, even
in the sermon; lack of calls for repentance; failing to
tell the people God’s commands (800 of them in the
New Testament alone); emphasizing the congregation-friendly aspect of worship; and avoiding the
doctrine of Hell.
Once this begins to describe a church, that church
almost never gets back on track. They have tasted
spinach and they have tasted pie. Pie is better.
Goodbye spinach.

Devotion 6

Psalm 29:3
... the God of glory thunders ...

The God of glory thunders. That is characteristic
of Him.
Perhaps in light of this characteristic we might see

that:
1) We don't hear God;
2) We don't recognize His thunderings for what they
are; or
3) We deafen ourselves to His thunderings by false
pronunciations such as, "He only whispers."
One who fears God and accepts His descriptions
of Himself accepts that He thunders. He thunders in
weather patterns, all ultimately sent by Him.
He also thunders in His very presence:
Rev 4:2 Immediately I was in the Spirit. Behold,
there was a throne set in heaven, and One sitting
on the throne ...
Rev 4:5 And out of the throne come forth lightnings and thunders and voices ...

Awe in God's presence is the only appropriate response. If the Scriptures bring us before the true
God, they are not bringing us before a familiar being.
They are introducing us to Someone who, rightly
known, will kowtow us completely.
The least we can do, if we do not live in the utter
awe of God, is to seek that true humility and sorrow
until we have it.
Isa 66:2 … But to this one I will look, to the afflicted and contrite spirit, and the one who

trembles at My Word.
Devotion 7

1 Corinthians 2:13
These things we also speak,
not in words which man's wisdom teaches,
but which the Holy Spirit teaches,
comparing spiritual things with spiritual.

The key to understanding Scriptures in general lies
within Scriptures themselves. The key to understanding any one particular text of Scripture lies in
some other text or group of texts. That is what
"comparing spiritual things with spiritual" means.
Spiritual = Holy Spirit produced. We understand one
communication of the Spirit by laying it alongside
other Spirit-produced words. Of course, if the Holy
Spirit continued to give direct revelation, we could
continue to count on new revelation as much as we
do on the Bible. But if His only direct, personal
teaching today is through His former words, eternal
words by the eternal God, then we cannot look outside Scriptures for help in understanding them. The
Holy Spirit is helping us understand Scriptures when
we consider all the words He spoke. (By the way, if
the Spirit was still speaking directly, as He did in
Scriptures, would He speak to someone ignoring His
'first volume', the Bible, or someone who already
proved attentive to Him, saturating himself with

Scriptures? The people today claiming that the Spirit
gives them divine communication are among the
least educated in His former words. So God is now
in the business of rewarding laziness?)
So if the God-given way to understand Scriptures
is by properly matching them with other Scriptures,
we must be suspicious of anyone who speaks as if he
had a key OUTSIDE the Bible with which to understand the Bible. Of course, no one is going to say,
"Here's an extra-Biblical key," but if we are listening,
we can discern when that is what’s being offered. It
is actually a good idea to ask, "Where does this person's interpretation key come from?" any time we
hear a sermon or Biblical teaching. You will be surprised how many times an extra-Biblical key is being
used to jam open Scriptures. Most of the time, it is
not even treated as a key. It’s just a presupposition
that we no longer question.
An example of an extra-Biblical key would be
someone who heard about the doctrine of election,
then responded, "That cannot be, because God loves
everybody." He is using the 'key' of God's universal
love to unlock the supposed deceit of election. The
key of God's universal love is extra-Biblical in that it
is unBiblical.
We should be VERY suspicious of anyone who
says or believes, "We are not meant to understand all
of Scriptures." That person certainly cannot avoid

having an extra-Biblical key to whatever portions of
the Bible he thinks he can understand. His
'mandated mystery' stance ultimately undermines
confidence in any real Bible understanding of any
doctrine.
The danger of holding extra-Biblical keys to
Scripture is very great. Those holding them purport
to be objective. "Here is the means to unlocking the
meaning of Scriptures." In fact, they are being subjective in the worst sort of way.
We must even be careful of historical data or archaeological evidence which supposedly elucidates
Biblical episodes. Is that Bible passage really incomprehensible without Josephus' little historical tidbit? Or is there something in the text I just wasn't
paying proper attention to until Josephus tapped me
on the shoulder (which is perfectly legitimate)? You
see, if we need corroborating evidence outside of
Scriptures, who knows which archaeological evidence is waiting to be discovered before we can
properly understand this or that text?
How about you? Have you been duped by extraBiblical keys to the Bible? There are so many of
them and so many ways to be guilty of accessing
them. The main means of access, though, is laziness.
Why compare Scripture with Scripture when I have
this marvelous overlay I can just superimpose on the
Bible and unravel all its mysteries ... or at least any
of them we really need to know?
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Chapter Seventeen
Devotion

Scripture

1

Hos 14:2

2

Hos 14:2

3

Ps 96:7

4

Ps 15:2

5

Prov 28:13

6

Ps 2:2

7

1 Tim 2:1-2

Devotion 1

Hosea 14:2

Take with you words, and turn to Yahweh.
Say to Him, Take away all iniquity,
and receive us graciously,
that we may repay
with the calves of our lips.

Take words with you when you go to God.
Now there's some odd advice.
We've learned in our day that words are at best secondary in
our communications to God, and at worst deficient, misleading
vehicles. We have forgotten that God uses words.
Actually, we haven't forgotten. We afford God the same set
of restrictions. Our teachings indicate that He also is hampered
by the limitation of words. If only He could get past words,
then He could make us know!
Strange that God would have created or allowed such a frustrating set of circumstances for Himself and us! In reality, it is
only us making excuses for not understanding God and then
refusing to do the hard work of paying attention to the words He
has had written- yes, written down to the dotting of an 'i'.
Matthew 5:18 For truly I say to you, Till the heaven and
the earth pass away, not one jot or one tittle shall in any
way pass from the Law until all is fulfilled.
A jot was the smallest letter in the Hebrew alphabet. It was
the size of an apostrophe. A tittle was only a portion of a letter.
It was an overhang on a letter, not much bigger that the dot on
an 'i'. Jesus was indicating that Scripture was inspired down to
"the dotting of an 'i' and the crossing of a 't'", we would say.
That kind of God has an obvious respect for words. But the
devil has duped God’s people into disrespecting words; and (as

usual in following the deceiver's lead) thinking we're being holier than 'the average bear' in doing so.
There is a huge divergence between a relationship with God
that depends on words and one which does not. Strange that a
faith so reliant on Scriptures for its teachings could ever be so
far removed from them- philosophically removed from them;
claiming them as divinely inspired, yet insisting that their basic
components, words, are inadequate tools.
(Stay tuned for Part 2)

Devotion 2

Hosea 14:2
Take with you words, and turn to Yahweh.
Say to Him, Take away all iniquity,
and receive us graciously,
that we may repay
with the calves of our lips.
Meditation #2 on Hosea 14:2
We are exhorted to bring words before God. Words are vehicles of which He approves. Words will always reveal underlying heart, Jesus told us. Deceitful words will always prove contradictory. Deceitful words will never pass muster in worship,
of course. If the words of our prayers are not "calves"- that is,
sacrifices, tokens of a heart that is dying to self, our hypocrisy
will not escape God nor benefit us.
The only proper words in prayer are words of response. God is not expecting us to come up with amazing and
original ideas, words, and phrases in prayer. He is only expect-

ing us to have a rational response to what He has said. We will
very quickly use up our existing reservoir of knowledge in
prayer. It is best to base our daily prayers on a renewable resource: our daily Bible meditation. Whatever we have learned
from our Scripture reading, devotional, sermon, etc. has been
God speaking to us. Prayer, then, is only the continuation of a
conversation and us speaking back to God.
Imagine a conversation in which the first conversant said, "I
put new carpet in my den last week," and the return conversant
said, "Yes, and I have a cousin Frank who just got over the flu."
You would rightly surmise that the second speaker had little
skill in conversation. He doesn't know how to relate what was
spoken to what he will now speak.
The same thing goes for prayer. Imagine God, expending all
the energy and thought He did to give us a Word that will outlast His amazing heavens, hearing us come before Him in response with, "Here's the list of blessings I'll be needing today,
Sir." And we feel we're doing Him a favor! He wants relevance, right? Well, here's my up-to-the-minute, newly-revised,
all-inclusive grocery list! I'm hungry for blessings, so start writing this down!
But that's not the kind of relevance God wants. "Relevant"
means something that relates. We don't relate to God in conversation if we're not responding to what He said. Oh, surely, in a
certain way He's always interested in hearing our needs. We're
supposed to unburden our needs daily and as often as necessary.
But imagine what a boring conversation it makes when that's all
He hears from us! Yikes! Talk about patience on His part! But
also disappointment. "That's all I'm good for: dispensing blessings. My words did not reach you. You haven't thought about
them."
SO! There's really no such thing as a prayer initiated by me.
Any true prayer is a response. He always speaks first. My
prayer is a response. O Lord, let it be a good response, showing
I listened.

Devotion 3

Psalm 96:7
Give to Yahweh,
O families of the people;
give to Yahweh glory and strength.

"Give to Yahweh." The Hebrew natan might make a little
better sense to us translated “yield”: “Yield to Yahweh glory.”
That is, acknowledge that glory is rightfully His, not mine.
The ultimate purpose of possessions, then, including our own
glory (whatever we might have to boast in) and strength (our
abilities and what they provide us) is to give them back to Yahweh. The only real purpose of our giving them back to Him
(since He obviously is in no need of them in themselves) is to
test our character, whether or not we will keep a lesser to neglect a greater.
> (Greater than)
< (Less than)
Those two signs are enough to tell us everything we need to
know about ourselves.
Is God truly greater than whatever we have to offer Him (that
is, everything we have and are)? The question is not whether
we recognize God's greater value. The question is whether we
treat Him as greater by giving Him all lesser things (again, that
means everything we have and are). Wherever we do not, we
are saying that lesser things are actually greater than God.
Me/what I am/my possessions

> God.

This is a very humbling and shaming admission, is it not?
But this is the natural way we regard and treat things and God.
He can change us so that our basic orientation has the < and

> signs pointing the right directions. The question is, do we
really want to be changed?

Devotion 4

Psalm 15:2
He who walks uprightly,
and works righteousness,
and speaks the truth in his heart

This is the answer to a question. The question was this:
Psalm 15:1 O Yahweh, who shall dwell in Your Tabernacle? Who shall live in Your holy mountain?
This Psalm ends up being an eleven-part description of the
citizen of Heaven. The verse in the box above gives the first
three parts of the answer. The third part of this description is
our focus today.
The man who will dwell with God is the one who "speaks the
truth in his heart."
Speaking the truth in our hearts is awfully hard. Most people
live without basic heart honesty their whole lives. We all have a
picture in our hearts of who we are, and we speak in our hearts
whatever is necessary to maintain that image. More to the point,
there are certain things about ourselves our heart does not want
to ponder, and so we speak things in our hearts to avoid those
unpleasant admissions.
Most people assume that they are honest in their own hearts.
They assure themselves of this by thinking of matters in which
they are, in fact, probably fairly straightforward. (That's amaz-

ing, isn't it? We actually know enough about right and wrong to
know we should be telling the truth at least to ourselves, so we
make a case to ourselves that we are doing so!)
The Christian comes into a different realm. He is now being
told that he is actually much different than he thought. He now
learns this about his heart, for instance:
Jer 17:9 The heart is deceitful above all things, and it is
incurable; who can know it?
So the Christian learns to be suspicious of his own heart. He
learns to be apprehensive about the excuse his mind first makes
when he has acted shamefully. The heart will do anything to
deflect blame.
A good lifelong goal is to consider all the ways our hearts
tend to deceive us and then keep on the watch against them.
Here are just two examples, one man-ward (concerning our
relationship with man), and one God-ward.
1) "I am offended by what so-and-so just said. I'd better take
care how I react."
This is being honest with ourselves about our anger. Anger
doesn't tap us on the shoulder and say, "Here I am: Anger, waiting to take vengeance upon my foes!" No, anger just begins
thinking of how to get him back. Our hearts are initially not
honest in admitting anger, because we know that revenge is
wrong.
Now for a second type of case.
2) "I am avoiding God right now. I had best 'come clean'.”
This is being honest with ourselves about hiding from God.
This is an even harder type of honesty than the first, because
when we are hiding from God, we are already blocking out His
light. It takes a brave and mature Christian to 'tell on himself'
and admit he is avoiding God/ prayer.
But this is the very type of Christian the Psalm is describing,

isn't it? In fact, this means that only brave and mature Christians will dwell with God. The fearful Christian, the one who
clasps his little idols in a dark corner, is contradicting his claim
to know the God who is Light.
This gives us one alarming but useful description of a certain
kind of counterfeit Christian. The Christian who is only interested in being forgiven of his idolatry, anger, selfishness, etc.,
but is not interested in parting with those evil ways, will continually lie in his heart about his shortcomings. (Come to think
about it, he really wouldn't want to dwell with God in Zion/
Heaven, would he? After all, this is the God he spent all his
time trying to avoid.) He only came to God for some ceremonial cleansing of his sins; maybe some spoken formula acting as
a 'catch-all' for his never-ending deceits: "Forgive me of any
sins I might have committed this day. Amen." This camouflage
he throws over his sins actually makes it impossible that God
should ever touch them with His healing hand.
Prov 28:13 He who covers his sins shall not be blessed;
but whoever confesses and leaves them shall have mercy.

Devotion 5

Proverbs 28:13
He who covers his sins shall not prosper,
but he who confesses and forsakes them
shall have pity.

There are two ways to hear and receive God's instructions.
One is to clear ourselves.
The other is to condemn ourselves.
One way works with the ministry of the Holy Spirit and the

holy Word, the other works against them both.
Condemning ourselves as a result of God's instruction is appropriate if for no other reason than our automatic tendency to
see all our doings as clean:
Prov 16:2 All the ways of a man are pure in his own eyes,
but Yahweh weighs the spirits.
We have to condemn ourselves just to counterbalance our
automatic tendency to justify ourselves.
Condemning ourselves is also appropriate because it is in
agreement with the nature of Scriptures:
2 Tim 3:16 all Scripture is God-breathed, and profitable
for teaching, for conviction, for setting aright, for instruction that is in righteousness
The first thing Scripture accomplishes when it 'profits' us is to
'teach' us. Then, with that basic information grasped, the next
'profit' of Scripture is to take the information and 'convict' us:
that is, condemn us. Conviction is one of the profits, or benefits, God designed Scriptures for. If we are not experiencing
conviction when we read Scriptures, we are not being profited
as God defines profit. When a sinner reads the Truth, the very
first level of truth he experiences should be that of his own sinfulness.
There is a proper place for taking God-produced fruit in our
lives as evidence of our conversion and sanctification:
1 John 3:21, 22 Beloved, if our heart does not accuse us,
we have confidence toward God. And whatever we ask, we
receive from Him, because we keep His commandments
and do those things that are pleasing in His sight.
We simply have to develop a sane estimate of who we are and
how advanced in the faith we really are:

Rom 12:3 For I say, through the grace given to me, to
every one who is among you, not to think of himself more
highly than he ought to think. But set your mind to be
right-minded, even as God has dealt to every man the
measure of faith.
There is such a thing as estimating ourselves as too low;
rather, estimating God's work in us as too low. But it is IMpossible to estimate our sinfulness too low. Consider: we are never
exhorted not to think of ourselves more lowly than we ought.
That's because:
1) Sin is infinitely low (we can never get to the bottom of it),
and;
2) We always tend to over-value ourselves (because of the sin
of pride that is stuck in us).
If we don't take in hand to condemn ourselves, we will surely,
in our deceit, clear ourselves. As our proverb promises, this
path will not "profit": literally, “not push forward.” We will
ever be stuck with our sin, with our vindication of it, and ultimately with an eternal reward for it.
Devotion 6

Psalm 2:2
The kings of the earth set themselves,
and the princes plot together,
against Yahweh and against his Anointed

"Anointed" in this verse is jyvm, 'mashiyach', from which we
get the word Messiah.
Earth's leaders are characterized as anti-Christ. Their ways
are shaped by their reaction to Him:

Psalm 2:3 Let us break their bands in two and cast away
their cords from us.
Their natural reaction to Christ finds His restraints undesirable. They, as all men, acknowledge His presence and claimed
authority, but, as all men, they "suppress" this knowledge.
So the destinies of nations and their peoples are shaped.
Whereas we see leaders going about their tasks seemingly
thoughtless of Christ, in reality they tailor their policies to the
snubbing of Christ and His laws. Any of their laws which seem
to agree with God's laws, then, are only matters of coincidence.
In their own minds, they seek to do no honor to Christ and His
word when they forbid murder, for instance. This is a law
which originates with themselves as they see it, or it is only validated by their sanction.
A leader's references to deity are thus no different than references to natural law. "If there is some design to the fabric of
life, it is there for me to appeal to its logic to make a case for my
decrees."
Countries which defy this norm and actually honor the Scriptures and their God, then, are to be seen as rare indeed. America
began as a nation seeking to found itself upon Christ. She was
greatly blessed, for it is still true:
Psalm 33:12 Blessed is the nation whose God is Yahweh;
the people He has chosen for His inheritance.
There will always be only one Israel geopolitically, but even
when she was a theocracy, if her neighbors the Moabites, say,
had exchanged their idols for the true God of Israel, they would
have been a blessed nation and would have shared in His inheritance, even as the Gentile Church does today.
The tendency of Christian nations to stray, though, is seen in
the long-ago-decayed Christian Britain and the presently mostly
-decayed Christian America.
It is a question of lordship. God has His king for men. Affection and honor for this King are appropriate:

Psalm 2:12 Kiss the Son, lest He be angry, and you perish
from the way, when His wrath is kindled but a little.
Britain denies God to His face today. America is not far behind, one jurisdiction after another falling to godlessness.
Christ does deal with nations even as He does individuals.
Look at all the nations throughout history that have perished.
Was this just a 'natural' course of events, or did God and His
Messiah set those nations on their course of destruction for their
defiance of Them?
Psalm 2:4 He who sits in the heavens laughs. The Lord
scoffs at them.

Devotion 7

1 Timothy 2:1, 2
First of all, then,
I exhort that supplications, prayers,
intercessions, and giving of thanks
be made for all men,
for kings and all who are in authority

Despite the seething anger of the nations' leaders against
Christ (Ps. 2, previous meditation), we are to pray for those
leaders.
It was interesting when a certain godless man was running for
President recently that the question began to surface in the
Christian community as to whether Christians would pray for
this man if he were elected. The subject even reached the newspapers.

Praying for a leader is not a matter of personal preference.
Our president is not someone we may strike from our prayer list
at our discretion. We are commanded to pray for him. Perhaps
we should pray for a godless leader even more than for a good
one.
Not only are we commanded to pray for those leading our nations, states, and communities, though- the good and the badwe are also given the reason we are to pray for them with the
words immediately following those quoted in the box above:
1 Timothy 2:1, 2 ... so that we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in all godliness and reverence.
In general, it is preferable to have a peaceful atmosphere in
which to worship and serve God. If God sovereignly answers
no- that we need a bit of shaking up for our faith- then He may
answer our request with persecution instead. But we are to seek
the peace of our land first and continue to request it even when
they are persecuting us.
God is the one who ultimately turns leaders' hearts whichever
way He pleases:
Proverbs 21:1 The king's heart is in the hand of Yahweh as
the rivers of water; He turns it wherever He will.
One of God's determining factors in how He turns the leaders'
hearts is certainly whether His people were asking for their leaders to have wisdom and righteousness, qualities which alone can
secure the freedom of a nation and ban oppression from it.
Do you pray for your nation and for nations in general, for
their leaders on all levels? God puts this prayer on our prayer
list. Perhaps our nation has fallen as far as it has for lack of
these prayers being brought before Him. If so, we have only
gotten what we asked for … didn’t ask for, that is.
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Chapter Eighteen
Devotion

Scripture

1

Ps 11:2

2

Heb 10:34

3

Jn 21:15

4

Isa 26:3

5

Jn 3:36

6

1 Jn 3:7

7

Prov 1:25

Devotion 1

Psalm 11:2

for lo, the wicked bend their bow;
they make ready their arrow on the string,
so that they may secretly shoot
at the upright in heart.

When men take concerted aim at you just because you're a
Christian, that is not the time to back down. (It is not time to
'bow up' in kind either.)
Psalm 11:1 I have sought refuge in Yahweh; how can you
say to my soul, "Flee like a bird to your hill"?
God is testing the wicked during your trial and is deciding on
how to proceed towards them:
Psalm 11:4, 5 Yahweh is in His holy temple; Yahweh's
throne is in Heaven; His eyes behold, His eyelids examine
the children of men. Yahweh tries the righteous; but His
soul hates the wicked and the one who loves violence.
God is testing YOU while He is moving in judgment against
THEM.
Behind Psalm 11 is a big question:
Psalm 11:3 When the foundations are destroyed, what can
the righteous do?
When it seems that the very pillars of society have buckled
and the wicked are having their way, we might be exhorted by
some, as was the psalmist, to take cover. If we look at what is
around us, we will probably feel inclined to follow that advice.
The only solution to such a dilemma comes by looking beyond
what is around us, by bringing into focus the reality above the

earth's realm:
Psalm 11:4 Yahweh is in His holy temple; Yahweh, His
throne is in the heavens; His eyes see ...
God hasn't ceased His careful inspection of all things just because he is giving the wicked a long leash. We know the saying
about giving someone enough rope to hang himself.
America's pillars do not seem to be upholding much of what
was once ordered by justice. The Church's pillars do not seem
to be upholding much of the Truth. In days like these, the
wicked become wild with conceit. They conclude that their
coup has succeeded.
The psalmist's final word to settle his heart amidst the chaos
was this:
Psalm 11:7 For Yahweh is righteous; He loves righteousness; the upright look upon His face.
Don't lose your focus on what matters. This is a difficult assignment in trying times, but it is the only recourse that will set
our hearts right and bring us to the end of the right path.

Devotion 2

Hebrews 10:34
For you both had compassion on me in my chains,
and joyfully accepted the plundering
of your possessions, knowing that you have
for yourselves a better possession
and an enduring one in the heavens.

Paul says that his audience had "joyfully accepted the plundering of their possessions" because they knew the Lord. This
kind of acceptance requires an unusual grace from God.
But consider the even higher demand on us for 'joyfully accepting the plundering of our reputations.’
Psalm 22:7, 8 All who see Me mock Me; they shoot out
the lip; they shake the head, saying, He trusted on Yahweh; let Him deliver Him; let Him rescue Him, since He
delights in Him!
This is a prophecy of Christ. His reputation was thoroughly
trashed among men. The most just man on earth had to bear the
most unjust ridicule in history.
But did He bear it joyfully?
Hebrews 12:2 looking to Jesus the Author and Finisher of
our faith, who for the joy that was set before Him endured
the cross, despising the shame, and sat down at the right
of the throne of God.
Jesus "despised the shame"; that is, he put the shame heaped
upon him on a lower level than the accomplishing of His mission. And He had a "joy" He was pressing towards. Part of that
joy was just having you and me with Him.
Can we joyfully endure the unjust trashing of our reputations?

Is the joy of being with Him at last a sufficient trade-off to make
us also "despise the shame"?
There is an actual sort of union between our present sufferings and those Christ endured on earth:
Col 1:24 who now rejoice in my sufferings on your behalf,
and I fill up the things lacking of the afflictions of Christ in
my flesh, on behalf of His body, which is the church
For those who remember this, there is great comfort in suffering. Our Beloved has actually reserved some of His own suffering of persecution for us who are one with Him: His body, His
bride. To have our blameless reputations maligned is to experience a special degree of oneness with the One who was vilified
for us.

Devotion 3

John 21:15
Then when they broke fast, Jesus said to Simon Peter,
"Simon, son of Jonah,
do you love Me more than these?"
He said to Him, "Yes, Lord,
You know that I have affection for You."
He said to him, "Feed My lambs."

"Feed My lambs" is Jesus' instruction for one of the heads of
His Church. This instruction Peter then passes down to all pastors of all churches:
1 Peter 5:2 Feed the flock of God among you, taking the
oversight, not by compulsion, but willingly; nor for base
gain, but readily

What are pastors to feed the flock?
Jer 3:15 And I will give you shepherds according to My
heart, who shall feed you with knowledge and understanding.
Now here is a question we must ask both as feeders and those
being fed:
Does feeding God's flock mean making them feel full and satisfied ? In other words, is the key measuring stick of the accomplishment of the feeding duty the response of those being fed?
Judging by widespread practice, the answer would be Yes.
Pastors' success is measured in terms of audience satisfaction.
But is this a true measure of success? According to another
apostle, it is not:
2 Tim 4:3, 4 For a time will be when they will not endure
sound doctrine, but according to their own desires, they
will heap up to themselves teachers tickling the ear; and
they will turn away the ear from the truth and will be
turned aside to myths.
These 'patrons' will apparently be well satisfied with their
teachers' fare; yet instead of commending the teachers, Paul
calls them myth-makers!
In the same passage, Paul tells why these men are mythmakers instead of sheep-feeders. In so doing, he is also giving
the true measure of success for a pastor- again, not his apparent
success:
2 Timothy 4:2 Preach the Word, be urgent in season, out
of season, convict, warn, exhort with all long-suffering and
teaching.
Notice the phrase "in season, out of season." This lets us
know that when the Word is the only available meal for churchgoers, there will come times when it will be UNSEASON-

ABLE. It just won't taste right. It won't seem to be achieving
the desired results. It won't be continuing the good effects accomplished earlier. It won't have the harmonious reception that
other activities- giving testimonies or doing music, for instanceare having. And so, back to 2 Timothy 4:3, the people will "not
endure" it. They will want to feel satisfied rather than continuing to demand what is satisfying- felt or not- the Word of God.
Most sadly, there will be enough references to Scripture in
'myth-ministries' that the hearers will assure themselves that
they have not been led away from the Truth. If they wanted a
measuring stick for whether Scriptures were being used as a true
feeding tool or not, that criterion is also in the same passage:
2 Timothy 4:2 Preach the Word, be urgent in season, out
of season, convict, warn, exhort with all long-suffering and
teaching.
It is the negative uses of the Word that people grow tired
of. In pride, we decide we've had enough browbeating, so we'll
find someone who will do more uplifting and less convicting.
"Have you heard pastor so-and-so? He knows how to preach
without being all negative. He's actually uplifting. We need
somebody like that." And so the preacher assembly line begins
to crank out grinning 'people managers' who flash a wise and
endearing pose while gathering the saints into the seeming
pleasantness of God's pasture.
Is a true ministry all negative? Certainly not. But the first
time a pastor considers a rebuke that his congregation needs, or
one that simply arises naturally from his sermon’s Scripture,
measures that against his popularity, and decides to hold off, he
is probably already doomed. And the congregation is doomed.
Jer 23:22 But if they had stood in My counsel and had
caused My people to hear My Words, then they would
have turned them from their evil way, and from the evil of
their doings.

Devotion 4

Isaiah 26:3
You will preserve double-peace for the
steadied frame of mind,
because it puts its trust in You.

Peace of mind should be a high priority on anyone's personal
'wish list'.
Most people, if asked whether they would prefer a contented
and settled mind over an agitated one, would readily choose the
former. Most people would even admit that their minds are
more agitated than they wish. Many would confess that their
minds are too restless for their own good.
The problem is that most of us seem to have little control over
stress in our spirits. We do things to relax ourselves, but our
regular day-to-day activities seem to automatically invite anxiety into our souls again.
For a Christian, peace of mind is not just a pleasant option, it
is a command:
Col 3:15 And let the peace of Christ preside in your
hearts, to which also ye have been called in one body, and
be thankful.
The verse from Isaiah above gives the formula for attaining
peace:
Isa 26:3 You will preserve double-peace for the steadied
frame of mind, for it puts its trust in You.
God is the one who gives peace. To have His peace, our
minds must confide in Him. The peace God gives is not just
peace, but “doube-peace.” “Double-peace” is mwlv mwlv, shalom shalom, “peace peace,” in Hebrew: plenty of the best qual-

ity peace, then.
The nice thing about this verse, though, is it also tells us how
to trust in God:
Isa 26:3 You will preserve double-peace for the steadied
frame of mind, for it confides in You.
When our thoughts are fixed upon God, this is the definition
of trusting Him, and God will continue to return peace to those
thoughts kept on Him.
Hmm, I thought it was going to be something easy. Wouldn't
it be just as easy to keep my mind off my troubles? Honestly,
no. We're not talking primarily* about will power here. We're
primarily talking about appealing to a source more powerful
than the power of our worries. We're saying that worries are not
a foreign force invading us; they're the natural, 'subconscious'
result of our godlessness. We feel the need as gods to control
our circumstances, yet we are constantly reminded of the paucity of our power. We can't relinquish our control, yet we can't
control successfully. Worry is the natural result. Furthermore,
we naturally distrust/hate whatever design or accident is bringing my uncontrollable circumstances upon me.
No force within us can remove the worry, even when we wish
it gone. It takes a 'greater-than-us' to subdue our worry. This
God does by means of our trust in Him. Our trust in Him declares: “There is someone else in control.” This effectively
moves us away from ourselves. Of course, if no one was really
there, there would be no power to actually overcome our ungodliness. Again, we're not talking about 'tricking' ourselves out of
our worry. We're saying that God actually steps in and quells a
power we are vulnerable to. Our trust in Him, then, is a dis trust
in ourselves.
Do you want peace of mind? It is very difficult to trust in
God, because the natural tendency of our soul is to avoid God;
plus, we are just *too lazy to steadily seek Him. If we are wise
enough to ardently desire peace, we will expend the energy nec-

essary to overcome our avoidance of God.

Devotion 5

John 3:36
The one believing into the Son
has everlasting life;
but the one disobeying the Son will not see life,
but the wrath of God remains on him.

A church sign's reader board said, "Seasons change, but God
is always with us."
In other words, God is the companion of every man: every
Satan worshiper, every serial killer- everyone.
In modern theology, God is a constant. The nature of this
constancy is that He is always for us, never against us. In this
arrangement of things, man is the crux. God is merely an availability for our needs.
Of course, God actually is a constant; only He is not a constant of this variety. He is always there for His people, but not
necessarily so for unbelievers. God’s real relation to unbelievers is described in John 3:36 above. He is always angry with
the ungodly. The psalmist says this also:
Psalm 7:11 God is a righteous judge; and God is angry
with evildoers every day.
There will be countless wicked folk with whom God will be
nothing but angry, from this life into eternity, His many present
kindnesses to them notwithstanding.
There is another constant which is the basis for God’s constant anger with the wicked. It is the constant of man's rebellion

against God. Unless God transforms us, we are a constant, but
we certainly are not the crux; God is the only crux. He does not
await our movement. He is moving and accomplishing His ends
every day, including the judgment of those who are constantly
wicked.
Whoever hired our theological public relations men should be
fired. Our PR men, while earning an "A" for sincerity, get an
"F" for accuracy; they get an "A" for sentimentality (which was
not a requirement in the first place), an "F" for spirituality.
We have created a God who does not choose to love, He
HAS to love. We read verses about God’s anger against sin,
and the best we can do is give Him a split personality: He
mainly loves, but He has this fetish about righteousness He can’t
kick. We do not see a wholesome personality in God, frankly,
so we make up for His embarrassing lack by insisting that His
love is His controlling factor. Rather than asking how God describes the mix of His personality traits in His Word, we decide
which one rules the rest, which one makes us feel the best.

Devotion 6

1 John 3:7
Little children,
let no one lead you astray;
the one practicing righteousness
is righteous,
even as that One is righteous.

What is righteousness?
When we define righteousness, we must keep in mind that
Jesus Christ was righteous. Any other man’s righteousness on
earth will be mixed with a certain amount of unrighteousness,
according to Paul in Romans 7.

What made Jesus righteous? He kept God's Law perfectly:
not only the observable details, like "You shall not afflict any
widow or fatherless child" (Exodus. 22:22), but also the details
quantifiable only by God, like "You shall love Yahweh your
God with all your heart" (Deut. 6:5).
Righteousness had to pervade His whole person. He had to
do each deed, think each thought, for the right reasons. Behind
each thought, behind each word, then, had to be the right attitude.
We can hold up no less a standard for ourselves, even knowing that it will ultimately be tinged with the sin lodging in us.
So I must


Do what is right,



Do it completely,



For the right reason,



With the right attitude,



All the time,

and this will be righteousness.
I can accept nothing less. Ultimately, through God’s transforming power, I will attain to nothing less.

Devotion 7

Proverbs 1:25
but you have ignored all my counsel,
and you did not desire my warning.

We should expect God to have cast us off. We said No to
Him so many times and so many ways. The just pronouncement

for our rejection is given in the same context as the above verse:
Proverbs 1:26 I also will laugh in your calamity, I will
mock when your dread comes
When we finally arrive in a predicament and need help from
'someone out there', God only owes us a hearty laugh and outright dismissal.
The fact that God doesn't cast His people off IS the Gospel.
The Gospel is not the Gospel, though, if we do not realize that
we should've been cast off. "Gospel" means "good news."
There is no good news in receiving a blessing we should've obtained. Yet the modern picture of God is one in which He
would never consider casting us off. He will only abandon us to
Hell as a last resort. This is not the God represented in Proverbs
chapter one.
Sad that we can grow 'accustomed' to God's grace such that
sweet words of deliverance are reduced to, "Well, that's just how
God is. He always receives us. He rejects no man."
Consider this passage:
Psa 102:17 He will turn to the prayer of the destitute, and
will not despise their prayer.
Contrary to the mocking rejection that most of mankind will
meet at the Throne of God, the “naked,” (Heb. for “destitute”),
stripped of all pretense, will be warmly and completely received, covered and protected. Sweet words? They are if we
see that we should have been rejected. The “destitute” in the
above verse are the “poor in spirit” Jesus described: those who
see their own spiritual bankruptcy and criminality.
If God is only ‘doing His bit’ in rescuing us, these words are
just predictable stuff. Nothing to excite us.
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Chapter Nineteen
Devotion

Scripture

1

Luke 9:57

2

Mark 11:25

3

Rom 7:25

4

Luke 16:30

5

Prov 9:9

6

Prov 5:22

7

Prov 18:12

Devotion 1
Luke 9:57
And it happened
as they were going in the way,
one said to Him,
"Lord, I will follow You
wherever You go."

What's more important: to get someone to 'make a decision
for Christ', or to make sure he knows what a decision for Christ
involves?
When we look at our Lord's evangelizing techniques, we can
see that the latter was clearly His aim. He consistently put off
interested candidates rather than signing them on.
Consider His response in the above case. Now there's a fellow whom a modern evangelist or trained layman would know
how to handle! He's to the point where he wants to follow Jesus. Time to 'close the deal' with the 'sinner's prayer', right?

'What would Jesus do'?
In this case, we don't have to wonder, Luke tells us:
Luke 9:58 And Jesus said to him, "Foxes have holes, and
birds of the air have nests, but the Son of Man has nowhere to lay His head."
Wait a minute, Jesus! What kind of evangelism is that? One
would think you'd be willing to let that fellow go off and be lost
just because he wasn't willing to dig a fox hole with You! You
could at least have said 'the prayer' with him, made sure he was
saved- then You could've given him a serious talk about how
important Your optional lordship is!
Yes, even when men applied directly to Jesus for salvation,
He was most uncooperative:

Mark 10:17 And when He had gone out into the way, one
came running up and kneeled to Him, and asked Him,
Good Master, what shall I do that I may inherit eternal
life?
We all know the story: how Jesus fumbled away another perfectly good opportunity to add to the kingdom of Heaven. He
told the man to go sell all his stuff and give it to the poor first.
At least He could've 'led the man to Himself' first! Sanctification issues after salvation ones, right?
Perhaps, after all, it is our generation that is completely misinformed as to the nature of man, the nature of our depravity,
the nature of Christ, and the nature of His salvation. Amazing
how a whole new ‘Gospel’ can grow up around a few seemingly
minor theological details..

Devotion 2
Mark 11:25
And when you stand praying,
if you have anything against anyone,
forgive it so that also your Father in Heaven
may forgive you your trespasses.

A wrong concept of forgiveness promotes a guilty conscience, lack of desire to come before God in prayer, and an unrealistic sense of the demands of holiness.
On the one hand, it is quite true that simply forgiving someone who has wronged us is a near impossibility to a human. We
have to use arguments in our minds to convince ourselves of the
need to forgive. We have to think of how mistake-prone we are
and remember that we would want others to be forgiving toward
us when we err. Even then, it is very easy for bitterness to seize

our souls when we once again replay in our minds the wrong
done to us.
On the other hand, we tend to make greater demands of forgiveness than God actually requires. The most common misperceived additions to forgiveness are:
1) That if we do not forget the offense, we have not forgiven it;
2) That we are required to conceive of the offender as though
he had done no offense;
3) That we are required to restore the offender;
4) That we are to forgive the offender of any and all sins ever
committed: to give him, as it were, a 'blank slate' in our sight.
The fact is: none of these are requirements for forgiveness. In
fact, they are all positive hindrances to forgiveness.
The common denominator in all these misconceptions is that
they make us more responsible than we are in forgiving another. Furthermore, they make us intrude into God's territory in
the matter of forgiveness.
Consider, starting from the top:
1) How can we make ourselves forget anything? That's like
saying, "Don't think about a pink elephant." What pops into our
heads pops into our heads, and things we try to forget might be
even harder to forget.
If remembering someone's offensive act makes us angry
again, it may be frustrating that we have to deal with it all over,
but we haven't lost anything, except perhaps some pride and self
-confidence in our supposedly compassionate nature. We have
gained, on the other hand, something very important: another
opportunity to go back to the Cross and remember how much
we've been forgiven; that's how I managed to forgive the offense in the first place. Every visit to the Cross is a blessed one.
2) Why would we have to lie in our mind and say, "He didn't

do anything wrong"? Very likely, he did do something wrong.
My forgiving him won't wipe that away. If he doesn't clear it up
with God, it will still be a smirch on his character and his record. But that’s between Him and God. In the meantime, I
don’t have to pretend he didn’t do wrong.
3) We cannot restore an offender. If he is in the habit of doing
thoughtless or mean things, he is probably way past my restorative powers. If he's going to be restored, God will have to do it.
All I can do (very important words) is not hold this particular offense against him. And I can only deal with one item at a
time.
4) I certainly cannot forgive an offender of all his sins. Only a
tiny portion of his total misdeeds are really against me even at
the worst. The real offended party when anyone sins is God.
Whatever they did against me, they did contrary to His directions.
We can only forgive as far as we have been offended. We
can't restore people. We can't make them better or different.
We can only release our personal ill-will against them (a huge,
often humanly-impossible task). Even then, we are not denying
an offender's cruddiness.
So many people avoid prayer because they can't come before
God with a clean conscience in the area of forgiveness! They
have placed unrealistic expectations on themselves. They are
actually acting in pride, taking on more responsibility than God
has assigned.
Where we have difficulty forgiving, it should be simply another confession of weakness, another cry to God for help, another trip back to the Cross.

Devotion 3
Romans 7:25

I thank God through Jesus Christ our Lord!
So then with the mind
serve the Law of God,
but with the flesh the law of sin.

Paul's quotation above is his answer to a nearly chapter-long
struggle to find the culprit in his baffling inability to escape sin.
He ends up by virtually dividing himself in half: the new Christian half which does good and the old sinful half which does
only bad.
Paul commends a life-long activity then: keeping our eye on
sin. Our sin gives us a peculiar demeanor our whole life long.
It's like having a slimy, slithery, slug-like carnivore handcuffed to us by a chain. Only by a certain twist of the chain can
the chain be flexed to keep the beast at a distance. Still, we always feel its pull.
Our strength and cunning to flex the chain comes from
Christ's death and resurrection. The chain itself you might say
is the killing and reviving power of His death and resurrection.
Our experience and confidence in using the chain are nurtured
by listening to God (familiarity with Scriptures) and returning
speech to His communication (prayer).
The beast goes with us everywhere. It certainly knows us.
We only win this day's round by knowing it- always.
Men of great glory and passion, like David and Moses, do not
have to be men who therefore lose the trick of the chain at some
crucial point. Consider Joseph and Daniel.
Eye to the beast.

Devotion 4
Luke 16:30
And he said, No, father Abraham,
but if one should go to them from the dead,
they would repent.

The rich man who spoke this in the afterlife paints a very
intriguing picture of human nature for us.
He is talking to father Abraham, as we can see. The rich man
himself is in "Hades," apparently the equivalent of the Old Testament "Sheol," the place where the dead go. The rich man and
Abraham can talk, but Abraham says there is no crossing over
one direction or the other. The rich man is in flames and is agonizing for even the tiniest drop of water, but the impassable
chasm prevents the transport of anything from the blessed realm
to the cursed, Abraham says.
The rich man then shifts the conversation to his five brothers
who are back in this life. Since Lazarus, the beggar who had
died and now dwelt on Abraham's blessed side of the divide,
could not bring him water, perhaps Abraham would allow Lazarus to return to the land of the living to warn the rich man’s
brothers not to join him in that awful place.
How amazing! The rich man's humanity shows through perfectly! While on earth, his humanity had been encrusted thickly
with arrogance. He had been a god, proud and unconcerned
about those near physical death. The beggar Lazarus had laid at
his gates, eaten with sores from disease or malnutrition. The
rich man was contented in his 'fortress'.
Now the rich man was facing unending torture, and yet his
humanity had returned! Apparently, it had been there all the
time, but he had buried it under a mass of pleasures and the excuses for indulging them. Now he wishes that his brothers
might be warned away from this spiritual death.

The nature of faith is every bit as intriguing as human nature,
as revealed in this passage. Abraham had just said,
“ They have Moses and the Prophets, let them hear them.”
Luke 16:29
The verse in the box is the rich man's objection that there
was something more convincing than the holy writings.
And he said,
“No,
father Abraham,
but if one should go to them from the dead,
they would repent.”
Luke 16:30
A man come back from the dead would surely convince his
brothers where the Bible would not.
Most of us would agree with the rich man's reasoning. His
brothers had the Scriptures before them day by day and were
ignoring them. Certainly the Scriptures were virtually powerless in their lives. A man who had crossed over into the realm of
the dead- who could give a first-hand account of the joys and
miseries there- now that would arrest their attention!
And to this initial, temporary ‘conversion’ Abraham would
probably not disagree. But he sees farther, as far as you and I
should see. He sees that the brothers' response to Scriptures was their response to God. God would be of no
more real interest to them by sending a personal 'messenger
from beyond' than He was through His word-for-word, written
communication to mankind. If they did not love God now, via
the Scriptures, they might be fascinated with Him for a while by
an impressive act of power, but their lack of love would eventually settle back in as the dominant theme of their souls.

So men have all the evidence they need to believe in God?
Yes. In fact, they have all they need even without Scriptures,
according to Romans 1.* So, at their death, their godlessness
will be the same kind of revelation as it was to the rich man
when he crossed over into the afterlife. All arguments about
man’s willingness to change will be put to rest forever. They
loved sin above all, and now they will be with their beloved forever.
The Scriptures are the most powerful testimony and presence
of God this side of Heaven. Jesus said that those words won’t
change even when the physical heavens above us perish. The
words we hear straight from God in Heaven will be no more His
words than the words He has recorded in Scriptures. Yet we,
Bibles in hand, feel we need more.
* Creation alone is a sufficient proof of God; though without
Scriptures, creation will not lead man all the way back to God.
Devotion 5

Proverbs 9:9
Give to a wise one, and he will be still wiser;
teach a just one, and he will increase in learning.

A wise man will learn from any person or experience, because he knows that it is his task in life to gain wisdom.
A wise man will certainly learn from Scriptures, which are
the basis for his wisdom gained anywhere else. Wisdom gained
outside of Scriptures is always merely a means of either applying Scriptural concepts or perceiving them more clearly; but the
Scriptures themselves are the wisdom. There is not a wisdom
beyond Scriptures that even Scriptures themselves are trying to
attain to. God has made it clear that the Scriptures are a final

word, needing no amendment:
Psalm 119:96 I have seen an end to all perfection; Your
Commandment is exceedingly broad.
When we stand before God in Heaven, God will not need to
amend any of His words of Scripture. He counts them all clear
and sufficient.
This view is in stark contrast to the modern view that the Bible is somehow unclear and/or incomplete.
There are only four possibilities concerning the problems and
complexities of life:
1) There is no answer
(meaning there is no God, or there's only a God who
watches but does not intervene);
2) There is an answer, but it is not is the Bible, at least not
completely
(maybe the answer is in Jesus personally, but the Scriptures
are only a partial way to access Him);
[Now we cross the line over into modern evangelical belief]

3) The answer is in the Bible, but God has communicated it
in such a way that we cannot understand it all.
(or our perceptive abilities cannot climb to the uppermost
rungs of Scripture's ladder);
[And finally, we cross the line over into Biblical Christianity]

4) There is a complete and satisfying answer in the Bible
(some of it may be hard to understand, but God means us to
study and pray and understand it all).
The prevalent view today, even among most who say they
believe the Bible is a complete revelation, is the 'Mandated
Mystery' view, view #3 above: that God has somehow intended

(mandated) that we not understand Him completely, at least not
through His communications in Scriptures. And that's why
we don’t ardently delve into the Scriptures. There are
pet topics that are of great interest, to be sure. But we are not in
all-out search mode, because the Bible has too many confusing
(and some frankly embarrassing*) passages and concepts.
Adherents to this view are either very holy (in their own form
of sanctification) or very unholy.
They are very holy in that they follow without question a God
who only teases them with tidbits of encrypted information.
They accept this obscurity as a test of faith and proceed with
reverent dignity.
Or they are very unholy in that THEY have made themselves
the official spokesmen for a God who sends spotty, often
strange memos out of His top floor office: a Boss who nonetheless demands that His underlings take Him completely seriously.
These executives, handling God’s affairs for Him, have basically taken over the corporation, hiding the Boss's 'isolated genius' dementia behind their more sensible version of the body’s
mission and vision.
Are you going along with the coup?
[There would seem to be a large contingent among the Mandated Mystery view who are both holy and unholy at the same
time, living, as it were, on two levels: a social level and a conscience level. Socially they are holy, faithfully following the
God who has given us an unfinished document. Consciencewise, they feel compelled to defend God's eccentricity, so they
dip into the public relations men's bag of tricks to provide necessary excuses.]
* Like God telling His people to wipe out whole cities: men,
women, and children.

Devotion 6

Proverbs 5:22
The iniquities of the wicked catch him,
and he is retained by the ropes of his sin.

Sin in general enslaves men.

Particular sins are like particular jailers for individual sinners.
Some bonds of iniquity cannot be escaped except by great
effort. For an unbeliever, some sins cannot be escaped at all. A
believer is virtually as bound as an unbeliever as long as he submits to an iniquity.
There is no sin that cannot be escaped through Christ.
Some sins, however, "do not come out except by prayer and
fasting." This was originally spoken by Christ of stubbornly
entrenched demons. It certainly applies as much or more to
stubbornly ingrained sins. Sins are our right arms, our members, that must be cut off: much harder to part with than a demon: an entity apart from ourselves, even if within us. Great
concentrated effort and force of will are required to part from
sin.
Any brand of Christianity that does not include the call to this
struggle has settled into a compromise with stubborn sins. You
don't bother me about mine and I won't bother you about yours.
Mark 9:43 And if your hand offend you, cut it off. For it
is profitable for you to enter into life maimed, than having
two hands to go away into Hell, into the unquenchable fire
Col 3:5 Then put to death your members which are on
the earth: fornication, uncleanness, passion, evil lust, and
covetousness, which is idolatry

Devotion 7

Proverbs 18:12
Before shattering, the heart of man is proud,
and before honor is humility.

Solomon approaches the relationship between pride and calamity as a law. When pride takes up a reigning position in the
heart, a tragedy is on the near horizon.
As a law, then, we might venture to say that "according to
your pride, so are your tumbles." The "falls" man takes (per the
plural in Proverbs 16:18) include real down time: down-onyour-back time from sickness, etc.; depression: a deep dissatisfaction with the way my reign is turning out; and squabbles, because whether or not you get knocked down in the first round, if
you've raised someone else's hackles, they're going to watch until there's an opportunity to lay you out.
Some among fallen mankind are very easy to recognize as such because of all the time they spend on
the ground.
The alternative, as the verse in the box above says, is to be
humble: to DEthrone all of pride's efforts to occupy dominant
territory in our hearts. A truly humble person is a servant; his
doing the will of another confirms his renouncing of the throne
for himself.
When I am God's servant, He tells me to demonstrate it by
being a servant to others. Serving unworthy sinners is definitely
humbling (reminding me, of course: "Who am I compared to
them anyway?")
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Chapter Twenty
Devotion

Scripture

1

Ps 29:11

2

Ps 30:7

3

2 Thess 1:9

4

Eph 1:11

5

Acts 17:25

6

Acts 17:25

7

Exod 14:4

Devotion 1

Psalm 29:11
Yahweh will give strength to His people;
Yahweh will bless His people with peace.

"Yahweh will give strength to His people."
We do not necessarily feel the strength God gives
us. Or we do not necessarily feel it in the proportions
in which He gives it.
For instance, we may feel very weakened, intimidated, or attracted by a certain temptation: an ungodly
mood, anger, worry, or desire. We may recognize part
of the problem as the presence of the forces of spiritual
darkness. We therefore obey James 4:7 and "stand
against the devil." We say, "I recognize your workmanship, devil. I oppose it." In our weakness and
confusion, we may say this with very little sensation of
power. Yet the delivery comes across as a knockout
blow. We feel as though a physical weight had been
lifted from us.* The tempter is gone. The Lord, indeed, had given strength to us.
Strength unused, though, is of no avail. To conclude
in our doldrums that we have no strength is to deny
God's word. We are not only victims of Satan, but envoys of his when we are in this frame of mind.
* Or, in our confusion, we may not feel anything much besides
being worn out.

Devotion 2

Psalm 30:7
Yahweh, in Your favor
You have made my strong mountain to stand.
You hid Your face; I was troubled

"You hid Your face."
The psalmist had been in fellowship with God. To recognize the disappearance of God's face required that he had
been aware of His face before.
Most Christians would not realize whether God had hidden His face or not. We accept His presence as a reality
theologically, but we are not in a moment-by-moment fellowship with Him. The only hiding of God's face of which
we might take notice would be someone proposing that He
didn't exist, or the like. We might then affirm His presence, but it would not be because of the enjoyment of the
experience of it.
At a very simple level, being in the presence of God is
merely facing Him. We should be facing God every time
we pray (and we should be praying first thing every day).
Unfortunately, not all prayer = a facing of God. Most
prayer, unhappily, is a discussion of proposals, the main
feature of which is a 'wish list'. A long prayer time is usually only a long wish list being rolled out. Doubtless it is
good and necessary to lay all our requests before God, but
a list can be laid before God without any real fellowship
being experienced. In fact, most wish list supplicants establish a distance from God by making Him an impersonal, cosmic dispensing machine.

True fellowship with God is a risk. If we truly relate to
Him as someone present in our lives, we are risking the
discovery that our concept of Him was not very true-to-life.
We are risking disappointment. The psalmist received
crushing disappointment in his life when God hid His face
from him; even further, when, in the subsequent verses, He
speaks of being taken near to death!
We will all need correction in the 'who is the true God?'
department. We will all have to learn about the gaps in our
Scriptural knowledge by our actual dealings with God.*
The psalmist actually had the props knocked out from under him when he was experiencing the strongest of fellowships with God ("You have made my strong mountain to
stand").
That's the pattern. We'll get comfortable with a certain
experience of God, then He'll scramble the board for us. If
we have become complacent and presumptuous, as the
psalmist apparently had, He may have to knock us down a
peg. The godly go through many stages of reestablishing
contact with God in this life: truer and better contact as we
are corrected and grow, greater correspondence between
Scriptures and reality (Scriptures always represented reality; we’re the ones catching up).

* The trials God sends will hoe a new depth into our soul’s
drinking in of the waters of Scripture.

Devotion 3

2 Thessalonians 1:9
... who shall be punished
with everlasting destruction
away from the presence of the Lord
and from the glory of His power

There are very few Christians who can conceive of Hell as
a place where God is manifesting love to people. Most are
quite aware, by the nature of Hell itself, that it is not a place
of love.
The question to our theologically weak age, then, is:
"When did God stop loving the people in Hell?" Most Christians say that God loves everyone on earth. Yet they realize
that He will stop loving them when they are in the Lake of
Fire. When confronted with this inconsistency, they might try
to salvage their perplexing theology by equating the punishment of the Lake of Fire with a fatherly type of discipline. But
a never-ending discipline? Most of them realize the weakness of this alternative. It simply becomes an insoluble dilemma.
The fact is, either God chooses whom He will love out of
the mass of hateful humanity ("chooses" as opposed to
"automatically loves"), or else His love is not eternal. It is a
dilemma, but not one where we must flip a coin to decide the
true answer. Consider the following.
If God automatically loves everyone, then stops loving
many of them later, then Romans 8:39 cannot be true:
Romans 8:38, 39 For I am persuaded that neither death,
nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor things
present, nor things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any
other creature, shall be able to separate us from the love of
God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.

God's love is an inseparable love. Those loved do not become unloved. Therefore, one only need be consistent to
determine that God does not love everyone. He shows kindness even to His worst enemies, but He does not love everyone. The fact that He feels something other than love for
many is presented in several Scriptures, such as:
Psalm 5:5, 6 The foolish shall not stand in Your sight. You
hate all doers of iniquity. You shall destroy those who
speak lies; Yahweh despises the bloody and deceitful man.
Most people simply resign themselves to being inconsistent in the matter. They allowed a superficial understanding
of John 3:16 to guide their whole theology. They believe that
God loving the "world" is a plain testimony to His loving everyone. In matter of fact, though, "world" can mean one part
of earth's populace as opposed to another, as in Romans
11:12.
Romans 11:12 But if their slipping away is the riches of the
world, and their default is the riches of the nations, how
much more their fullness?
As part of a lengthy passage on Israel and the Gentiles,
"their" is referring to Israel, which is then contrasted to "the
world," meaning the Gentiles. So "world" obviously doesn't
always mean "everyone on earth." It can refer to a specific
segment of men on earth.
And this was Jesus' meaning in His instruction to Nicodemus in John 3:16. God sets his love not only on Israel, but
on "the world": those outside of Israel too. Must God love
every single Gentile in order to love "the world" of Gentiles?
No. If He loved only one Gentile, Jesus' saying would be
true.
God's love is a choice, then. He does not love
everyone automatically. If He did, it wouldn't be real love
anyway, as we all know with reference to our own love.
Either God chooses to love whom He will and them only,

OR He loves some now whom He chooses to stop loving
later.

Devotion 4

Ephesians 1:11
in whom also we have been chosen
to an inheritance, being predestinated
according to the purpose of Him
who works all things according to
the counsel of His own will

God's Free Will
Does God have a free will?
This is a crucial question. This question must be answered before its companion question can be answered:
namely, does man have a free will?
Which question is more important to answer? Obviously,
man is dependent on God. Whatever man's free will is, it depends on God and everything about Him, especially His free
will- if He has one. Yet the modern church has tackled the
question of man's free will as if it were all-important, meanwhile leaving the issue of God's free will untouched.
Man's free will has become such a treasured component in
modern theology, our first assumption about God's free will is
that He must have one, since we're made in His image. We
couldn't imagine God being without something we prize so
much for ourselves .
Yet when we think about it, is God really free to choose?
Is His love a choice? Or does He love automatically? If
He loves just because He is love, He's not really making a
choice in the matter, is He? He is responding involuntarily.
In the matter of love, then, God would have no free will. His

love might be grand and glorious just because He is God, but
we could not say that He loved freely if He had no other
choice.
Yet why do we feel it so necessary to safeguard man's free
will? We say it is because God does not want robotic affection from us. If we love Him, by the nature of the case, we
must love Him freely, not automatically.
Then why wouldn't the same go for God? We can choose
to love or hate Him (so we say); why can't He choose to hate
us? At least His hatred of us would be logical because of our
sinfulness... So what about His love being robotic if He
loves us 'just because'?
We really have no notion of man's free will until we have
determined whether God has a free will and what its nature
is.

Devotion 5

Acts 17:25
nor is He served with men's hands,
as though He needed anything,
since He gives life and breath
and all things to all.

God's Free Will
Part Two
Does God have a free will?
In whatever capacity He acts without making a free choice,
He does not have a free will. His will is bound, compelled.

But do we even want God to have a free will in certain areas?
We apparently do want God to love us freely, as a choice,
since we know that our own love would be fake if it were not
freely offered.
But do we want God to be able to freely choose between
righteousness and unrighteousness? Between lying and being truthful? (Of course, our wanting it or not wanting it is
only a way of asking whether it is so. Our wanting it does not
make it so.)
Now we have to attach the question of God's nature in
general to His free will in particular.

We cannot say that being able to choose the opposite is a
characteristic of free will in every area. God can freely
choose to be righteous, because He freely loves righteousness, yet that is because He IS righteous. God does not

have to be able to choose unrighteousness to have
free will.
will
There was never a time when God was neutral in the matter of morality and then decided to become righteous. Nor
did He consider issues of morality and decide that adultery
would be wrong and fidelity right, for instance. God was always righteous. On the basis of His eternal righteousness,
right and wrong always were as they are now, whether
there were any creatures to be bound by them or not.

Yet notice that we used God's love of righteousness as
part of the proof of His freely choosing it. God's love is not
on the same plane as His righteousness. Righteousness
and unrighteousness cannot dwell in God at the same time.
However, love and hate can and do dwell in God simultaneously. By the nature of love and hate, there is a different
kind of freedom in God's will concerning them. God can hate
and still be righteous, even though hate is the opposite of
love. In fact, God must hate in order to be righteous:
Deuteronomy 16:22 Nor shall you set up an image, which
Yahweh your God hates.

(Notice that we have now taken God's righteousness as a
guiding characteristic in Him. His righteousness guides and
decides concerning His other characteristics. God must be
righteous, and He must be righteous in all His other attributes.)
If God, then, must hate, then there is some dividing line
between what He hates and what He loves.
How about men? Can God hate men?
Psalm 5:5 The foolish shall not stand in Your sight. You hate
all doers of iniquity.
Yes, God can hate men. Then at what point does He decide between loving them and hating them?
The grace of God tells us that there is nothing in men
that determines the dividing line beyond which He loves
them. That decision, then, logically would not be made during this life, during the time of man's activity:
Ephesians 1:4 according as He chose us in Him before the
foundation of the world, that we should be holy and without
blame before Him in love
Yet this disturbs the sense of justice within many. They
would rather rob God of His free will and have Him love everyone.
Does God indeed have a free will, then, in the area of
love? It seems we must choose between that or His loving
automatically, robotically, and unilaterally (loving everyone).

Devotion 6

Acts 17:25
nor is served with men's hands,
as though He needed anything,
since He gives life and breath and all things to all.

God's Self-Sufficiency
"... As though He needed anything..."
God doesn't need anything.
God is the only being of whom this can be said. All other beings are altogether in need; in need, for instance, of God's decision to create them for their very existence.
The all-sufficient God has been lost to our generation. We
have slowly degenerated from such an understanding by adopting one man-centered tenet after another. Arminianism was
first adopted as the bare dismissal of a coldly predestinating
God. Then the full ramifications of a reactive God (God doesn't
decide things ahead of time; He reacts to His creatures' actions)
began to set in one facet by one. Now we conceive of a God
whose existence rather centers around us. Jesus came to redeem us because we are such a precious creation of God's,
don't you know.
When one plots out a theology from the beginning, the selfsufficiency of God seems obvious. After all, He did exist by
Himself when nothing else was. Beyond this, though, nothing
remains obvious for modern theology.
Why did God create? We say that He must have felt a needa need to reveal Himself, a need for fellowship- some need driving Him.
If we went back to first principles, we should be able to know
whether God had any needs. If He is self-sufficient, He had no
needs driving His desire to create, nothing outside Himself. Yet
we have rather resolutely adopted the view that God was not
satisfied being alone: that He was looking for something outside

Himself for satisfaction or fulfillment.

It's one or the other. Either He is truly self-sufficient
and created for some reason other than a need, or else we
must abandon His self-sufficiency in order to preserve our sentimental view of Him (rather, our vain view of ourselves!)
But how much we lose when we lose God's selfsufficiency! What a glorious God when the Father needs only
the Son and Spirit, the Son needs only the Father and the Spirit,
and the Spirit needs only the Father and Son! That is a true
description of God's self-sufficiency: the love within the Persons
of the Trinity.
For which of these glorious Persons would we substitute a
creature whom God would need more, or even equally? And
what creature would fill those large shoes? Man? Hmm. That
doesn't just border on Insanity; that's in the president’s chair in
its capitol building.

Devotion 7

Exodus 14:4
And I will harden Pharaoh's heart,
that he will follow them.
And I will be honored upon Pharaoh,
and upon all his army,
so that the Egyptians may know that I am Yahweh.

God's Purpose for Creating
Why did God create?
Those who have sunk rather deep in the mire of mancentered theology have a definite notion in answer to this question. They feel that God created man for fellowship. That is,
He desired company, so He made man. This seems all the
more evident to them since God went to the extreme of His

Son's death to get man back when man went astray. Man is
obviously a valuable commodity to God.
But doesn't that invalidate the grace of God? Doesn't the
grace of God mean that He saves men despite their unworthiness, rather than because of some worth in them?
Yes, when Christendom took a decided step back from
God's acting for His own purposes, we were doomed to
eventually finding the validation for creation somewhere in
the creation itself. The Creator therefore becomes dependent on the creation.
Guess how many Scriptures contain the phrase, "and you
shall know that I am Yahweh"? Twenty-nine. And the number doubles when you allow slight variations such a "that you
may know that I am Yahweh."
In the verse at the top of this devotion, God is judging
Pharaoh so that the Egyptians will know who He is. This
new-found knowledge would be short-lived on earth for them,
but it would follow Pharaoh for an eternity in Sheol and the
Lake of Fire.
Do Pharaoh and his armies need any other reason for their
existence than the discovery, as His enemies, of who God
is? Apparently not, for God plainly declares that that was
why He "raised Pharaoh up."

Rom 9:17 For the Scripture says to Pharaoh, "Even for
this same purpose I have raised you up, that I might show
My power in you, and that My name might be declared
throughout all the earth." [Paul quoting from Exodus]
How fundamental a question this 'why God created' is! Yet
we cannot receive the answer in our day. The Scriptural answer seems to us to put God in a bad light.
But by deflecting this unpleasantness, we are consigning
the subject to the "Top Secret" file; except that nobody honors the shelving of the subject. They all run madly to the alternative explanation that God created because He was apparently lonely and wanted fellowship.
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Devotion 1

Mark 1:14, 16
... Jesus came into Galilee,
proclaiming the Gospel
of the kingdom of God,
and saying, The time is fulfilled,
and the kingdom of God draws near.
Repent, and believe the Gospel.

God's Kindness Towards Man
When we begin to recover from a man-centered theology and
replace one by one its tenets with a Biblical, God-centered theology, we can be tempted to simply assume that a Biblical truth
is always directly the opposite of whichever man-centered tenet
we are replacing. This, however, makes our theology a result of
studying man-centered theology rather than the Bible. We are
not to determine the truth simply by taking a false belief and
shaping its opposite. Falsehoods are by nature devious, and it
can be very difficult to find our way exactly back to the truth
from which an error deviated.
We must be especially careful not to give the Gospel a hard
edge without giving it a soft one too. When we rescue the Gospel from the man-centered clutches of modern theology, we feel
inclined to give the Gospel an all-new feel, in keeping with the
God who unapologetically sits at the center of His universe.
We make the Gospel a demand of unconditional surrender, a
command to repent rather than an invitation to come. And it is
true that the Gospel has a hard edge. It is a demand of uncondi-

tional surrender; it is a command to repent. But is there no inviting element in the gospel?
Perhaps it is inaccurate to say "Jesus invites you to come"
without qualifying it, as He Himself did, with "if you are weary,
if you are heavily loaded down." Perhaps it is wrong simply to
invite in extending the Gospel. But we must again ask whether
or not there is some inviting element to the Gospel?
Even if we properly present God as offended sovereign who
must be propitiated and man as offending creature with nothing
to offer Him in himself, is not the death of His Son supposed to
evoke a feeling of need from our audience ? According to the
story, man was in trouble and someone did something about it.
A story of compassion can rightly be expected to evoke passion.
We are not to play on that desire. That desire is not our focal
point, as the modern gospel has made it, but the very nature of
the Gospel is to offer "good news" when man sees his dangerous
predicament.
Titus 3:4, 5 But when the kindness and love of God our
Savior toward man appeared, not by works of righteousness which we have done, but according to His mercy He
saved us ...
Paul recounts the Gospel to Titus as a message that appeared
to man in general, from which we in particular were saved.
Hardened humanity is told of a kind God, and those whom He
thereby softens are saved. We can never say "God loves you" to
an unbeliever. No evangelistic sermon in Acts contains that
phrase. We may not assert "Jesus died for you." That is absent
from Acts evangelism also. But we may present God as kind:
kind towards mankind in general, kind in creating the Gospel in

particular:
Acts 17:30 Truly, then, God overlooking the times of ignorance, now He strictly commands all men everywhere to
repent
God is overlooking the times of ignorance. He is not sitting
with His arms folded, virtually daring us to come to Him. He
has done something extremely kind, and He did it so that members of the human family might be saved. He is not so offended
with humanity that He is irreconcilable to them. The Gospel is
partially a message about all mankind. It is a message that mankind in part is being saved. Holding that understanding, we can
accurately abridge the formula to "mankind is offered salvation." "Jesus is the savior of the world," meaning the Savior offered to the whole world, as the Samaritans discovered in John
4.
In the Scripture at the head of this devotion, Jesus commands
that men repent. That is the hard edge of the Gospel. But in the
same breath, He commands that they believe. That still has a
hard edge. Unbelieving man is commanded to act against his
rebellious nature. But it also has a soft edge. Man is commanded to believe what- ? "Good news." So God is offended,
but He is not forbidding. In a general way, God is extending an
amnesty to His enemy man, and we are to deliver the terms of
this unconditional surrender as kindhearted ambassadors of a
kindhearted King. (No, not sentimental messengers of a sentimental King, but, again, we are discovering the elements that
hold evangelism in proper Biblical balance.)

Devotion 2

Isaiah 1:18
Come now,
and let us reason together,
says Yahweh ...

God's Conference Table with Man
"Approach, then, and we'll adjudicate," says God.
At what conference table does God sit to reason with man?
This is a very important question.
The wise evangelizer must know exactly what is going on in
the transaction between God and man. If he follows the modern
script, he will simply be a salesman and will almost certainly be
oblivious to the fact.
When we are salesmen with the Gospel, we are urging men to
meet God at the conference table of their needs. They need
salvation; God is here right now to negotiate a deal- let's talk
turkey. If you're ready to say 'the sinner's prayer', we can be
done with this in five minutes and you on your way to Heaven!
But is this the real conference table where salvation is transacted?
No. The transaction of our salvation takes place at the conference table of God's righteousness, not man's need.
When we speak of a conference table, we are talking about
where God actually meets to deal with man. By saying that we

meet God at the conference table of His righteousness, we are
saying that men need to know that God:
1) Has a righteous law;
2) That we have broken that law;
3) That we are therefore un righteous and condemned under
the righteous terms of the Law;
4) That there must be a righteous means of pardoning us if we
are to be pardoned;
5) That God has no desire to pardon us by any means that ignores His law or its penalties;
6) That the righteousness we lack must also be supplied to us;
7) That Christ's death and resurrection supply both our pardon
and our needed-but-missing righteousness;
8) That those whom God thus justifies, He also enables and
demands to live righteously.
We would not suggest that all these elements must be singly
listed, nor that they must be the explicit focus of the conversation. We are suggesting that any Gospel presentation that opposes or ignores these elements is inviting men to a counterfeit
conference table. In most modern witnessing situations, we
must ask whether any of these elements are present. Our "sin"
is left to be defined as whatever kind of shortcomings our client
imagines. Christ's death is presented as substitutionary, but it is
not portrayed as a vindication of God's righteousness.
Because God has attended to man's need in Christ, we are not
to assume that therefore His business with us caters to us. He is
laying hold of men to radically alter them, to put their old selves

to death. If men do not want this, they do not want the Gospel,
and no persuasion should be applied beyond the warning that to
refuse God is to perish.
We have foolishly taken it upon ourselves to do virtually
whatever coaxing is necessary to 'close the deal'. In so doing,
we have built our own conference table, put it in our own building, and hung out our deceptive shingle: True Gospel Embassy.

Devotion 3

Luke 19:27
But those who are my enemies,
who did not desire
that I should reign over them,
bring them here
and slay them before me.

God's Freedom from Regret
God does not regret punishing the wicked. The claim that He
does is one of the worst misrepresentations of God in our day.
Once we moved from a God-centered Gospel to a mancentered one, we made God increasingly sentimental and less
and less righteous. Today we readily represent God as saying,
"I don't want to punish you, but I have to do it because I created

a penalty." We make God regret imposing punishment and even
make Him seem to regret having made too strict a standard.
There are many descriptions in the Bible of God's final judgment of sinners and His punishment of them. None of them
contain the slightest hint of regret. Just the opposite: almost all
of them contain definite indications of God's severity, as does
the verse at the head of this devotion. Yet some people are so
absorbed in their man-centered gospel, they can only imagine
tears in God's eyes as He sends men to the Lake of Fire. Our
generation reads passages of judgment without an accurate impression of judgment having been made.
We typically scoff the Pharisees for the blindness of their
wild excesses in rule-making; we ridicule the Israelites for carving idols and bowing to them. How could they ignore such
plain precepts? Then we turn right around and confidently represent God as a big ol' softy on Judgment Day. Our brand of
snubbing God's testimonies is no worse than that of those we
mock.
"Bring My enemies here and slay them before Me", God says.
He sounds rather bloodthirsty when compared to human despots. But God is the first dictator who will give exact justice to
evildoers. He has no reason to regret true justice, and neither
should we on His behalf. But we've become so deeply engrossed in our self-appointed roles as God's public relations
men, our minds just automatically blank out undesirable features
of Scriptures. "Ha, ha. Just kidding, guys. God isn't really like
that" - sure of a big bonus for saving the Boss's reputation.

Devotion 4

Psalm 56:4
In God I praise His Word...

Reverence for God's Word
Where does the Bible stand in relation to God?
- Not the paper or the ink printed on it, of course; not even a
particular translation; but how does the testimony God had committed to writing stand in relation to Him?
Most Christians know how to answer that question. They'd
say that the Bible is indeed God's communication in writing.
But then start actually reading and interpreting passages, and
before long, you'll come to some Scripture where the person isn't really willing to say that God stands behind that one. The
most common alibi is the 'that was then- this is now' story. This
cover comes in many forms, but they all boil down to saying
that the Scripture was valid when and where it was written, but
something has changed in the meantime to invalidate- partially
or in total- what was written.
The 'That was Then' pretext is not necessarily being employed when we say, for example, that sacrificing animals was
required of God's people at one time but not today. When we
can point to a Scripture that shows Jesus as the fulfillment of
animal sacrifices, we are upholding the consistency and continuity of Scriptures. (There are those who are just plain embarrassed about God asking men to kill poor, innocent little lambs.
They would either use the 'That was Then' ploy, or simply back
off from Scriptures altogether as a Divinely inspired testimony.)

The 'That was Then' maneuver is employed quite commonly
whenever we cannot deal with a verse 'straight up'- straightforwardly and without embarrassment. Two options: quote the
Scripture and say, "Yup, that's God. That's His way". If we
can't do that, we'll probably pull some form of the 'That was
Then' ploy.
The true representative of God who can't fit a particular
Scripture into his theology will say, "That's a tough one. I've
got to work on that one." Here he is confessing his ignorance
rather than affirming his own knowledge at any cost.
That last statement is very revealing. Those who will abandon Scriptures the most readily are those who have the firmest
theology fixed in their minds. They know what they know, and
they know that God backs them on it. If a verse or phrase from
Scripture seems out of line with their thinking- no problem; God
is not bound by Scriptures. His truth is what's in my mind, not
what's in that book.
In this we see a core spiritual problem- an error in thinking
that makes the 'That was Then' tactic so dangerous. When we
make God 'bigger than the Scriptures', as though He never intended to 'cage' the truth inside the restricting walls of a book,
we think we are honoring God, magnifying Him.
Actually, we are saying that God was not powerful enough to
cause the apostles and prophets to write what He intended. Or
we are saying that He was not wise enough to create language
with sufficient subtlety to make complex points. Either way, we
are diminishing God when we claim to be exalting Him!
Look at the verse at the head of this devotion:

Psalm 56:4 In God I praise His Word, in God I have
trusted ...
What else can you think of, in Heaven or on earth, that may
be praised besides God Himself? Yet the psalmist says that He
praises God's Word.
This is the true standard. Scriptures are not inferior to God,
they are part of God, just as your words are part of you. Your
words come from you. They did not create themselves. They
define your heart from whence they came. Of course, as humans, we like to have the option to change our minds when our
words come out wrong, but does God need that option? No.
That's why He's willing to stick by His Word, first time, every
time. And He was wise enough to create language as a sufficient vehicle, and He was powerful enough to cause Scripture
writers to write exactly what He wanted.
Will God have to amend any of His words from Scripture
when we get to Heaven? If so, they are not inerrant and infallible here on earth.
We'd better be careful how we regard and represent God's
words:
Proverbs 30:6 Do not add to His Words, that He not
reprove you, and you be found a liar.
'That was then- this is now' is definitely us adding our wisdom to God's testimony. Whenever we subtract from God's
Word, it is because we have added our own wisdom to the volume of the Truth.
Whenever we get embarrassed by a Scripture, we are already

in danger of undertaking a renovation job. If only we would see
this as the danger rather than having the God of Scriptures as
the real God!

Devotion 5

Psalm 138:2
... for You have magnified Your Word
above all Your NAME.

Reverence for God's Word
Part Two
What is God's NAME?
It is that by which He makes Himself known.

What is the chief way by which God
makes Himself known?
According to the psalmist in the verse above, God's Word is
superior to any other way He reveals Himself.
This is almost opposite to our modern way of thinking. We
have come to present God as somehow beyond the Scriptures.
We can come to the Scriptures for general direction on who God
is and how He does things, but we cannot expect exacting precision from them. There are so many issues Scriptures don't address and so many questions they don't answer.

Our chief revelation from God has come to be 'the Gospel' or

‘the Story’ or ‘the Meta-narrative’. Everything else must logically flow from that generalized account. If anything detracts
from the Story, it is either subtly edited out or edited in meaning
to fit.
Of course, our new Gospel is a bit light, but that's because it
always has to be on a newcomer's level. (Funny, nobody ever
seems to rise much higher than a newcomer's level. Certainly
there's no connection?)
On the other hand, whenever we read what Scriptures say
about Scriptures, we find a different emphasis. God recognizes
'entrance level' knowledge, but He doesn't make that level the
standard. Quite the reverse:
Hebrews 5:12, 13 For indeed, [though] you ought to
be teachers by this time, you again have need [for someone] to be teaching you what [are] the rudimentary elements [or, basic teachings] of the beginning of the oracles
of God, and you have become [ones] having need of milk
and not of solid food. For everyone partaking of milk [is]
inexperienced in [the] word of righteousness, for he is a
young child.
Analytical Literal Version
Ouch! That's a low blow! But it's the truth, and a truth we
need to hear. It fairly rings of singsong mockery: "You're a
bunch of babies! Nyah nanna nyah nyah!"
But our very philosophy of Scriptures inhibits our immersion
in them or expertise in them (Oh, we’re quite expert in the
Story, though!). Why would we ever seek to attain dexterity in
Scriptures' “solid food” when we have been thoroughly, albeit
subtly, convinced that Scriptures are ultimately a bit misleading
in acquainting us with God?

Devotion 6

Acts 17:30
Truly, then, God
overlooking the times of ignorance,
now strictly commands
all men everywhere to repent

God's Requirement
When our gospel tells men "All you have to do is ...", we
have put misleading words in God’s mouth.
The passivity of saving faith is to us an indicator of easy entrance into the kingdom of Heaven. Salvation is not by our obedience to the Law, but by faith in Christ's doing; our personal
effort is put far to the rear. This seems to justify an "all you
have to do" approach.
However, the apostles never used anything like an "all you
have to do" formula in their preaching. Read through the fifteen or so sermons in the book of Acts. Their Gospel was, you
might say, severe. The passive nature of faith- that salvation
occurs apart from my doing- never translated into ease of salvation for them. There is a reason for that. Salvation BUYS us.
We become God's possession when He saves us. This places a
total demand on us. There are no optional salvation plans where
we can offer God less. God either redeems us- buys us lock,
stock, and barrel- or He doesn't. He can't partially redeem us.
There's another reason we see ‘Easy Believe-ism’ in the Gospel. It's because we don't perceive why passive faith is God's

chosen instrument to impart salvation. The reason He uses passive faith is that a passive agent takes all credit away from man.
Faith looks away from self. Faith looks to what someone else
has done. God is the only one who can be credited when faith is
the means of salvation. Faith glorifies God. All we seewrongly, nonetheless- is that faith makes it easy. That's because
our whole theology has moved away from God's glorifying of
Himself as His modus operandi for everything He does.
We can't see that the simplicity of faith is due to its making
a complete exchange. It looks outside of self to another. It
looks away from self and trusts in another. We see simplicity
meaning little requirement; in reality, faith means total
requirement
requirement.
So, whereas the Gospel proposition is a simple mechanism, so
to speak, its actual workings are very demanding, serious, and
complex. It can never be rightly portrayed in an "all you have
to do" manner.
The witnessing quote given at the head of this devotion says
that God strictly commands men to repent. That's not a God
who's lowering the bar to garner as many folks as possible. By
putting that permissive kind of face on Him, we've made it possible for countless Christians to have an idol for their God- right
in the lap of His kingdom, it would seem. They've come in by
the Easy gate without taking notice that that gate does not even
open onto the King's property.

Devotion 7

Hebrews 5:14
But solid food is for those full grown,
having exercised the faculties
through habit,
for distinction of both good and bad.

Good and Evil:
Defining God's Morality
The God of the modern gospel touts a view of character that
transcends good and evil. This God's whole system of ethics
and morality seem too sophisticated now to be bound by such
one-dimensional categories.
This has become further confirmation to our minds that we
have arrived at a spiritual plateau far above previous generations. They could see things in terms of good and evil. We can
see the subtleties that are deeper. They were in kindergarten;
we are in graduate school.
But must morality be defined by hues other than black and
white? If there are lighter and darker shades of black and white,
do they define new groupings, or are they just varying degrees
of the two sole categories?
Notice that the Scripture at the head of our devotion defines
spiritual maturity in terms of ability to distinguish good and evil.
That seems to be the highest development our discernment can
attain.
But there are several factors at work in our age convincing us

that mere 'right and wrong' is too simplistic.
One is that we have lost our reverence for the Law of God as
a true representation of His character. When we read certain
"Thou shalt's" and "Thou shalt not's," we are embarrassed that
our God would be so crude or intolerant. Or we simply do not
understand His rationale for the law at all. We have come to
assume that God has progressed in His dealings with man. He
dealt one way in the old days; now He has taken a more enlightened approach. The old ways just weren't sufficient to get
through to man. God had to wait until Christ came to be able to
give a full report of His character requirements. Now we can
see that the Law was a bit elemental. It was an early attempt to
guide man's behavior. Now God can do better. The Law was
black and white. Now we have the full spectrum of colors.
Mingled with this approach is the belief that man himself has
somehow gotten better. Since God has entrusted us with His
very Son, He has put a higher degree of confidence in us. He
has corresponded with us personally. The old stone tablets of
Law represent a time when things weren't very personal between God and man. God was rather angry then. Now He has
cleared the air by Christ's work. Now He can afford to speak
more freely to us. We knew that those former precepts sounded
a bit primitive. He was only giving us what we could bear at the
time. Now He has elevated us by Christ's coming. We can go
straight to a relationship; no need for lengthy definitions of right
and wrong. And as for our new, succinct definition: A relationship with God is right; being without one is wrong. That's the
new morality. The old morality must now be seen in this new
light.
Again, the writer to the Hebrews specifically compares his
audience's spiritual immaturity to what it should have been, and

that was full grown. Then he defines full grown as expert in
Scriptures through constant reading, thinking, and application of
them. Then he defines the finished product of this habit of
Scripture usage as having inner faculties which are able to distinguish what is good and what is evil. THERE IS NO HIGHER
LEVEL OF SPIRITUAL MATURITY.
Jesus walked according to the rule of simple right and wrong.
Matthew 5:19 "Therefore, whoever relaxes one of these
commandments [speaking of Moses’ commandments], the
least, and shall teach men so, he shall be called least in the
kingdom of Heaven. But whoever does and teaches them,
this one shall be called great in the kingdom of Heaven."
We can do no better than this. Spirituality cannot be defined
any better than by the Law of God. "Love God." What can be
more sophisticated than this? Except we have made it more sophisticated; which is probably why so little real love for God is
manifested in our day.
And love for God is relationship. We cannot supersede simple right and wrong by relationship with God. Those who obscure the need for discerning good and evil are the ones who
endanger relationship with God.
The fact is, good and evil are very subtle and complex. They
go as deep as our souls go. They go as deep as any decision we
must make. They go as deep as any situation in life. They are
not simplistic at all. Everything must ultimately be seen as either good: glorifying God, or evil: not glorifying Him according
to His definition. There are many activities we instinctively believe glorify God which do not. We need complete immersion
into the Scriptures to be able to weigh those instincts accurately.
Then we'll merely discover God’s existing definition of right

and wrong. Then we'll be mature.
Are you thus immersed in Scriptures?
Is the ability to judge good and evil your goal?
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Devotion 1

1 Corinthians 14:15
What then is it?
I will pray with the spirit,
and I will also pray with the mind;
I will sing with the spirit,
and I will also sing with the mind.

Spirit Versus Mind
Modern Christianity sees man's heart as superior to his
head in spiritual things.
God is purportedly communicating to man's heart, seeking to move him at an emotional level to accept the Gospel. The place of reason in this process is to unveil to men
their latent desire for God. It is assumed that men inwardly
yearn for God but that various distractions and temptations
have suppressed that yearning. Once we reasonably present God's love and sympathy to them, they will see that
they have no need to hide from God any longer. So we
reason them around their obstacles, and- Voila!- we should
have a decision for Christ!*
Then, once men are Christians, God wants to relate to
them on a heart level. He doesn't want us simply conceiving of Him in our minds or contemplating Christianity as a
sort of theory. No, in fact, too much thinking gets in the
way.*
When questions perplex us and we begin considering too
many factors, too many Biblical angles, we remind ourselves in our consternation that it ultimately doesn't matter
what the answer is- we're going to find out about it all in

Heaven! It's not worth getting in a turmoil over now!**
Heart is frequently pulled out as a trump card over head.
Whenever an issue isn't being settled as we'd like, we point
to the unbalanced nature of our antagonist, that he's making
the Christian life a bunch of speculative hocus pocus instead of just concentrating on loving and serving the Lord.
Heart is in the ascendancy in modern Christianity.
But Paul seems to view things differently.
differently
In the area of worship, where we would think heart is
definitely supposed to dominate head, Paul says that both
are to be even. One is not to be given sway over the other.
In the verse at the head of the devotion, Paul seems concerned that heart NOT dominate head. The Corinthians
had been emphasizing incomprehensible communication
with God. Paul said that was dangerous business. He said
that he never wanted to put his mind in neutral. Worship
was always supposed to be a rational activity. Every act of
worship is a call to total human involvement. To leave my
brain in neutral is to give God only part of myself. Furthermore, it is to invite confusion, for the mind gives order to
the spirit and its expressions.
Modern Christianity has undervalued the mind in many
ways; but we have not thereby improved our hearts as we
have supposed. We have only made them unaccountable,
so we can presume our hearts are very spiritual. Then we
safeguard our arrogance by making minds inferior wards of
an inferior domain, so they cannot give relevant critique in
the area of heart/spirit.
Many falsehoods have been firmly established in Christendom while mind has been consigned to scullery duty.
* This paragraph assumes heart dominating head.
** We should not be in turmoil, but we cannot ‘turn off’ our

minds to avoid it. Our minds are essential in bringing the truths
to mind by which God gives us peace.

Devotion 2

Luke 8:18
Then observe how you hear;
for whoever may have,
it will be given to him;
and whoever may not have,
even what he seems to have
will be taken from him.

The previous twelve devotions, two of them in two
parts, present a sort of Ten Commandments for modern
Christianity. We might summarize them as follows:
1) Thou shalt not conceive of God as self-centered, but as
man-centered.
2) Thou shalt seek to guide men to accept this God.
3) Thou shalt invite man to meet God at the conference
table of man’s needs.
4) Thou shalt thus satisfy God's need for fellowship.
5) Thou shalt therefore not represent this God as vengeful,
but rather regretful in punishment.
6) Thou shalt not hold the infinite God to a written testimony.
7) Thou shalt conceive of and present God as love, totally
and fully.

8) Remember the gospel to keep it simple; surely, "All
you have to do is ..."
9) Honor morality as beyond the simplistic categories of
good and evil.
10) God shall have no minds before Him, but hearts first
and foremost.
And the truths from God's Word which answered this
Deca-logjam were:
1) God's motive in creating was to glorify Himself.
2) Man's need is for God to accept him, not vice-versa.
3) God meets man at the conference table of His righteousness.
4) God is self-sufficient and has no dependence on the
creation for fellowship or anything else.
5) God has no regret in punishing the wicked eternally.
6) God has said exactly what He intended in Scripture and
will never amend a word.
7) God does not love compulsively, but freely, choosing
whom He will love, and hating those worthy of it.
8) The Gospel requires a total commitment from man.
9) The highest code of conduct is the complete understanding of the two categories good and evil.
10) God speaks to the mind to transform it, and, through
it, to transform the heart also.
With so much variation from true doctrine, has the evangelical church become its own new cult, like the Jehovah's
Witnesses or Mormons?

Devotion 3

Psalm 1:1
Blessed is the man
who has not walked
in the counsel of the immoral

"Walking" connotes activity. The godly man does not
walk, or behave, in a certain manner.
To "walk in the counsel" of someone is to act according
to his advice. It is not necessarily to consciously hold to
their advice. Most people live according to advice with
which they would never consciously agree.
For instance, most men walk according to the counsel,
"Do not make God the whole end of your existence."
However, you would be hard pressed to find even one who
would vocalize this as part of his credo. Quite the contrary! Most men will make it sound as though their objectives include giving God His due. (True, this is not the
same as making God the center of their lives, but it roughly
answers the general idea in their eyes.)
So man can and does live according to advice for which
he has no words, no specific formulas- even advice he might
verbally deny.
The psalmist's warning is to avoid living according to
the advice of the ungodly, even be it unformulated.

This requires that we become
aware of what the immoral advise.
Another point. Are the lawless aware of the full ramifications of the counsel they give? No. Just as they them-

selves walk according to unspoken advice, so they give
advice with unspoken principles behind it.
Their advice for us to "live it up" is based on the unconsciously held belief that, again, God is not to be central to
our lives. Even though they may not consent to this godless belief in words, it is the principle that guides them.
They may, in fact, seek to make concessions to a Godcentered philosophy, admitting that it is right and honorable. Again, we are being warned about how theywalk, not
necessarily how they speak.
So the positive side of the psalmist's warning is to be
conscious of certain advice:
Psalm 1:1, 2 Blessed is the man who has not walked in the
counsel of the immoral, and has not stood in the way of
sinners, and has not sat in the seat of scorners. But his delight is only in the Law of Yahweh, and he meditates in
His Law day and night.

Notice that the psalmist does not contrast the ungodly's
walk to the Christian's walk. For the Christian, it is what
he thinks. The Psalmist knows that we will walk according
to what we think. He also knows that we will not be able
to retain unpleasant thoughts in our minds, so he tells us
that it is the man to whom God's instructions (root meaning
of "Law") are pleasant who will distinguish himself
from the ungodly.
The man who 'mumbles' (root meaning of "meditates")
Scriptures will be placing them in his conscious thoughts.
He will be learning, not only God's counsel, but how to live
deliberately by it, rather than according to unspoken principles.
What is the next big challenge after we begin putting

Scriptures right before us to walk by them? The next big
challenge, even bigger than the first, is to recognize where
we still walk unconsciously according to immoral advice.
The normal mode of Christian existence, unfortunately,
is to put correct notions in our head, altering a definite part
of our lifestyles according to them, but then leave large,
underlying, ungodly standards in place in our lives. The
correct notions and practices actually become camouflage
against recognizing the incorrect!
That's one reason we must meditate on Scriptures day
and night. If we're thinking about them all the time, we
are more likely to 'stumble' upon our underlying sins.
Spotty meditations are like slovenly guards on patrol whom
our sins may watch and time their movements to avoid.
Let us move with certainty from living by UNSPOKEN advice to putting God's SPOKEN advice before our minds constantly.

Devotion 4

Psalm 1:1

Blessed is the man
who does not walk in the counsel of the immoral,
and does not stand in the path of sinners,
and does not sit in the seat of scorners.

Part Two
"Blessed is the man who... does not stand in the path of
sinners."

Having discussed the godly man's walk, the psalmist
further describes his stance.
One would think that when we spoke of the sinners' path,
we would talk about our not walking thereon. But the
psalmist instead, in the first line, related our walk to the
advice we follow. When it comes to our path, he is only
concerned about whether we are standing on a certain road.
Why is this?
It is because where our FEET come to rest spiritually,
that’s who we are.
The psalmist has us picture a stationary man, an OBSERVER of who travels this road and how they proceed.
You see, among whom we stand, on their road we will also
eventually take counsel and walk. The psalmist has moved
from counsel in our HEAD making us walk to the position
of our FEET leading us to become. He’s telling us that
there are two equally effective ways to corrupt us: one
from within and one from without.
The FEET are also a test for the HEAD. If our Head has
been cleared, it will comprehend the path on which the sinner’s Feet will be found. We see why he is on that road
and where it leads. We will therefore steer clear of it. Our
Feet will comply with our Head’s knowledge.
Furthermore, our Feet tell us where we really are by the
COMPANY we keep. Are those we invite into our hearts as
brothers those who delight in God’s instructions? Whichever their viewpoint, I’m certainly adjusting my own life
rationale according to theirs.
The psalmist is therefore testing whether we have
brought men's underlying principles out into the light of
day. If we have, then we know that appearances alone will
be deceiving. If we spend long on the concourse of the de-

ceived, we will begin to accept their own deception that
this road is really not against God, it is just for me. And if
God Himself is for me, how can He be against that? Furthermore, many whom we will have to concur are sinners
do, nevertheless, give God His due in their own way. Our
decision as to whether their offering is acceptable ultimately reveals the basis for our own standing with God.
The psalmist is being very thorough in dividing mankind
into its REAL categories: two and two only: for or against
God. If I am for those who are against God...
Then, if we see and keep uncovered before us the underlying philosophies by which sinners live, we will always be
aware of the unpleasant fact of their road's final destination. Psalm One makes this gloomy subject prevalent in its
latter portion. Everything about how men think and act
ends up in where they spend eternity.
The problem is, it doesn't seem like this while
we stand side by side with them on this
planet. Therefore, while we must walk physical roads

with the immoral, we are to keep before our mind's eye the
spiritual road that dooms them. This, per our nature, is all
that will keep us from envying their road, secretly (perhaps
even secret to ourselves) or outright.
Those who ignore man's real underlying principles
have a more carefree approach to life. They seem, on a
certain level, like the ones who believe in the goodness of
God. They just amble down life's path, fairly certain that
everything will turn out alright. Aren't they really showing
confidence in God?
Why is it that I am the one who is in so much turmoil,
toiling to make my path right and guard myself from spiritual dangers? It only seems to yield me more heartache
than the average Joe.

Whenever we catch ourselves spiritually loitering on the
road of those who go astray, saying, in effect, “Hey, these
are OK comrades,” we must remember that the power
of fellowship is greater than naked philosophy. What we merely SAY we believe when asked

is trumped by WHOM we treat as our brother. We cannot
stand on a road without participating in its way (interesting
that the word “way” is both the word for a path and a philosophy/viewpoint).
The psalmist is saying this: it’s easy in this world to
STAND among/ fellowship with those of an ungodly outlook. They’re not a bad sort outwardly. I’m not DOING
everything they do anyway. They’re walking that path;
I’m only standing on it. I’m still maintaining my standards
- God’s standards. “No you’re not,” the psalmist quietly
looks us dead in the eye.
The psalmist’s viewpoint leads to a value system which
seems a bit reclusive. But it is only a testimony to the
weakness of our spirits. The psalmist is not telling us to
avoid sinners altogether; that’s impossible (1 Cor 5:10).
But because we cannot avoid them, we must keep our eyes
on our spiritual FEET, for they are always prone to REST
on one spiritual road, when we are supposed to be MOVING on the other road.

Devotion 5
Psalm 1:1
Blessed is the man
who does not walk in the counsel of the immoral,
and does not stand in the path of sinners,
and does not sit in the seat of scorners.

Part Three
If we had been left to pair a match with the counsel of
the immoral, we likely would have chosen thinking:
"Blessed is the man who has not thought in the counsel of
the immoral." If we had been left to make a suitable match
for the path of sinners, as we said before, we would have
naturally thought of walking in their path, rather than, as
the psalmist gives it, standing in their path. Walking, instead, was matched with the immoral's counsel.
Now for the third of his matches, the psalmist gives us
the scorner's seat. But instead of surprising us, we are
given the expected sitting in the scoffer's seat. There is a
surprise, though, and it is in the very activity of the
mocker. The Hebrew word for scorner means "to make
mouths at." Therefore, we wouldn't have first thought of a
scorner's seat; we would've thought of a scorner's speech:
"... and has not mocked with the disdain of the scoffer," or
something of the like.
For the psalmist's sense, consider the progression of
thought. We are to be aware of the underlying principles
of the lawless. Based on that awareness, we are to avoid
loitering on their roadside spiritually, since that would
gradually erode our impression that they indeed have god-

less premises (The very nature of deceptive underlying
principles is that they portray contrary to what they are).
Now the psalmist follows by saying that should we fail to
position ourselves in a 'separatist mentality'- we will settle
into ("sit" in) an attitude of skepticism.
Oh, we may have all the right words to convey faith,
even all the right defenses of the faith in our heads, but we
will develop an attitude that sits back and looks at life cynically.
Take note of the sitting.
The scorner does not assume his equal participation in
life.
He sees life as a game he must beat. He instinctively
responds with animosity towards God- towards His providences. He has been knocked down one more time than he
would stand, and he has vowed to be more savvy from now
on. So he withdraws himself to a distant vantage point
mentally. He has progressed to the opposite end of the
simple. The simple merely follows; the scorner resists being pulled along. The scorner's spirit says, in effect, "Life
is God's game. For Him to win, I have to play. On my
turn, I'll pass until I see a reason to make a move." In his
speech, he may just sound like a guy with his eyes wide
open. In fact, he is out to beat 'the system', or at least not
be beaten by it. Yes, he is at war with God.

A professing Christian can very easily become a
scorner.
Our belief confronts us all the time with the presence of
God. We acknowledge His activity and sovereignty, so, at
every turn, we are consciously comparing our beliefs about
Him with what is happening to us in life. Why did God do
this to me? Why didn't He stop that from happening to

me?
A nice theological answer may keep the wolves of unbelief at bay, but one sour grape in our attitude will quickly
lead to a whole spoiled bunch. The wolves come in the
back way. We are soon howling our discontent with them
without even knowing it. We cross swords with the theological wolves outside the house while we make guests of
the wolves of distrust within.
It is humiliating to think that our only remedy for this is
to go back to harsh first principles. We have to recognize
our own enmity with God. It never goes away in this life.
It can only be held in practical subjection by the Spirit being in the ascendancy. Therefore, the Spirit's ascen-

dancy includes constant acknowledgment of my own
waywardness. If I must retain the knowledge of the un-

godly's fate, I must also retain the knowledge of my own
penchant for his same ungodliness. I must see, as it were,
at least one toe of mine ever pointing itself back onto the
road to Hell (for many professing Christians do start well,
only to end in Perdition).
Now … where might you be sitting in the scorner's
seat?
Where have you failed to manifest contentedness for any
of God's providences in your life, or perhaps all of them as
a bundle?
… specifically in contrast to what others have and enjoy?

Devotion 6

Psalm 80:8
You have brought a vine out of Egypt;
You have cast out the nations and planted it.

The Ebb and Flow of the Church
God breaks the world's previous dominion over us. He
brings us "out of Egypt".
He makes a place for the Church in the world. "You
have cast out the nations and planted it." Prior provinces
are moved out so we can be moved in. (As we see in
Psalm 80, our title to a domain is provisional. Just as God
warned the Israelites that the land would expel them if they
behaved as the Canaanites had, so He warns all generations
of His people.)
Psalm 80:9 You cleared before it, and You have rooted its
roots

God prepared the environment for our growth long before we arrived. He plants us deep, designing us to remain.
Psalm 80:9 ... and it has filled the land.
God spreads the influence of His initially receptive and
obedient Church far and wide.
Psalm 80:10 The hills were covered with its shadow

The Church's influence reaches to the highest places in
her obedience.
Psalm 80:10 ... and its boughs were as the cedars of God.

As in the parable of the mustard seed, the Church's widespread influence is recognized by powers throughout
earth's realms.
Psalm 80:11 It sent out its boughs to the sea, and its
branches to the river.

Notice that God sets initial limits on the Church's domain. It goes so far and no farther. But this is good until
He establishes His kingdom on earth, for the Church is always learning the hard lesson that being 'too big for her
britches' leads to ruin:
Psalm 80:12 Why have You broken down its hedges, so
that all those who pass by the way pluck it?

All can be lost with the greatest of ease. In the psalmist's
day, the Church was back down to ground level; from the
heights of cedars to the invasions of root-grubbing beasts.
The Church is always repeating this cycle. We learn and
we forget. We rise and we fall. But we are destined to rise
at last and stand without falling. In the meantime, we learn
the same lesson the Patriarchs learned: the best means on
earth is of no avail without the Lord's direct involvement.
The Law did not perfect the Patriarchs, and the Gospel (as
an unutilized means) does not perfect us.
The Law began to perfect those in whose heart it was
planted. The Gospel begins to perfect us, whose perfection
awaits our glorification.

How far can we progress in the spread of our dominion
throughout the world? The most sanctified Church has always been the one filled with the most sanctified saints.
Unless there is a significant rise in the proportion of these,
the old adage will prove true time and again:
Eccl 10:1 As dead flies cause the perfumer's ointment to
stink and ferment; so a little foolishness is heavier than
wisdom and than honor.

So we concede the ascendancy to unrighteousness? No,
we simply remember that righteousness resides with the
Lord and press closer to Him. If we do, perhaps we will
experience one of the more extensive revivals in history.

Devotion 7

Psalm 80:19
Turn us again, Yahweh,
the God of Hosts;
cause Your face to shine,
and we shall be saved.

Asking God to cause His face to shine implies two
things:
1) His glorious face is turned away from us;
us that is
why we cannot see its radiance;
2) We are therefore not being saved, not being delivered from sin.

God is Life. When He is turned away from us, there is
only one realm for us to walk in- the realm of death.
When God is not happy with His people, they must do as
the psalmist did in Psalm 80: recall before Him the former days, when God established them and did great things
in and through them. Recall also our downfall
downfall, our presumption. Recall His righteous judgment on us. Recall
to Him the reasons for His own Name's sake that He
should have mercy on us once again.
The Psalm ends with the third repetition of the request
that God would turn Himself toward us again. The means
by which we ask Him to accomplish this is to "turn us
again". We were the ones who faced away from God. We
are now wandering hopelessly. If He will turn us back towards Himself, as He brought us to Himself initially, then
we will saved, then we will be out of the trouble that has
found us.
It is high time for the Church to be praying this, but we
will only do so if, as the psalmist, we SEE the pitiable state
we are in.
Enough of the reports that it's "true o'clock and all's
well."
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Devotion 1

Jeremiah 1:10
Behold, I have today appointed you
over the nations and over the kingdoms,
to root out, and to tear down,
and to destroy, and to throw down,
to build, and to plant.

You cannot build a new building on top of an old
one.
Imagine builders coming to the site of an existing
house and beginning to lay a foundation for a new
house right on top of the old one. How well will that
foundation settle? How well will the new house stand
when they have built it?
The Christian life is a new building project. God is
not trying to patch up our old house:
Col 3:9, 10 Do not lie to one another, having put off
the old man with his practices, and having put on
the new, having been renewed in full knowledge according to the image of the One creating him

We often do not want to let go of the old. If we
manage to let go of it initially, we often go back and
find it. But the garment of Christianity cannot be worn
as a supplemental suit.
No mistaking- many do wear it as a supplemental
suit; it's just that such a garb is not real Christianity. It
is a counterfeit. The old garment is infested with lep-

rosy, if you will (exactly accurate per Old Testament
analogy); and the leprous garment, while hidden from
others' view by an overcoat of Christian form, is infecting us all the more powerfully by its snug inner alignment.
Furthermore, the Christian life is not just a "having
put off," but a continuous "now put off":
Col 3:8 But now, you also, put off all these things:
wrath, anger, malice, evil-speaking, shameful speech
out of your mouth.

We must always be putting off the deeds and
thoughts of the flesh, because they are always selfregenerating within us. We never leave them behind in
this life, no matter how strong the new man in Christ
becomes. But that's how the new man grows strong:
THROUGH THE EXERCISE OF CONTINUOUS PUTTING OFF.
It is a lifelong 'weight lifting' course.
Preaching must deal with us like a bulldozer. It
must first wipe clean the ground of our old edifice before it can begin to rebuild in the image of Christ.
Those who only want the rebuilding without the tearing down are foolish and will have an unstable shelter,
only as trustworthy as what's underneath it. When they
stand before Christ, the old will crumble as well as the
supposedly new for which it served as the foundation.
In light of this, "Do not lie to one another" in Colossians 3:9 above would seem to be warning us not to
comfort one another with the old, "Everything's fine."

Devotion 2

2 Timothy 4:2
Preach the Word,
be urgent in season, out of season,
convict, warn, encourage
with all long-suffering and teaching.

When God is made known by preaching- that is, His
Word is allowed to speak for itself, the preacher only
being a messenger of what it says, not an editor making it acceptable for the people- then God's people love
Him. They recognize Fatherly love in the convicting
and warning- both, forms of loving discipline.
There will be times when even real Christians are
apprehensive about Scriptures. They squirm under the
Father's hand. But eventually, their will is broken, and
they submit to His will.
Those who aren't His children will never acclimate
themselves to Scriptures. The "out of season" preaching Paul references will be all they need to 'prove' that
the preacher's method is incorrect. If he were a real
gospel preacher, he wouldn't be plowing ahead when
people were offended or left behind:
2 Timothy 4:3 For a time will be when they will not
endure sound doctrine

Their hatred of Scriptures, then, is the showing of
their true colors. However much they talk about the
true depiction of Jesus being their only motive, their

relationship to Scriptures is, nonetheless, their relationship to Jesus. That's the disguise Paul is telling us to
look past:
2 Timothy 4:4 and they will turn away the ear from
the truth and will be turned aside to myths.

Of course their myths are not going to be from
Greek mythology or fairytale books. Their myths will
be from Scriptures: from their misinterpretations of
Scriptures:
2 Peter 3:16 [Paul's] epistles, ... in which are some
things hard to understand, which the unlearned and
unsettled twist, as also they do the rest of the Scriptures, to their own destruction.

And to them, this is merely one of God's many injustices. How could He hold them accountable for hardto-understand writings? Why didn't He just come out
and say what He meant? That's how their preachers do
it!
2 Timothy 4:3 ... they will not endure sound doctrine, but according to their own desires, they- itching
in the hearing- will multiply to themselves teachers

“How could a whole raft of teachers support our
view and us be wrong?!”
So the true preaching of Scriptures causes God's
people to love Him more and the rest to disown Him.

Devotion 3

Psalm 46:9
He makes wars cease to the end of the earth.
He breaks the bow, and shatters the spear.
He burns the chariots in the fire.

God is the terminator of war.
But the only way Earth will be finished with war
once and for all is when earth's war lords are halted. If
events around the Last Judgment in Revelation 20 are
in any way historical and sequential, the last two warlords God will overcome will be the Beast (Antichrist),
then Satan himself. Then war will be no more.
The permanence of war until that time is because
Man has war in his breast:
Romans 8:7 because the mind of the flesh is hostile
towards God; for it is not subject to God's law, neither
indeed can it be.

All hostile men must eventually be put away forever
for Psalm 46:9 to be fulfilled. Wars will not cease until man ceases; either that, or the war must cease from
man's breast. And, of course, that is what God does in
the Gospel:
John 14:27 I leave peace to you; My peace I give to
you. Not as the world gives I give to you. Let not your
heart be troubled, nor let it be timid.

This is why meekness is such an important Christian
quality. Meekness says that war-likeness has departed
from our breasts, or at least been quelled by a greater
power.
How about in you?
Is your life only struggle, fighting in the world,
fighting people, fighting with yourself?
Or has the peace of Christ entered your heart, and
has His reign begun to quiet the noise of battle?

Devotion 4

Psalm 46:10
Be still and know that I am God!

Notice the connection God makes between our
knowing Him and our stillness. We cannot know Him
without being still, without desisting from speech and
activity. Input of other things and output in general
must cease in order to allow the input of the knowledge
of God.
Spiritually speaking, man is a noisy, busy creature.
Even just physically and mentally, we generally
have very little time where we simply sit still and clear
our minds. Whenever we get still, it is usually for the
purpose of sleeping. Other times when we get still, our
minds are still a whirr of motion. We sit to read, to
watch, to listen to media.

Spiritually, we are an airport receiving and sending
the planes of our activities, relationships, and reactions
round the clock. Our spirit just never slows down for
considerations of God.
The one plane- circling, circling, ever circling the
airport- is the knowledge of God. We have to schedule
its landing, call it down. But the knowledge of God is
the visit of a VIP. We have to get all our outbound
planes off and put all other inbound planes on circling
pattern for a while. That's why so many professing
Christians spend so little time with God. We just can't
mentally arrange an interruption in our schedules.
God already spends so much time circling, you know.
And, after all, He does have an infinite supply of fuel,
unlike the other planes. All these other planes- if I don't
attend to them, there'll be big crashes!
But we miss the fact that our relationship with God
crashed long ago. God might as well not be circling
the airport anymore. We've forgotten His plane's codes
even if we wanted to call Him down.
Even those few Christians who do actually spend a
few moments with God every day are usually only
scheduling a one-runway stopover with a conference
call. Their other runways barely stop, if at all, as God
gets hailed and assailed with our list of needs. Hey,
and thanks for keeping my airport going! You're the best!
Oo, say- look at the time! It's been great, but time to renew
Your circling pattern, Sir.
We remind ourselves how understanding He is about
all this. We begin to feel bad about it for a moment-

but, jumpin' junipers!- here comes another plane! I almost
missed it. That could've spelled disaster! Certainly God
sees my hands are tied. Certainly He understands.
But does He?
What we need to understand is that Psalm 46:10 is a
command. God is not suggesting that we be still, He is
commanding it. He is not advancing a proposal that
we know He is God, He is decreeing it. God is not just
a ball of infinite understanding that we bounce at our
pleasure. He gets wearied of disobedience. He begins
to close avenues of fellowship (meaning after we close
them, He seals them off).
There are two reasons most Christians never still
themselves for the intake of God's presence and knowledge:
1) We just never learned 'prayer language'.* Prayer is
a whole new vocabulary and grammar, if you will. It's
partly that we're learning to communicate with someone we formerly hated and rebelled against; and our
hatred and rebellion still have to be dealt with on a
daily basis. It's also partly that we are only returning
communication in prayer: Scripture is the initial part
of the conversation: God talking to us. We just don't
have a good enough handle on what He first said for
the conversation to get into a flow.
2) There are things in our lives that we sense displease Him, and we really don't want to talk about

them. We don't want to talk generally because we're
afraid the conversation will get around to those items.
We're generally uncomfortable in His presence, our
conscience bearing witness against us. Prayer becomes
a burden.
Those are the two main reasons our airports never
stop and God never comes in.
If we did stop and He did come in, His subsequent
circling pattern would become the remote, on-site
watchtower for our airport. He would be the one radioing in directions to us round the clock. We would
just become His traffic-handlers.
Every day would be a serious and joyful visit
(Scriptures & prayer) followed by closeness to God
(mindfulness of Him, meditation on Scriptures, continued prayer): this pattern until He called our tower up
to His air-port for reassignment.

* Not to be confused with speaking in tongues. Relatively few Christians were apportioned this gift (as
was true of any gift, per the Spirit’s fairly even distribution of the gifts throughout Christ’s body, 1 Cor.
12), and it did not increase their knowledge of God.
That is why Paul corrected them in saying that his
method was praying with the spirit and with the understanding. The spirit is useless without the mind (1
Cor 14:15).

Devotion 5

Psalm 39:1
I said, "I will guard my ways,
that I may not sin with my tongue.
I will guard my mouth as with a muzzle
while the wicked is before me."

Psalm 39 is a response to the presence of the
wicked.
Psalm 39:2, 3 I was dumb, keeping still; I kept silent,
even from good; and my sorrow grew worse. My
heart was hot within me; while I was musing, the fire
burned; I spoke with my tongue:

The psalmist is under a lot of pressure from the
wicked. As a Christian, though, he takes his problem
to God. He realizes that it is God, not the wicked, with
whom he has to do:
Psalm 39:4, 5 O Yahweh, make me to know my end,
and the measure of my days, what it is; let me know
how lacking I am. Behold, You have given my days
as a handbreadth, and my lifetime is nothing before
You. Surely every man standing is altogether vanity.
Selah.

So the psalmist realizes that life is too short to experience it in terms of the wicked.
In the second part of the psalm, the psalmist realizes
that the wicked get swept away. All he needs to con-

centrate on is being delivered from what makes them
wicked in the first place: transgression:
Psalm 39:6 - 8 surely man walks about in a shadow;
surely they make an uproar in vain; he heaps up and
does not know who is gathering them. And now what
do I await, Lord? My hope is in You. Deliver me
from all my transgressions; do not set me forth as the
reproach of the fool.

Then he returns to the bother of the wicked and confesses God's sovereignty even in that!
Psalm 39:9 - 11 I was mute; I did not open my mouth,
because You had done it. Turn away Your stroke
from me; I am consumed by the blow of Your hand.
You correct a man with rebukes over iniquity; and as
a moth You melt away what he desires. Surely every
man is vanity. Selah.

No, the wicked really didn't do it at all. It was all
You, God.
Imagine a modern Christian saying that! Our age
could only speak as above in a tone of blame.
Ah, to have the BIG GOD the psalmist had! The
wicked are too small potatoes to even be a trouble! I'd
better get right with God- and Him alone!
All this, even though the psalmist ends on a sad
note. His problem is not resolved as of the writing of
the psalm:
Psalm 39:12 Hear my prayer, Yahweh, and give ear

to my cry. Do not be silent at my tears, for I am an
alien with You, a pilgrim, as were all my fathers.
Look away from me and I will be cheerful before I go
away and be no more.

Some problems don't get resolved until Heaven. Not
to despair, so long as our orientation to problems is
right, as in this psalm.
Devotion 6

Matthew 23:24
Blind guides, straining out the gnat,
but swallowing the camel!

The scribes and Pharisees were wonderful compartmentalizers of religion.
A compartmentalizer is someone who puts things in
compartments.
Compartmentalizing is necessary to some degree.
After all, how can we 'get our minds around' certain
ideas without putting them within definable limits,
without putting them into mental compartments? But
some of those limits are only limits of terminology.
We have terminology, for instance, for the concept of
infinity, whether we can directly experience infinity or
not.* So the mere fact that we compartmentalize does
not make us incorrect or inaccurate. An expert compartmentalizer, then, can either be a very wise or a very
perverse person. The Pharisees were very perverse

people.
A proper compartmentalizer simply relates distinguishable matters to one another in proper proportion.
The Pharisees had huge discrepancies between compartments and the matters in them. They could give
enough attention to tiny details to 'strain out a gnat';
then they could overlook such huge universals as to
'swallow a camel'. Their study of Scripture led to the
most grotesque monstrosities of doctrine. If they were
going to pay such minute attention to tithing, then they
should have had a vast comprehension of judgment,
mercy, and faith to go along with it. But, in fact, in
their system, tithing was more important than justice,
mercy, or faith:
Matthew 23:23 Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees,
hypocrites! For you pay tithes of mint and dill and
cummin, and you have left aside the weightier matters of the Law: judgment, and mercy, and faith.

So the Pharisees had a rather considerable-sized
compartment for tithing. It consumed a substantial
portion of their lives- lives which were largely devoted
to religion. Then the compartment in which they attended to matters of justice, mercy, and faith was much
smaller. What's more, it was a shelf item. They simply had never perceived the proper proportions. And
this was no accident. It never is.** We always allot space
to matters according to the workings of our spirits. The Pharisees had deformed spirits, so their doctrines had to
conform to that deformity.***
Now here is a danger about compartments. When

we make compartments for our Christianity, we can
mentally reduce the size of the
so that our compartment seems rather large by
comparison. We can make our little hobby-horse seem
awfully important. And this is where today's Pharisees
- ugly Christians- ply their trade. Rather than trying to
truly evaluate what's important to God in what order,
they assume that what strikes them as important is indeed the most important. They sense an area where
they can make remarkable progress, so they label
that area Priority One.

Obviously, this is nothing less than taking Christianity out of God's hands. It is virtually making ourselves
into God. That’s what the Pharisees did.
Admittedly, we all fall short in prioritizing Christian
doctrine and commands properly, but there is such a
thing as sincerity in motive and attempt; and then there
are the Pharisees. There is such a thing as getting matters in the right order, as Jesus instructed His disciples.
We all build spiritual compartments. Do ours approximate Scriptures yet? Where are we being unduly
particular, and where are we ignoring priority tenets
(like forgiving all offenses, Matt 6:14-15)?
* Our accuracy in these areas, like all areas, depends on
how well our ideas correspond to Scripture-defined
reality.
** Jesus had no expectation that by simply telling the
Pharisees their imbalance that they would repent.
*** The correct use of doctrines is the opposite: not to
mold them per our tastes, but as a repair shop for
our deformities.

Devotion 7

1 Peter 5:2
Feed the flock of God among you

It is very easy for a preacher to become a dispenser
of advice, while he himself dwells in a plane of existence where this advice doesn't really reach.
Peter tells the elders to feed the flock of God which
is "among them." The preacher is to be 'down there'
with the sheep. Peter specifically forbids a superior
attitude:
1 Peter 5:3 nor as lording it over those allotted to you
by God

Again, it is very easy for the pastor to unconsciously
adopt the attitude: "I formulate the decrees; you keep
them." A good preacher makes God's Word understandable to the flock. He performs an invaluable service thereby. But he can fall into the trap of reckoning
that his responsibility has virtually ended there.*
Any Christian who gives advice to others can fall
prey to the 'uninvolved mentor' mentality. "God gave
me the gift of wisdom, so that's my contribution. If I
understand it, naturally I have mastered it. Right?”
Wrong. Mastery of concept in no way insures mastery
of practice
practice.
Peter is told how his advice is to be conveyed to the
flock:

1 Peter 5:3 ... but becoming examples to the flock.

Teachers and advisors must MODEL what they teach.
They must not let the admiration of others ferment to
flattery in their minds, ruining their souls.
Preachers are official representatives of God. Peter
had just told them:
1 Peter 4:11 If anyone speaks, let it be as the words of
God.

When the preacher says, "God says ...", he is on another plane. He is a direct spokesman for God. But
then he must also become a recipient of those words
just like everyone else in the congregation. This often
requires a sort of tightrope walk in the preacher's own
soul: “You must… We must,” then, privately, “I
must.”
You who are gifted to give advice (and most Christians seem to develop some expertise in the craft), be
careful that you are a receiver of your own guidelines.
The "Adviser is above the Doer" mentality creeps in
very subtly and surely to the unwary. You are now
wary.
* This, unfortunately, is not to imply that most preachers succeed in making Scriptures understandable. Most preachers do
not even set out to do so. Most only want some version of
Christianity, or some preferred, limited synopsis of the Bible, to
be understood. They do not teach the people how to test for
truth content. Some do not even start by wanting to confer understanding of any kind, since they have despaired of a comprehensible approach to life.
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Devotion 1

Psalm 56:4
In God I will praise His Word

The psalmist praised not only God Himself, but
God’s Word also.
Not many people do that, especially in our day.
We have inherited a mentality in which God as personal is separate from God through writing. God is
considered to be who He is on the one hand; but the
Bible is only a description of Him on the other. He is
not really perceived as speaking when a Bible text is
read (unless it’s a verse we deem worthy of God).
We modern Christians start with a very firm idea of
who God is; then we come to Scriptures and find them
a bit frustrating at places. We believe in a God who
does all He can to befriend man; we therefore find it
difficult to receive the Bible as a truly practical representation of Him. So many passages and concepts in
the Bible are just not 'user friendly'.
"In God I praise His Word." The psalmist did not
rule out having to study painstakingly first to understand the Word. He did not rule out having to work his
way through seeming contradictions. But He came to a
place where He was able to treat Scriptures just as He
treated God Himself. He did not treat the Bible as
something he had to navigate through so that he could
get to the God beyond all the verbiage.

We have to work our souls to the place where we
reverence Scriptures. We have to actually treat them
with reverence. We have to praise them. There is a
danger if we do not. (Ask the average Christian, and
you’ll get the idea that the psalmist was the one in
spiritual trouble because he did praise Scriptures.)
If we do not praise Scriptures, we are reserving our
praise for a God outside the Scriptures, a God, then, of
our own making; a 'God-in-our-heads’. That is idolatry. In praising the words coming directly from Scriptures, we are praising the God who reveals Himself
there.
It is important to even praise God for His words
which we don't understand. It is even important to
praise Him for His word or recorded deeds that offend
us. If we don't, we will never get beyond disrespecting
His Word, separating it from Him, treating it as something we have to mold to our preferred conception of
Him.

Devotion 2

Psalm 47:4
He chooses our inheritance for us,
the glory of Jacob whom He loved. Selah.

God selects our inheritance for us. He did not ask,
"What would you like to have as an inheritance?", for
we would not have judged well for ourselves. That is

not to say that He chose regardless of our liking. He
knows us and wants what is good for us, so certainly
He has chosen what would be most fitting and pleasant
as our inheritance.
He calls our inheritance "the glory of Jacob."
"Jacob" is representative of all God's people, synonymous with "Israel." This would mean that God's people actually do glory, or revel, in what God promises to
them.
What's more, we revel in the very fact that He has
made good promises to us. His promises are our security.
Now that's a mouthful. It may be THE mouthful.
The world operates on the principle of goods received. The Church operates on the principle of goods
promised. There could be no greater difference.
This is not to say that the Church does not have any
promises pertaining to this life. There are promises
from God concerning His provision in this life too.
His character as provider would be suspect if He overlooked our present needs.
But the unbeliever has all he is looking for in this
life. He can't be sure of the next life, so he grasps what
he can reach now. He doesn't understand God's inheritance nor God's choosing of it. The unbeliever's concept of the afterlife (which most unbelievers do maintain) is a reward for his upholding of his own standards
(we all understand them about the same, right?) Or the
religious unbeliever has an inheritance he earns by fol-

lowing his concept of God's rule list.
But the Church sees God's inheritance as a bequest
to Jesus. Jesus earned it on our behalf. We abandon
any personal claim to an inheritance in lieu of an inheritance gained for us. This is the first non-sequitur
the Holy Spirit must put together for us (not that it is
incomprehensible to our minds, but it is impermissible to our pride). Then we learn that the gaining of
this inheritance is not merely our 'signature' insuring a
later collection. It is our name being added to a list of
inheritors, all co-inheritors, who begin to live on the
'property' right now! We are in the kingdom of
Heaven, walking by its laws.
That is why Psalm 47 is a psalm of shouting and
clapping!
Psalm 47:1 All the peoples clap the hand; shout
aloud with a ringing cry of shouting.

We have an inheritance: A kingdom promised and
its power already present in our lives!
We have something the world never could have:
complete security! Security coming from a glorious
inheritance! A permanent inheritance! A lovingly bequeathed and maintained inheritance!

Devotion 3

2 Timothy 4:1
Therefore I solemnly witness
before God and the Lord Jesus Christ,
who is going to judge the living and the dead
according to His appearance and His kingdom,
preach the Word

This is the climactic point of both of Paul's letters to
pastor Timothy. The worst temptation to which Timothy was most likely to succumb was to speak according
to man. Paul's dictum to counter this is therefore,
"Preach the Word."
There are many substitute dictums that can guide
preachers and which have guided them through the
centuries, but the only direction that will find preachers
approved of God is to know and tell the people what
God has testified in Scriptures- to speak according to
God rather than according to man.
The substitute dictum our generation follows in defining preachers is "Relate to Man." Its sister dictum is
"Make God Relevant.” When preachers do these, they
are considered faithful servants of God.
SoIs the minister's main qualification his ability to connect to the people?
Or is his main qualification his ability to connect to
God?
This is certainly not to imply that the pastor most

distant from the people is the best one. A minister solemnly performing ceremony may seem connected to
God, but he cannot thereby connect the people to the
God who speaks in Scriptures. The preacher who
speaks of Scriptures, but in mysteries, not plainly explaining the Bible, is also not truly connected to God;
though he may seem so by his loftiness.
The preacher's ability to connect to God is rightly
defined by his ability to understand and obey Scriptures (if his understanding does not lead to obedience,
it is not true understanding). Then he explains what he
himself understands and follows.
That brings up another substitute dictum our generation falls for: "Be practical rather than theoretical."
But the preacher cannot afford to bend all his messages
towards the practical. He must concentrate on simply
rightly representing all God says. There will surely be
practical application when he does this, but he must not
start by avoiding 'theory'. True practice is based on
correct concept. Sanctification is built on doctrine.
Unfortunately, the Church is not looking for a word
from God in our day.
But we live in strange times. Counterfeits are definitely available. Many flock to preachers who are
TOO connected to God. These men say, "God told
me ..."
Now a minister cannot really be too connected to
God. When he is simply representing God by His
words in Scripture, he is plenty connected to God.
"Too connected" is a facetious way of saying that some

ministers have skipped the intermediate step of studying Scriptures and instead claimed direct revelation
from God.
But the church that wants a word from God by God's
definition simply wants a man who can demonstrate
that this is what God says, solely by his handling of
Scriptures.
Churches are initially frightened by someone who
says, "God says" based simply on Scriptures. They
don't want someone too authoritative. They want
someone who will support the party line:
Matthew 7:28, 29 And it happened, when Jesus
had ended these sayings, that the people were astonished at His doctrine. For He taught them as
one having authority, and not as the scribes.

The scribes were into promoting the status quo.
They therefore could not simply say, "The Scriptures
say ..." They had to say, "Rabbi so-and-so says ...",
"The Mishna says ...", "The Talmud says ..."
No good preacher will ignore insightful commentaries on Scriptures, but ultimately he must decide: What
is God saying here? And that is what he must pass
along to his people.
"Preach the Word."
There is no more profound command given to the
Church through the ages.
There is no command more ignored today.

Devotion 4

Psalm 47:9
The princes of the peoples are gathered together,
The people of the God of Abraham.

A good prince is merely one who attends to his king.
A prince who minds the king's honor and the king's
business is also a prince given princely privileges and
responsibilities.
In Psalm 47, God's princes are determining factors
in what goes on in the world:
Psalm 47:8, 9 God reigns over the nations. God sits
on his holy throne. The princes of the peoples are
gathered together, the people of the God of Abraham.

God's authority is represented through His gathered
nobles.
Satan, of course, has his own representatives on
Earth. In fact, he has wrestled temporary title to earth
away from God by convincing Man to sign on to his
mutiny. Earth is man's (Ps 115:16), given him by
God. Man became Satan's aide. Now Satan does what
he can on Earth to squash Christianity. He raises up
totalitarian states, for instance, to harass the Church.
God trains His knights to bring down Satan's dominions, not politically or militarily, but spiritually, by
means of the proclamation of the Truth.

As princes operating in hostile territory, then, we
stick our necks out daily; but our God is a sufficient
guard:
Psalm 47:9 The princes of the peoples are gathered
together, The people of the God of Abraham. For
the shields of the earth belong to God.

God holds shields to protect us from on high:
Psalm 47:9 The princes of the peoples are gathered
together, The people of the God of Abraham. For
the shields of the earth belong to God. He is greatly
exalted!

From His high, advantageous ground, He can well
protect us; though we are also less likely from here to
see how He does it.
The greatest princely deeds, then, as we walk protected in enemy territory (our God's territory actually,
soon to be reclaimed) are the humble-minded deeds of
service from a heart of love. That was the way the
chief Prince walked:
Acts 10:38 how God anointed Jesus of Nazareth
with the Holy Spirit and with power, and He went
about doing good, and healing all those who were
oppressed by the Devil, for God was with Him.

Jesus said His princes would do even greater works
than His, for we are left the work of teaching men to
walk free of satanic authority and hence free of rebel-

lion's destructive lifestyle. Healing can be had by all.
Let us be princes and princesses, attending to our
King in doing this teaching and helping work today.

Devotion 5

Psalm 119:27
Make me understand the way of Your Precepts,
and I will meditate on Your wonders.

When we pray "make me understand," we are asking
for the creator of our minds to interfere with our thinking processes in a positive way. We are asking Him to
do two things:
1) Remove obstacles to our perception;
2) Compensate for our mental deficiencies.
If you think about it, this is really major interference
we are requesting- not in terms of God's ability, but in
terms of our inability. The granting of perception
would be like Jesus unstopping a blocked ear and restoring a shriveled arm simultaneously- removing an
obstacle and generating something where it did not exist.
When we 'realize' something, we tend to think that
we would have 'gotten it' sooner or later, so we fail to
give credit to God. It is true that He gave us the capacity to think on our own and that that capacity can natu-

rally increase. But when a spiritual truth "comes together" (root meaning of one Greek word for understanding), we ought to thank God. Plus, the granting
of one perception should incite us to ask for another.
Implicit in all this (and the point of our meditation
for the day) is that asking for understanding implies
hunger for knowledge. Understanding is a filling of
that hunger.
The best indication that God is going to grant us understanding is the presence of hunger for understanding in our souls.
It should go without saying that hunger for understanding is not satisfied in a Knowledge Trivia sort of
way. A true hunger for understanding wants to know
God better, wants to understand the working of His
kingdom better, wants to know the mysteries of the human soul so as to better be on guard against temptation, etc. To understand something just for the sake of
having mastered it will only lead to pride (and can only
have come from a motive of pride).
Do you pray "make me understand"?
Do you realize what you are asking when you do?

Devotion 6

1 John 2:16
because all that is in the world-the desire of the flesh,
and the desire of the eyes,
and the ostentation of the life-is not of the Father, but of the world,

Worldliness is divided into three categories by
John. The third category, the "ostentation of
life," (translated “the pride of life” in most Bibles) is
the one least understood by most of us.
"Life" is from the Greek 'bios', having to do with
the external aspect of our lives.
"Ostentation/pride" could also be translated
"swagger," "boastfulness," or "presumptuous confidence".
When we put the two terms together, we are talking about an attitude that we manifest as creatures
whose lives are suited to the earth. The idea is how
naturally we carry assumptions about our
earthly existence. Also implicit in the phrase is
how our earthly experience naturally carries
along those assumptions, as if on the crest of an
undying wave. Of course, our earthly existence itself
is not to blame for this, being impersonal (through it,
we can even admire God's original wisdom in adapt-

ing man's soul to his surroundings).
The “Swagger of Life,” as we might call it, takes
God's amazing correspondence between Earth and its
dominant creature, man, and separates it from God.
Even when a man’s thoughts temporarily turn towards God, he does not make a complete connection
between his own existence and God's design. His
own existence organically blocks the connection out.
It says, "I am alive," with an emphasis on the "I."
It says "I am alive today as I was alive yesterday. I
didn't need an explanation for my life yesterday;
that's proof enough that my life was sufficient unto
itself. My life remains self-sufficient today." We
don’t ask for any proof; our life seems to simply tell
us that we’re on our own, moving along on our own
power.

Therefore, every aspect of life becomes merely a
reinforcement in our minds of our self-sufficiency. It
is not something we reason out; it is an ASSUMPTION. Furthermore, it is an assumption we can
barely escape. We operate by the Pride of Life.
A Christian, then, has not experienced much of a
deliverance if he still operates by this “Bravado of
Existence.” Hopefully, his conversion-understanding
of man's total obligation to his Creator has done
much to break the dominion of his Bravado. But the
assumption remains implicit in our earthly souls. It
is in our bones. "I exist because I exist,” my soul

chants through my ongoing heartbeats and breaths.
“My life moves along on its own,” is the credo I
don’t have to say but simply live. “Plus, I’m obviously
holding the rudder that directs me!" The crazy thing is
that, in a certain sense, this is perfectly correct. God
created us to function on our own (as much as any part
of the Universe does). Unfortunately, with the sin in
our members, our 'automotive' motif becomes an
'independent-of-God' mentality.
THEREFORE (and here's the big point of this meditation), it is much for our good when our earthly confidences are shaken. Flattering assumptions we make
about ourselves, the way others regard us, our relative
good health, our ability to fashion solutions to life's
difficulties: one or more of these are dealt a painful
blow, perhaps a mortal one. We are rocked to our
foundations. We are angry more than helpless-feeling;
irritated more than humbled. This anger shows us how
much the Pride of Life was in charge.
But if we will be thoughtful, we can gain wisdom.
Why was I counting on that? There may have been an
injustice involved in the removal of that earthly confidence. Another person may have unjustly dealt me the
blow. But being reduced to Self without Bravado is
only a good thing. It feels horrible, and it's embarrassing; but it is challenging a natural, sinful assumption of
ours in a way that that assumption wills not to be challenged otherwise: “I am the author of my earthly existence.” The sickness/loss/disappointment answers,

“No you’re not.”
So how will you respond to irritations today? even the most 'inconsequential' ones? Their cumulative affect can go a long way in breaking our
“Corporeal (bodily) Conceit” (so let us rename the
Pride of Life this one last time for our learning) if we
are receptive.

Devotion 7
Psalm 54:5
He shall reward evil to my enemies;
cut them off in Your truth.

Someone who is against me is not necessarily my
enemy.
In the psalmist's outlook, God is expected to be
against his enemies. An enemy is someone against me,
and it is assumed that anyone who doesn't take kindly
to me ALSO doesn't take kindly to my Father, whose
traits I manifested, thus irritating my enemy.
But a fellow believer who is foolishly working mischief against me presently should, by definition, not
be my enemy. He has my same Father. If he is being
belligerent, he has just lost sight of his lineage for the
moment.
Nevertheless, if he behaves unjustly, as an enemy

would, our mutual Father will certainly discipline him.
Whatever his actions called for, that is what God
would do. God's attitude in disciplining His child
would be different than His attitude in requiting an unbeliever, but He does not let unrighteous behavior go
in either case:
Col 3:24 knowing that from the Lord you shall receive the reward of the inheritance. For you serve the
Lord Christ. But he who does wrong shall receive justice for the wrong which he did, and there is no respect of persons.

Paul is obviously talking about discipline for Christians here, and they will not get off the hook on the basis of God's grace.
So if a fellow-Christian is acting as an enemy, would
I pray, "Cut him off in Your truth", as in the Psalm?
There may be a special application of God “cutting
off” a straying believer. Many Corinthians had died
because of selfishness, according to 1 Corinthians 11.
They had been “cut off.” Christians towards whom
they were behaving badly may well have prayed for
justice. Church discipline wasn’t operating sufficiently
at the time, so God directly intervened.
Still, having allowed for this possibility, we would
yet not be permitted to truly categorize a fellow Christian as an enemy. If God has made us both friends
with Himself, then He has made us friends with one

another too. If one of us has to be “cut off” in some
way for unkindness to the other, the victim would still
be hoping for the prodigal’s restoration.
There is always, of course, the disquieting possibility that an unkind ‘brother’ is really a stranger to God’s
love and is a brother in name only.

Chapter Twenty-Five
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Devotion 1

2 Corinthians 3:6
[God] who also made us
able ministers of a new covenant,
not of letter, but of Spirit.
For the letter kills,
but the Spirit makes alive.

The Old Covenant was basically a statement. It
said, "This is what is good and right and what God
expects." That is what Paul calls "letter" in the
verse above. It communicated a standard but did not
guarantee the power to keep that standard.
The New Covenant does not merely state something. The New Covenant is personal, and the personality involved is the Holy Spirit. Paul calls the
New Covenant "Spirit." It is the Holy Spirit's direct communication, so it is not merely a statement,
but understanding imparted. It guarantees agreement. It confers power to keep the standard communicated.
This is definitely not saying that Old Covenant
saints missed out on the Spirit's ministry. The Holy
Spirit did communicate to Moses. He did make
David understand, as well as Abraham, ad infinitum.
So you might say that many Old Covenant saints enjoyed features of the New Covenant. In fact, any Old
Testament saint we meet in Heaven will have been a

recipient of the same basic Spirit's ministry we received in the New Covenant. There is no other way
into the kingdom of Heaven. The Spirit must fit us
to it and guarantee it to us.

So in comparing the Old Covenant to the New,
we might say that the Old Covenant was basically
external with applications to the internal (i.e., it
outwardly spoke the standard to all in the covenant,
but only with some of them did it witness change
in their inner man).
The New Covenant, conversely, is basically internal with applications to the external (i.e., it
makes inward change to all in the covenant. Its
power does, however, interact even with those on
the periphery of the covenant, specifically, mere
churchgoers, those not in the covenant.* Unregenerate children of believers are in a special state of
preparation until they actually enter the covenant, 1
Cor 7:14. They are called “set apart.” See Devotion 2.)
2 Corinthians 3:7, 8 But if the ministry of death having been engraved in letters in stone was with glory,
so as that the sons of Israel could not gaze into "the
face of Moses" because of the glory of his face, which
was to cease, how much rather the ministry of the
Spirit will be in glory!

The Old Covenant was more glorious than anything Man or Angel could ever devise. Yet it was
still only a ministry of death, because it could only
give us the 'Ought', not the 'Aptitude'. The New

Covenant gives us the Aptitude.

And there is nothing wrong with a covenant of
Ought! If that's all God wanted to give us, it would
have been perfectly sufficient. God was not obligated to give man anything more than the standard.
Of course, He did freely plan to give more all along.
The Old Covenant was preparatory for the New.
Now that the New Covenant has been enacted- not
just as an adjunct to the Old Covenant, but as its replacement / fulfillment- it is a big mistake to go
back to the Old Covenant in any way. That was the
warning Paul was giving the Corinthians. False
apostles had crept in and ensnared them by devious
use of the Old Covenant. Therefore, much of Paul's
remedy involved correct teaching on the natures and
relations of the Old and New Covenants.
So the Old Covenant was engraved in stone,
though for many under it, its laws were also engraved in their hearts.
The New Covenant is engraved in the heart, but
for many on its borders, their hearts remain stone,
and only the 'stony' word (the law- God's do's and
don't's ) will be spoken to them, and only as a standard, not as power.
*

The terminology for this power is that the covenant’s unregenerate recipients are still “enlightened, and have tasted of the
heavenly gift, and were made partakers of the Holy Spirit,
and have tasted the good Word of God and the powers of the
world to come” Hebrews 6:4-5.

Devotion 2

Proverbs 29:15
The rod of correction gives wisdom,
But a child left to himself
causes
to his mother.

The primary application of this verse is to child
discipline. Children allowed to do as they please
become causes of shame for their parents. The
remedy for this is to keep after their children with
spankings, thus indicating that we are actually paying attention and seeing their misbehaviors.
There is also a spiritual application to the verse.
Every Christian parent has the duty to put himself to death:
Col 3:5 Therefore put to death your members
which are on the earth: fornication, uncleanness,
passion, evil desire, and covetousness (which is
idolatry)

This sacrifice of personal pleasures, angers, improper attitudes and desires is very difficult. It is
like cutting off one of our own "members"- an arm,
say. These evils are so much a part of us, putting
them away from us is a definite kind of selfexecution. Of course, it is execution of those parts
of ourselves we don't really need: parts which, in

fact, are killing us.
But many Christian parents, while making some
progress in this 'mortification of the flesh' for themselves, make virtually no similar progress towards
their children.
For some parents, the problem is their theology.
They operate on the principle of pietism- that man's
spiritual state is highly personal and individualistic
and cannot be directly influenced by others. For
them, Christ can only be taught to their children
with the hopes that the children will become converted and desire to obey Him on their own. Unwittingly, these parents are 'leaving their children to
themselves'.
Whereas, it IS a parent's responsibility to apprise
his children of their responsibilities towards God,
and parents cannot change their children's spirits to
comply with God, yet part of the parent's responsibility is to enforce the Christian lifestyle on his
children:
Proverbs 22:6 Consecrate a child in the instruction of His way; even when he is old, he will
not turn aside from it.

The word for "consecrate" above is the same
word used when Solomon "dedicated" the Temple.

Would any good Israelite have tolerated the misuse or negligent use of the Temple? No, it was
consecrated to service for God. Regularity of
proper services was required.
The same principle is true for our children. We
must dedicate them to God to that extent.

We must make the assumption that God has
called them into His service, and we are simply
equipping them so that service may be its best.
It is usually harder for parents to sacrifice their
children to Christ than it is to sacrifice themselves.
We tend to think, "I've made my own choice. The
life I could have lived is left behind. But my child
still has his life to live. It's unreasonable to force
my level of commitment on him."
And so our children are 'left to themselves'.
There is no better face to put on it.
And if sacrificing them to Christ is too good for
our children, we have made idols of them.
We should teach them the personal joy of service
to Christ; but if we do not treat them as God's own
possessions obligated to serve Him, we have abandoned them to themselves. Our proverb assures us
that we will regret that.

Devotion 3

Titus 2:3 - 5
and that older women likewise ...
may train the young women ...
to be ... workers at home

The Greek word Paul uses for "workers at home"
is oikourous, a compound word meaning, literally,
"home guards."
In most past cultures, women were mostly expected to be based in their homes. This made it
much easier for Christian women to "guard" the
"home".
In our modern culture, women routinely leave
the house to pursue other interests and livelihoods.
This makes it exceedingly difficult for them to be
"home watchmen."
In fact, one wonders if a woman employed fulltime outside the home can possibly be described as
a "home guard." The very nature of the term seems
to refute the possibility. As hard as they may work
when they come home, they cannot have been
guarding the home while devoting attention to another business or hub of activity.
Can a soldier assigned to guard the fort do his
duty while elsewhere? He may have very important business out in the field or at another fort, but
if elsewhere is where his business lies, he is not

really a guard. Whoever stays at the fort is a guard.
Of course, the fort can simply be left unguarded; and
that is the condition of most American homes today.
Either that, or the team member NOT assigned the duty
of home-guard, the husband, stays home.
The sad thing is that the supposed objective of
bringing more money into the household is not being
accomplished on the whole. But most women make no
pretense of supplementing the family income as their
primary motive. They simply want to pursue their own
goals. Personal fulfillment is the objective.
The role of home-guard is a role of sacrifice. Most
families do not see the sacrifice as necessary. What is
the woman really accomplishing by staying at home?
How many times can she vacuum the rugs, after all?
But the Biblical woman is much deeper than that.
She is very busy fulfilling the tasks necessary for her
own family, and then body of Christ, and then the community itself in the name of Christ.
According to Paul, the woman has a definite fulltime job at home. After saying that women cannot
teach or exercise authority over men, Paul ends with
this:
1 Timothy 2:15 but she will be saved through her
child-bearing, if they continue in faith, love, and sanctification with sobriety.

Paul had just given one reason women can't teach in
church: Eve was the one "thoroughly deceived" (a

strong compound word Paul used), while Adam was
not. Apparently, gender characteristics are passed
down. Women, when not in proper submission to men,
are very gullible spiritually. In the verse above, Paul
gives the answer to this. The woman is to develop her
spiritual maturity for a round-the-clock 'pastorate'. She
is to 'pastor' her children. She will be "saved" (in the
sanctification sense; used again the same way in 1
Timothy 4:16) if "they"- she and her children- remain
under her quality spiritual discipline.
With the assumption that women are staying at
home, the Bible also lays on them a task perhaps more
for development after their children are out on their
own: the task of being the main managers of good
works flowing from the Church:
1 Timothy 2:8 - 10 Therefore, I desire that men
pray ... In the same way also, I desire that women
adorn themselves ... with good works, which befits
women professing godliness.

This assignment would have come very naturally to
women of previous cultures in most places in the
world. They already used the home as a base of operations.
Satan has done a very good job through 'women's
liberation' of freeing today's Christian woman from the
shackles of service to Christ. Satan has succeeded in
making “home guard” duty seem like a burden, rather
than part of the “easy yoke” Christ said His servants
wear in service to Him.

Devotion 4

Ezekiel 33:11
Say to them:
As I live, says the Lord Yahweh,
I have no delight in the death of the wicked,
except in the turning of the wicked from his way,
and so to live.
Turn, turn from your evil ways;
for why will you die, O house of Israel?

God's 'wish' for men to turn from their wickedness
is a factor of His goodness. He takes no pleasure in
the pain of others.
On the other hand, He has no regret in inflicting
the pain of justice: the Lake of Fire, for instance.
There is something peculiar to the Covenant in
God's response to reprobate men. Jesus said this
concerning Israel:
Luke 13:34 Jerusalem! Jerusalem! the one killing the prophets, and stoning those having been
sent to her; how often I desired to gather your children in the way a hen gathers her brood under the
wings, and you did not desire it.

God always had a good will towards His covenant
people. Even when He brought destruction on them
in Old Testament times, He always spoke of the merciful dealings He would have on them afterwards.

But consider the Lord's relationship to Sodom in
Genesis 18, as He talks to Abraham about the city.
God's only concern is with the righteous in the city.
He would spare the city for a certain number of righteous therein (of course, He was always planning on
getting them out anyway). He does not say, "O
Sodom, Sodom. How often I desired to gather you."
This should arrest our attention. The Lord did not
say this about Sodom because they were not chicks
of His brood.
Jerusalem was only nationally elect (not every individual was elect), but she was still in special relationship to God. Yet God has no problem punishing
wicked individuals from among the nation Israel:
Luke 19:27 But these hostile to me, those not desiring me to reign over them, bring them here and
execute them before me.

It is only the individually elect, Jew or Gentile,
whom God will bring to Himself and keep, not allowing their ultimate departure from Him. This
covenant is described in Jeremiah 31:31 - 34 and is
quoted in both Hebrews 8 and Hebrews 10 as the
covenant we are in.
There is yet another covenant that allows us to see
the 'stretch' and varied dimensions of God's dealings
with men. The covenant with Noah was a covenant

with "all flesh": with men and with animals. So
there is a covenant of mercy that all men are under
while they live on Earth, a covenant not to flood the
earth again.
All men are in a specific covenant of mercy then.
The Jews are under a more specific, but still broad,
covenant as well. Their covenant does not allow
God to forget His mercies towards them. And then
there is God’s covenant with the very elect.
By the first two covenants, God shows His general good will towards all men.
By His covenant with the elect, He shows His
saving good will. He specifically targets those,
Jew or Gentile, upon whom He will have mercy to
the uttermost, ultimately saving them from all harm,
the final harm being the Second Death.
It is a gargantuan goof-up to confuse God's dealings in the more general covenants with His saving dealings in the New Covenant (the name used
for the covenant with the elect in Jeremiah 31), even
though we can infer God's goodness from
any of the covenants, depending on who their
specific recipients are.
This is a good example of the need for "rightly dividing (literally, 'cutting straight’) the Word of
Truth." There is a dividing line between God’s covenants which must be understood, or God Himself is
misunderstood.

Devotion 5

Galatians 6:7
Do not be deceived,
God is not mocked.
For whatever a man may sow,
that he also will reap.

Sin is like the coil and recoil of a yoyo. In its
down-stroke, the yoyo uncoils with gravity's help.
Likewise, most sins are entered into with relative
ease, downhill, you might say.
Then comes the recoil, when the finished downward motion actually helps the yoyo climb back up
against gravity. This motion is like the backlash of
sin. The ‘flip of our wrist’ (our sinful will) makes
sin’s recoil as sure and complete as its fall was. Its
coiling around the core again is like sin wrapping our
heart in a deadly, python grip. We are its prisoner
and slave.
Any sinful 'downstroke'- accusing another, a selfjustification, bitterness of heart, inclination to fornication, some other distorted appetite- guarantees an
'upstroke'. The upstrokes are the thorny ramifications of our sinful choice.
Paul says, "Do not be deceived." That is because
we are always prone to see only the downstroke
without considering any upstroke: a deception.
Something in our minds tells us that downstrokes

don't lead to upstrokes. Down is down, and up is up,
after all. We are very deceivable.
It is only by force of attention that we keep the
'Yoyo Law' before us. When we do, we measure our
every thought, word, and deed. We will ask, What
kind of upstroke will this downstroke bring?

Devotion 6

Jeremiah 10:23
O Yahweh,
I know that the way of man
does not belong to man;
it is not in man who walks
to direct his steps.

If a man's way does not belong to himself, then to
whom does it belong?
Proverbs 20:24 Man's steps are of Yahweh; how
can a man then understand his own way?

How much freedom, then, does man have?
The main point of the above two verses is that God
is the ultimate disposer of all destinies. His freedom
to dispose comes first
first. Obviously, if He has disposed
things a certain way, our attempts at disposing our own

paths will be held in check by His master plan. That is
why we often end up confused. We thought things
were going a certain way, but we didn't have God's
blueprint before us.
Some people are irritated by the above and other
similar verses. They can only see man as a machine if
these verses are true. These verses do not rule out
man's freedom, though. They only assert God's ultimate freedom. Only one being in the universe can
have ultimate freedom; either that or existence would
be a constant vying for dominance: God's against everybody else's. Such is not the case. The Bible says
God is dominant.
But God is also wise: infinitely wise. He was able
to create such that man has maximum freedom consistent with God’s own freedom.
The question of man's freedom is secondary with
reference to salvation, though. In salvation, the main
question is man's spiritual condition. If man is spiritually dead, as the Bible declares, then he could have
as much freedom as he pleased and he would never
choose God
God. Man's freedom would only allow him to
make his natural, self-assertive choices.
Are unregenerate men free to choose God, to choose
salvation? Yes and no. In terms of God's restrictions,
God is not saying, "No, you can't choose Me." Man is
free. But in terms of man's nature, he is bound by his
own sinfulness. With his heart of stone- his enmity
against God- he will never choose God. Man is his
own prisoner; so he has no freedom.

When a man is regenerated, he still lacks God's
blueprint. Even if we had it, we couldn't read it. It is
as infinite in scope as God Himself is. Christians are
still the recipients of God's internal and external
'meddling'. We still don't understand our way. This
fact makes us pray:
Psalm 141:4 Don't incline my heart to any evil
thing ...

The psalmist knew that God searched his heart and
responded to it according to its attitude towards Him.
If he was regarding idols, he knew that God would put
him deeper in the idol's grip as payment for his foolishness and as a means of forcing a choice between
Himself and the idol.
idol So the psalmist is asking for
idols to be exposed so he can purify himself of them.
This obviously works harmoniously with God’s ultimate freedom and sovereignty.
God must have ultimate freedom by the nature of
His being, but His freedom does not mean my enslavement. I can reach my furthest limits as a creature (and
I AM limited as a creature by the fact that I’m a creature) by recognizing my place under God.
That is the best way to respond to God's sovereignty.
Mix it with His goodness and pray accordingly. What
we don't understand (God’s full blueprint) won't hurt
us if we are seeking God’s paths (His written blueprint
for us).

Devotion 7

Matthew 9:14
Then John's disciples came to him,
saying, "Why do we
and the Pharisees fast often,
but your disciples do not fast?"

The Pharisees have a justifiably bad reputation in
our day. Jesus paints them as religious monsters.
But their type of hypocrisy is not what the average
Christian envisions. We can nearly picture men who
turn the corner into their citadel with a sneer of fiendish pleasure at how easily they were duping the masses
with their fake religion.
As we can see by the verse in the box above, the
Pharisees had a good reputation, even among good
men. They were the religious heroes of Israel. Remember what a problem the Israelites had with idolatry
in the Old Testament? The Pharisees [more specifically, their forebears] were mainly responsible for ridding Israel of idolatry. Despite the Roman occupation,
they held closely to Biblical teaching. There was
probably a time a couple or more generations earlier, at
the inception of their group, when the Pharisees were a
humble, commendable group.
In our day, any time someone develops a strict attitude about some Biblical command or idea, we call
him a Pharisee. That's all Pharisee means to us: someone who is overly exacting in his service to God.

But did Jesus ever say the Pharisees were too obedient ? Think about it. Even when He critiqued

their strict observances, He corrected them as a
matter of balance:
Matthew 23:23 “Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! For you pay tithes of mint and
dill and cummin,

and you have left aside

the weightier matters of the Law:

judgment, and mercy, and faith.



It was right to do these, and not to have left those
aside.”

Wow! How could Jesus resist blasting them for
their seemingly ridiculous tithing practices! Certainly a modern Christian would've made fun of
them. "You think God cares whether you gather
every tenth plant out of your pathetic little garden!?"
But Jesus, far from berating their tithing, manages to commend that, while still rebuking them.
You see, Jesus had too much respect for God's
commands to criticize the keeping of them. Tithing
was right. Herbs were part of the Pharisees' possessions. It was right for them to tithe so particularly: "and not to have left those [the tithing practices] aside" was what Jesus said about tithing.
It was only their neglect of more significant mat-

ters in Scripture that earned Jesus' censure.
For the most part, our generation doesn't really
understand what was wrong with the Pharisees. Jesus never rebuked them for being too strict or too
Biblical. Whenever they negatively appraised His
Sabbath practices, Jesus always corrected their
Biblical understanding. He never said they were
too obedient in their Sabbath observance. They
were simply unBiblical in it. Jesus claimed to
have kept the Sabbath perfectly on every occasion.
In fact, if He hadn't, He would have been a Law
breaker and would have been disqualified as a sacrifice for sins.
Ironically, those who use "Pharisee" as an epithet
for their enemies are probably the most like the
Pharisees in our day. They have their own approach to Scriptures which is self-evident to them,
but which is actually greatly unbalanced and
lacking. So these modern-day Pharisees are likely
to accuse as a Pharisee someone who touts ideas or
doctrines which, in reality, restore the Biblical balance they themselves have removed.
[Joke: What's a Pharisee? Someone who keeps one
more commandment than I do. Ha ha. Not so
funny. It's pathetically true. Not that he’s a real Pharisee, but that’s why I call him one.]
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Chapter Twenty-Six
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Devotion 1

2 Timothy 1:13
Hold fast a pattern of sound words
which you heard from me,
in faith and love in Christ Jesus.

In this verse Paul commends to Timothy the
need to be a systematic theologian.
The word for "pattern" above is from a verb meaning "to outline." Timothy was to be able to outline*
his beliefs. Hence, he was to develop a systematic
way to think about and explain them. Considering
all the contrary doctrine he had to deal with (read
through 1 and 2 Timothy), he needed a very tight and
Biblically demonstrable system to defend the true
faith.
Whenever we explain our belief concerning a certain verse or a certain subject in Scripture, we always
naturally do so according to our overall beliefs that
we have inferred from Scriptures in general and from
many verses in particular. That's all a systematic theology is. It is not only the professional
theologian who systematizes his beliefs in Scripture,
then; every Christian does it. We do it well or badly
or somewhere between, but we all have a system that
informs any particular verse or subject we handle.
If we are wise, every particular verse we consider
also offers us fine tuning to our system. Most Chris-

tians fail miserably here. We have no facility in
working with our system, so we simply keep our system and discard any particular notions (or even
verses) to the contrary as they come before us.
This is ironic, because the Christians who complain the most loudly about people who 'overly'
systematize their beliefs or who are too doctrinal are the very ones who are the most rigid in
their own systems! Of course, they are assuming that
they themselves are 'system-free', that they hold
solely to the testimony of Scripture with no added
comment or arrangement. Again, as we have said,
that is impossible. We all have an arrangement that
holds Scriptures together in our thinking. It is agreeable with Scriptures to a greater or lesser degree, but
an arrangement is what we operate by.
The biggest ignoramus is the one who says, "No
theology but the Bible; no creed but Christ." Of
course every Christian assumes his 'summary of the
faith' is Biblical and that his 'synopsis of Scriptures'
properly represents Christ! Of course it is our goal
to have only a Biblical theology and only the true
Christ as a result! But it is flat dishonesty to deny
that our approach to Scripture is a theology, that our
belief about Christ is our Christological creed.**
Worse, it is the height of arrogance to imply that my
belief simply IS the embodiment of Biblical teaching. Could any claim be more arrogantly (indeed
blasphemously) ludicrous?
Pastors are definitely to be good systematic theologians. Christians without teaching gifts are ordi-

narily not expected to be able to outline their beliefs
as well as the elders who are over them, but they are
responsible to recognize, for instance, errors in current theologies.
Christians in a congregation should be adopting
the system of their teaching elders.*** It is an assimilation that is natural and which fairly well cannot
be avoided. So they should be praying for wisdom
for their shepherds and be coming to them with particulars they have problems fitting into the system.
Thus they will be good Bereans (Acts 17:10, 11),
and pastors will be challenged to improve their systems (a life-long task).
* Not necessarily our standard Roman numeral outline.
Chiasmic outlines**** often (usually?) better capture Biblical passages.
** Though we readily concede that 'theological' terms
like “theology” itself and “Christological” are simply tools,
not an unyielding part of our summaries
*** And their teaching elders have doubtless availed
themselves of prior works that sought to properly relate all
(or major) Scriptural thoughts to one another.
**** Chiasms (or chiasmus) are outlines that move step
by step to a crucial midpoint, then continue away from the
midpoint, mirroring step by step the points prior to the midpoint. The chiasm’s final point parallels the chiasm’s first
point, etc. Like this, but with any number of letters and
with great flexibility in arrangement:
A.
B.
C.
B’.
A’.

Devotion 2

Psalm 66:13
I will go into Your house
with burnt offerings;
I will pay You my vows

The psalmist says he will meet at the saints'
meeting. God's house for this meeting is ultimately
His people:
1 Timothy 3:15 But if I delay, that you may know
how to behave in the house of God, which is the
assembly of the living God, the pillar and foundation of the truth.

The psalmist says he will come to the meeting
with burnt offerings. The Christian comes to the
meeting of God's people with the ultimate burnt offering: that of Christ, who fulfilled the burnt offering
(and the other four basic offerings of the Law found
in Leviticus) in His death on the cross.
The psalmist says He will pay to God his vows. A
vow is merely a specific promise. The psalmist had
made these vows in certain circumstances of his life:
Psalm 66:14 those which my lips have uttered
and my mouth has spoken in my trouble.

The psalmist had been in some difficulty and had

apparently made specific promises to God on the
hope of God delivering him out of the trouble. Notice that the psalmist isn't embarrassed about having
'made a deal' with God. All this 'deal' was was
thanks to God in advance. "If you
get me out of this difficulty, I will be presenting you
this particular means of thanks." There is nothing in
such a vow that cheapens our relationship with God.
Actually, vows are a way of insuring that our relationship with God does not become monotonous.
We are going to be giving Him certain expressions of
thanks on a regular basis in our regular meetings
with His people. When we make an unusual offering, we shake up the natural sleepiness that surrounds any activity we perform with great regularity.
When we make a vow, we also give expression of
God's ownership of us in a refreshing way. All that
we regularly give Him is good, but, again, we can
lose the fresh sense of His ownership of us through
the rhythm of regularity.
regularity A vow puts His ownership of us into our minds in a very authenticating
way, partly by its ‘irregularity’.
irregularity’ We need this kind
of help to see things rightly.
Vows, as extraordinary ('beyond the ordinary')
gifts to God, profitably challenge the sincerity of our
daily, ongoing, ordinary gifts to God. They were obviously a regular part of Bible figures' overall lives.
They should be of ours.

Devotion 3

Ecclesiastes 12:13
Let us hear the conclusion
of the whole matter.
Fear God,
and keep His commandments.
For this is the whole duty of man.

The conclusion of the whole matter
matter? What
whole matter?
Well, what area of life had Solomon left out in Ecclesiastes?
He defines his range of subject matter as everything "under the sun" (using the phrase twenty-seven
times in the book). But he is certainly seeking to
find a unifying factor for everything under the sun.
Apparently he has found it in this second to the last
verse of the book (giving the reason for it in the last
verse: that is, that God will judge everything everyone does). The factor that unifies all of life is
man's fearing and obeying God.
So what about everything previous to this Final
Conclusion? Is it all just so much useless overture to
provide some buildup to his climax?
No, indeed! Every word of the eleven preceding
chapters is a careful examination of all of life, comparing its features precisely while tentatively commending an Intermediate Conclusion- this to prepare

us for his Final Conclusion.
Solomon's Intermediate Conclusion has seven
'incarnations' in chapters one through eleven. Each
one advances his overall case one step further until
we are left with the inevitable certainty of his Final
Conclusion that we are to fear and obey God.
Here are the seven Intermediate Conclusions, so
you can better track through them the unity of the
book:
1) Eccl 2:24 There is nothing better for a man
than that he should eat and drink, and make his
soul enjoy good in his labor. This also I saw, that it
is from the hand of God.
2) Eccl 3:12, 13 I know that there is nothing better for them than to rejoice, and to do good as long
as they live. Also that every man should eat and
drink, and enjoy good in all his labor, is the gift of
God.
3) Eccl 3:22 Therefore I saw that there is nothing
better, than that a man should rejoice in his works;
for that is his portion: for who can bring him to see
what will be after him?
4) Eccl 5:18 - 20 Behold, that which I have seen to
be good and proper is for one to eat and to drink,
and to enjoy good in all his labor, in which he labors
under the sun, all the days of his life which God has
given him; for this is his portion. Every man also to
whom God has given riches and wealth, and has
given him power to eat of it, and to take his portion,

and to rejoice in his labor -- this is the gift of God.
For he shall not often reflect on the days of his life;
because God occupies him with the joy of his heart.
5) Eccl 8:15 Then I commended mirth, because a
man has no better thing under the sun, than to
eat, and to drink, and to be joyful: for that will accompany him in his labor all the days of his life
which God has given him under the sun.
6) Eccl 9:7 - 10 Go your way -- eat your bread with
joy, and drink your wine with a merry heart; for
God has already accepted your works. Let your
garments be always white, and don't let your head
lack oil. Live joyfully with the wife whom you love
all the days of your life of vanity, which he has given
you under the sun, all your days of vanity: for that
is your portion in life, and in your labor in which
you labor under the sun. Whatever your hand finds
to do, do it with your might; for there is no work,
nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in Sheol,
where you are going.
7) Eccl 11:9 Rejoice, young man, in your youth,
And let your heart cheer you in the days of your
youth, And walk in the ways of your heart, And in
the sight of your eyes; But know that for all these
things God will bring you into judgment.

If you read the seventh Intermediate Conclusion,
you notice a definite tone of sarcasm. "Go have a
great time in life; do as you please! ... but, oh yesGod will be judging you for it."
Then if you read the sixth one, you can see that it

has its sarcastic element too by inviting joy in the
"days of your life of vanity," all your "days of vanity."
The fifth Intermediate Conclusion introduced the
first sarcastic ingredient by holding out the good
things of life to those whom God "has given the
power to eat of it." In chapter six, Solomon then
says that no one is guaranteed the power to eat.
So by the increasing sarcasm of the seven Intermediate Conclusions, Solomon is already alerting the
reader that eating, drinking, and enjoying his labor is
not the answer to life's puzzle, though it is better
than anything else at hand under the sun.

Now he has us ready for the Final Conclusion.
Nothing sarcastic about this one. Nor is it something
based in earthly life, in our existence under the sun.
The answer to this life is to live it in relation to the
One 'above the sun', the One looking down here
'below the sun' on us, evaluating everything we do.
These elements of Ecclesiastes: the vanity ruling
the world, the need to fear God, the need to obey
Him, are all corroborated in the New Testament (if
we needed such corroboration); Rom. 8:20; 2 Cor.
7:1; 1 Jn. 5:3.
We ought to be living as those who have ruled out
all other conclusions to life. We have either found it
to be so ourselves, or we have simply learned from
Solomon's testimony.
Most Christians don't do any comparing of conclu-

sions. They think that would indicate doubt. Ecclesiastes is certainly not a book of doubt. Solomon
weaves a philosophy of life consistent with what's
merely under the sun SO THAT he can discard it in
favor of the true philosophy. If we think the case
through with him, we are all the stronger. Doubts
arise from refusing to look and analyze.

Devotion 4

Genesis 3:1
Now the serpent was more cunning
than any beast of the field
which Yahweh God had made.
And he said to the woman,
Has God really said,
You shall not eat
of every tree of the garden?

Satan's basic approach has never changed. He always asks, with every temptation, "Is it really the
case that God has spoken?" It may come in the probing form of, "Are you sure you heard Him right?" Or
he may want us to wonder, "Is that all God had to
say on the matter?"
Every act of disobedience is an act of unbelief.
Any time we sin, we have called God's truthfulness
into question. If we really believed Him, we

wouldn't have done what He said not to do.
There is more than enough unbelief in each human
heart to void the necessity for any Satanic temptation
at all. We do not need any devilish whispering to incline us toward self-indulgence; our own desires do
that for us completely. All Satan had to do was ask
Eve a simple question; she did the rest on her own.
And this was when she didn't have a sinful nature to
start with.
When we want to affirm the truthfulness of God's
Word: now that is when a demon is likely to step
forward. Whenever we seek to employ a Biblical
principle in our lives, demons will be looking for
ways to cause either our renouncing of it or our discouragement from continuing in it.
And so the question, from our human unbelief or
with the added urgings of Satan's minions, stays
fairly well formed in our hearts: "Has God spoken?
Surely He didn't really mean you couldn't do this ?
Surely He will not be terribly upset if you follow this
course of action."
Any continuing disobedience in our lives is an ongoing testimony that we don't believe God.
How does God put up with such blasphemy? Actually He doesn't. There are always consequences
for unbelief and the resultant disobedience. Small
degrees of straying, when continued , turn into many
degrees off course. Three New Testament books

have in their last chapters procedures for recalling
those who have strayed:
James 5:19, 20 If anyone among you goes astray
from the truth, brothers, and anyone turns him
back, know that the one turning a sinner from the
error of his way will save the soul from death, and
will hide a multitude of sins.
1 John 5:16 If anyone sees his brother sinning a
sin not unto death, he shall ask; and He shall give
life to him, to the ones not sinning unto death.
There is a sin unto death. I do not say that he
should ask about that.
Galatians 6:1 Brothers, if a man is overtaken in
some deviation, you, the spiritual ones, restore
such a one in the spirit of meekness, considering
yourself, that you not also be tempted.

These authors knew that there would be straying.
They knew that a certain number of Christians would
develop unbelieving habits sufficient to require retrieval. When we cannot affirm it for ourselves"Yes, God did speak that and He did mean it"- we
need a brother to affirm it for us. We also need to be
the brother who can do the affirming and retrieving.
The Galatians passage talks about a spirit of meekness. Meekness simply acknowledges that we are
just as to prone to stray as they are. If we have managed to avoid the need for major recall so far, may
the grace of God continue to work mightily in us.

Devotion 5

Hebrews 13:5
Set your way of life without money-loving,
being satisfied with present things;
for He has said,
"Not at all will I leave you,
not at all will I forsake you, never!"

Contentedness.
It is commanded.
An unshakable contentedness consists of at least
three factors:
1) Relationship;
2) Place; and
3) Function.
Relationship is my personal interaction with others. My contentedness in relationships will be manifested by my security in who I am and in my ability
to love others freely. I will love God first and then
accord my neighbor the consideration for his good
that I would and do accord myself and which I wish
to be accorded to me by others.
Place is my sense of myself relative to my environment, both time and space. I have a place in the
kingdom of God as a Christian, and I have a place in
my community as a human. In both, I must again
have a secure feeling that God has made no mistakes.

I am where I am because He wants me here. He has
given me criteria and wisdom to choose my worship
and fellowship environment (= church, ekklesia,
gathering). I have both things to offer and things to
learn there.
Function is my awareness of my abilities. God
has given me certain capacities and certain commands. I am content when I know His supply is sufficient for my obedience. I know where I am COMMON with all men. Where I am UNIQUE, I know that
God will develop me at a natural pace. I know that I
must consciously counter my natural arrogance in order to have a “sane estimate” of myself, Rom. 12:3.
He works with me as a satisfied recipient of His
pruning.
These three factors shape one another and interact
with one another. None of them really operates in
isolation from the others. Each of them assumes personal interaction with God as intelligent, immediate
author: both of definitions/communications and of
my situation right now.
DIScontent is merely a challenge to one or more
of these factors.
DIScontent is, then, a call for me to improve my
understanding and practice of my Relationships, my
Place, my Function, or some combination of these
three things.

Devotion 6

1 Corinthians 14:35
But if [your women] desire to learn anything,
let them question their husbands at home;
for it is a shame for a woman
to speak in an assembly.

Why would it be a shame for a woman to speak in
a worship assembly of the saints?
First of all, let us notice that a woman's presence
is not shameful. Nor is woman shameful because she
speaks. It is only a shame for a woman to speak 'in
church' (and 'church' just means assembly).
Paul had just greatly reduced overall participation
in the worship service from the Corinthian norm.
They had been having a veritable 'variety show' :
1 Cor 14:26 Then what is it, brothers? When you
come together, each one of you has a psalm, he
has a teaching, he has a language, he has a revelation, he has an interpretation. Let all things be for
building up.

Paul does not cite this as normative nor as acceptable. Proof? What ensues in his directions brings
about the curtailing of the Corinthian 'variety show':
1 Cor 14:27 If one speaks in a language, let it be
by two, or at the most three, and in succession.

And let one interpret.
1 Cor 14:29 And if there are two or three prophets, let them speak, and let the others judge.

From their original 'free-for-all', Paul's 'censorship'
reduced participation to a maximum of SIX: three
tongues-speakers, and three prophets (teachers).
"But what if the Holy Spirit tells me to say something after the sixth person has spoken?"
Then He is testing you to see if you are obedient
or self-willed. Obviously, the Holy Spirit is not going to contradict Himself, and He is not going to rewrite Scriptures to allow seven speakers. Paul indicated that two was a preferable number for each category. From what he said in the rest of the chapter,
one prophet explaining Scriptures would be fine for a
whole service.
Anyway, the point is this: was anyone but a
prophet or tongue-speaker allowed to speak? No.
Therefore, any other speaker would have been
shameful. So a woman was only one category of
shameful speakers in church. Paul was merely adding the instruction about women after saying essentially the same thing about most other categories of
people. There are only a limited group of people
whom God has gifted to lead in worship, to instruct
His people publicly.
.

The Corinthians were a group who were very confident in their spirituality (5:2), though in reality they
were only babies (3:1). Paul knew that the arrogant
spirit in some of them would question his new dictates. Therefore he precludes any debate by saying,
1 Cor 14:36 - 38 What? Was it from you that the
word of God went out? Or did it come to you
alone? If any man thinks himself to be a prophet,
or spiritual, let him recognize the things which I
write to you, that they are the commandment of
the Lord. But if anyone is ignorant, let him be ignorant.

The Corinthians acted as though they were the
new definition of a real church. Paul says, "Really?
It all started with you, eh?"
Many churches are the same today. They have
read 1 Corinthians, and they have left it as ignorantly
as they came. They are confident the Lord is pleased
with their worship, even though they are honoring
none of its clear precepts.
What more can be said to them?

Devotion 7

Luke 9:45
But they did not understand this saying,
and it was veiled from them
so that they might not perceive it.
And they feared to ask Him about this word.

Jesus had just predicted His betrayal unto death.
The disciples, showing their usual spiritual acuity,
failed totally in putting His saying together. Furthermore, they were a normal class of students: no one
dared to reveal his ignorance.
But notice that the understanding of the matter was
"veiled from them." God was at work. We understand: ah, He has granted light; we fail to understand:
He has withheld it.
It wasn't time for them to understand these things
yet.
What's more, Jesus was prophesied to be isolated
from human help in His work of redemption:
Mark 14:27 And Jesus said to them, All of you will be
offended in Me in this night, because it has been written: "I will strike the Shepherd, and the sheep will be
scattered." (Zech. 13:7 )

For Jesus to be cut off from any human help or even
sympathy, His friends' minds had to be 'closed' on the
subject. God saw to that. (Of course, all He had to do

was leave them alone to allow their ignorance to dominate.)
More often, man's ignorance is a matter of God's
judgment on him (again, not imposing darkness; darkness is already there; but withholding light that would
dissipate the darkness):
2 Thess 2:11 And because of this, God will send to
them a working of error, for them to believe the lie

Scary stuff, eh? Choose ignorance and receive ignorance multiplied. This wouldn't work any differently
in principle for a believer. As long as he disbelieves
something God said, he is calling increasing darkness
on himself.
The withholding of comprehension is an important
part of Christian humility. When the "great woman"
came to Elisha, Elisha didn't know her problem, as he
apparently normally would have:
2 Kings 4:27 And she came to the man of God to the
hill, and she caught him by the feet. And Gehazi came
near to push her away. And the man of God said, "Let
her alone, for her soul is troubled within her. And
Yahweh has hidden it from me and has not told me."

It is critical for us to understand what a blessing
light is and that the Lord is the one who gives or withholds light. This understanding translates directly into
prayer and our vehemence in it.
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